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ABSTRACT %# 
!Ch« present vork le an attempt to highlight the 
epatial derelopment of agriculture with reference to 
inetitutioaal and teohnologlcal factors in the North Bihar 
Plain. The main aim of the agricultural derelopment is 
to achiere the required amount of agricultural production 
and to provide adequate food to large and fast growing 
population of the country* The study of agricultuxvl 
development acquires special signifioanoe in on agricultural 
country like India and more specially in the state of 
Bihar where agriculture shares 46 per cent to the state's 
Income and engages directly or indirectly 82 per cent of 
her total population. 
The study is spread over three parts. Part first 
consists of five chapters. Chapter X deals with the 
general desoription of the region with respect to the 
structure, relief and drainage of the study area. The 
North Bihar Plain is made up of fertile alluvium which is 
remarkable for its unlfoxnity and a level surface. The 
slope of the deposits is from north to south, and is 
gentler in the west than in the east. The region can be 
divided into five physiographic divisionst 1) The western 
Banger Plain li) The Burhl Gandak > Baghmatl l}oab 
m^Z"" 
ill) She Butooatant Baagtr txaot Xr) Zh« Koei fXood 
plain and r) !Ch« &asg& reirezlii* strip, fhe ar«a i« 
tra7«rs«d lay a series of southv&rd floving rivers like 
01iaghara> §aMak, the Barhi 0aadak, Baghmati, Ka»ls and 
Kosi all draining into the river Gangs, Flooding is a 
ooiamoa ehaz^eteristio feature of the region, !I!h« 
underground imter lerel fLuotuations are also eommon in 
the region Imt thej are lesser in the 0haghara 1>8tsin 
than in the Bnztii dandak hasin. 
Chapter II deals idth olimatie conditions of 
North Bihar Plain iihieh enjoys a tropical monsoon climate 
characterised by a rhythm of seasons owing to rsTsrsal 
of irinds during the eouthirest and the northeast monsoons. 
Chapter III deals irith different types of soils in the 
study area* Important soils of the region are the 
varieties of fchadar and hanger, Ehadar or the neirer 
alluvium is hrought hy the flood waters and deposited near 
the river bank, Baagar or older alluvium lies in the 
upland far away from the river, A big patch of calcareous 
soil has developed in the western part and a red and 
yellow light soil is found in the southern part of the 
study area. Chapter four is devoted to agricultuxml 
development and deals witJh the concept and planning of 
agricultural development under different plan periods. 
«3< 
caaapter fiT« describes the theoretical aspects of 
institutional and technological indicators relating to 
progress of agriculture. 
Part second incorporates chapters VI to IX which 
incorporate the analytical part of the thesis, (^pter VI 
hig^ights the trends of agricultural derelopment vith 
special reference to land utilizationy growth of area 
and production of food crops and the area under irrigation 
in the region, fhere has been a gradual Increase in net 
sown area» area soim more than once and in gross cropped 
area in the region. II!he region also recorded satisfactory 
increase in area and production of cereals, but the pulses 
with the exception of lentil have recorded a declining 
trend. She oilseeds have considerably increased in the 
region. Amongst the cash crops sugarcane has recorded a 
decline while potato has recorded a sharp increase in 
area and production. 3!he food crop area under irrigation 
has registered a gradual increase in the region from 
1965-66 to 1980-81. 
Chapter VII is devoted to spatio-temporal 
rariations in agricultural productivity for four points 
of time, i.e. 1965-66, 1970-71, 1975-76 and 1980-81. The 
study is based on agrioultuiral productivity indices 
calculated according to 7ang*s yield index azid high, medium 
w^*" 
and loir agrieultuiral prodaotivi'^ regloBS have been 
deaaroated* During 1965*66 and 1970-71» agriottltuzul 
produetiTl^ reglom more or lees remained the same 
throughout the region. It has hoireTer been obeerred that 
inter-dietriet variations under agrioultural produetivity^ 
in the nev distriote of the ITorth Bihar fXain spatially 
changed in due couree of time with the adoption of 
modern inputs* Baring 1975-76» agrioultural produotivity 
region vere scattered but in 1980-81 a eompaot blook of 
high productivity area is seen in the south-eentral part* 
Chapter Till deals vith the spatial distribution 
of indicators of agricultural development i^ the study area. 
All the inputs required for improvement of agriculture 
have increased their supply position but their distribution 
is not uniform in different parts of the region. 23ie sise 
of operational holdings is decreasing in the region owing 
to increasing pressure of popiaation &n& prevailing laws 
of inheritance responsible for the subdivision of holdings 
amongst the heirs. Presently more than 73 per cent of the 
farmers belong to the marginal class vitSi less than are 
hectare holding. 
Chapter ZX describes the stage of agrioultural 
development in the lilbrth Bihar Plain in three nays* 
Firstly an attempt is made to determined the precise 'role 
••5"* 
of varloua indicators of agr icol tara l d«T«Iopai6iit t h r o u ^ 
factor anaXysis thereby indioatizig the actual derelopment 
of agriefolture during the period from 1970-71 to 1980-81, 
Secondly the agr icul tural productivity different ials 
influenced hy ins t i tu t iona l and technological Tariahles 
are analysed and discussed by applying multiple regression 
technique, lEhirdly the actual level of agr icul tura l 
development is highlighted as obtained through the 
application of a composite index of agr icul tura l 
development, 
f a r t third re la t ing to conclusions and suggestions 
includes only one chapter^ i . e . chapter X irhich gives a 
summary of the ent i re study. She concluding resul t s 
dra«n from th i s analysis in a l l the combined agr icul tura l 
productiidty regions indicate that variables l ike pump 
s e t s , tube-well i r r iga t ion and i r r iga t ion by other sources, 
area under HZ? seeds and consumption of f e r t i l i s e r s have 
signif icant influence in the agricul tural development in 
the study area. On the basis of composite index the 
d i s t r l c tv i s e dis t r ibut ion of indices also reveal « mariced 
agr icu l tura l development but the regional pattern 
corroborates ea r l i e r findings that the south-central d i s t r i c t s 
are agricul tural ly advanced ifcile the impact of i n s t i t u t iona l 
and technological Indicators i s comparatively low in 
eastern and western margins. 
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PREFACE 
The main objective of the present studj is to 
assess the lerel of agrictiltural deTelopme&t in the • 
Hor-Qi Bihar Plain and to suggest means and vays for 
optimal development of the existing land resources. She 
application of technology and reforms made by various 
institutions have played a dominant role in the advent 
of *&reen Revolution* in the country leading to an 
increased agricultural production. But the rate of 
development due to adoption of modern technology and 
reforms today is spatially uneven and this phenomenon 
is also visible in the North Bihar Plain. 
The present work is an attempt to highlight the 
regional disparities in agriculture development in one 
of the agriculturally important regions of India* i.e., 
North Bihar Plain. !Dhe role of changed institutional 
and technological factors in bringing about variations 
• '\ 
in the spatipotemporal development of agriculture in the 
region is brought.ito li^t and suggestions are proposed 
to remove the regional imbalances in agricultural 
development of the area. 
The study is spread over three parts. Part one 
deals vith the general description of existing physical, 
-11-
soclo-eoonomlo and teohnoXoglcal attributes of th« 
region. Part two relates to an analytical study of area 
and production of principal crops and their trends with 
respect to the Impact of various Institutional and 
technological Indicators In the study area. Fart three 
sumimrlzes the findings and offers a few suggestions for 
future developraent of agriculture In the area. 
Part one Includes chapters I to T of which 
first three chapters describe In detail the physical 
factors like structure, relief, drainage, climate and 
soils of the' region. Chapter four discusses the concepts 
and planning Imrolved In the agricultural development 
and chapter five deals with the theoretical aspects of 
Institutional and technological factors relating to 
agriculture. 
Part second Incorporates chapters 71 to IX i^ hlch 
make the core of the thesis. Chapter six describes the 
trends of agrlcaltural development with special reference 
to land utilization, growth rate of area and production 
and food crop area under Irrigation In the region for 
four points of time. Chapter seven deals with spatio-
temporal variations of agricultural productivity In the 
area and highlights the variations In 1965-66, 1970-71» 
1975-76 and 1980-81. Chapter eight is devoted to an 
analysis of dlstrlotvlst and r«glonBl distribution of 
institutional and teohnologioal factors. Chapter nine 
assesses the role of institutional and teohnologioal 
indicators on the agricultural development through 
faotor analysis and nultiple regression techniques* 
As pointsd out earlier part third relating to conclusion 
includes only ons chapter^ i . e . chapter X of the same 
name vhioh, beside giving conclusions of the vork, offers 
certain suggestions for future development of agriculture 
in the region. 
The work nas completed under the supervision 
of Dr.Mohaamad farooq Siddiqi, Reader in Geography, 
Ali£^rh ttoslim University, Aligarh, and X feel greatly 
obliged to him for his guidance at every stage in the 
preparation of this thesis* I wish to express my thanks 
to Prof. Hehdi fiasa, Chairman of the Department of 
Geography lot providing a l l the necessary fac i l i t i e s in 
the department so that the work could be completed without 
any difficulty or financial constraint. 
I am also indebted %o Prof. Mohammad Shafi, 
£x- |^inaan of the Department of Geography and presently 
Vioe«President of the International Geographical Union 
for his encouragement and valuable suggestions during the 
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eourse of writing th is thesis# My siaocre thanks ars 
also due to Frof.Abdtil kz±z. Dr. Faxasat Ali Siddiqiii* 
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Geography and Dr. Hohaamiad Sami Ahmad of the Separtmont 
of Geology, Aligarh Muslim University for -toeir 
spontaneous help whenever required. 
X wish to express my thanks to Mr. Ashfaque 
Ahmad for his help in Computer progz^unaing and 
Mr, Mohammad Javed for providing carfeographie assistance. 
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I am also grateful to my colleagues Messrs Jamshed 
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inmoimQTtoN 
AgrlouXturo oeoapits an in^orkant plao« in the 
eeonomy of India BM aort speeiaXXy in t&e state of 
Biiiar ¥liere it oontpil^utes 46 per oeat to the state's 
inocme and engages direetly or indireetXy 82 per eent 
of her total population* fh9 deTelopment of this sector 
of economy, therefore, is a prime concern of planners, 
economists and the geographers and offers a challenge 
to them to find means and ways to bring out its overall 
refozn. £he deTelopment of agriculture implies optimom 
use of existing land resources vith the help of 
scientific agricultural practices and the application 
of modem inputs* !Ehe derelopment does not only inrolire 
an increase in the land produotiTity hut also concerns 
vith the provision of sufficient rav materials to run 
a number of allied agro-hased industries. 
fhe main aim of l^e agricultiiral development is 
to achieve the required amoimt of agriciiltural production 
and a high rate of economic grovth in order to bring out 
a marlKed improvement in the standard of liviag of the 
people* It is a veil knovn fact that before the onset 
of green revolution Indian agriculture was very backward 
-xv-
and there had always htea the problem of adequate 
supply of food in the oountry* But by brisglag about 
ehanges in i ts iastitutioxial and teohnologieal resourees, 
India hae increaeed her produotioa of foodgraios 
partioalarly of ocreale like vheat^ riee a&d maise* 
At present the eountary is selfsuffioient in her food 
requirettents. She is not only self sufficient in food 
but has also some buffer stock of foodgraios for any 
emergeney« 
« 
Agrioull^aral development on a regional scale 
has also folloved similar lines as that of the country 
as a vhole* She author in the present work has tried 
to analyse the regional trend and pattern of agricultural 
dCYelopaent in North Bihar Plain* Sorth Bihar Plain lies 
between 25**t5» and 2T**3t*ir latitudes and 83°t5* and 88®17»B 
longitudes and extends over 64t424«55 eq* kilottetres. It 
is bordered on the north by Ifepal, en the east by Barjeeliag 
district of Vest Bengal» on the west by the districts of 
Deoria and Ballia of Uttar Pradesh^ and on the south by 
the river Ganga except the two districts of Bhagalpur 
Division, namely Bhagalpur and Ifunger which lie in the 
south of the river Oanga, Moreover» Ehagaria sub«>divi8ion 
of Hunger and Naugachia sub*division of Bhagalpur however 
-xvi-
li« to the north of the river Ganga. The state in 
1981 comprieed of 51 distriets, of which lorth Bihar 
Plain ineludee seventeen {fig«1). She distriots of 
fforth Bihar Plain are grouped into four divisions 
namel^r* firhut Division comprising the districts of 
Saran« 3ivan, Gopalgan;}^ Hast Chai&paran, West Chaaparan, 
MusaffarpiiTt Taishali and Sitaaarhii Barhhanga Division 
comprising the districts of Samastipur, Begosarai and 
Madhnbanif Kosi Division comprising the districts of 
Saharsa* Pumia and Eatihar and Bhagalpur Division 
comprising -^e districts of Bhagalpor and Hunger* 
fhe total population of the region according 
to the census of India, 1981 (Bihar) iias 57.597 million 
persons or more than half of the total population of 
the state of Bihar, !&e density of population in the 
region is ^80 persons per B(|, Isllomctre whereas the state 
as a whole shows a density of 402 persons per sq* Icilometre, 
Horth Bihar Plain is made up of fertile 
alluvium which is remarkable for its unifoxmity and a 
level surface* fhe slope of the deposits is from north 
to south hut it is almost impereeptihle. It is gentler 
1 Census of India. 1981, ^ ew Delhi. 
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in the vt8t iSi&n in the esuit, Geologically these 
deposits are either old alluviuBi knomt as baogar or 
reoeat alluTiim knovn as khadar. She area is trarersed 
by a series of eouthvard flowing rivers like 0haghara» 
Gaadakt the Burhi Gandak» Bagmatii Eamla and £osi» all 
dreining into ^ e river Sanga. All the rivers risisag 
in the Himal^ra follow this genez^ diz^otion and flow 
fz^ ffl north to south and ultiiaately join the river &anga« 
Flooding is a eharaeteristio feature of the region, 
Kosi is notorious for its anniial floods and for its 
sudden change of course* fhe underground water level 
fluctuations are also ooamon in the region but they are 
lesser in the Ghaghara basin and than in the Buxhi dandak 
basin* She shallow aquifers lying at a depth of 30 to 
50 metres in North Bihar Plain are tapped by means of 
bore wells and shallow tube«>well8 to meet the domestic 
and irrigation needs of the farmers. 
lor^ Bihar Plain enjoys a tropical monsoon 
climate characterised by a rhythm of seasons owing to 
reversal of winds during the southwest and the northeast 
monsoons* fhere are three main agricultural seasons: 
i) IQie season of genezml 2%in ii) fhe cold weather 
season and iii) !l!he hot weather season, fke season of 
genez^ mine corresponds with the season of kharif crops, 
yhile the eold -wBaHher season corresponds vlth the season 
of ra^l crops# Hie hot veather season is generalX^r 
dx^ r and does not permit cultivation until the onset of 
the southveit monsoon. Bie monsoons result in hea-97 
rainfall in the sub-montane region along tiie northern 
boundary of Horth Bihar Plain irhioh reeeiTes 210 ^m of 
rain while in other parts the rainfeai ranges between 
\30 and 200 cm* fhe mean maximum temperature in the 
rtglon nuigea b.t«..n 32.3°C and 33.6°C irhU. th. m.aB 
minimum temperature ranges between 24*5^0 and 24*5^0. 
Haj is the hottest month and January is the coldest mon-t^ 
of the y^ear. 
Important soils of the region are varieties of 
khadar and bangar which spread in t^e whole of liTorth Bihar 
Plain* Khadar or l^e newer alluTium is brought hj the 
flood waters and deposited near ^ e riwer bank« Bangar 
or older alluirium lies in the up land far away from the 
banlc of the rivers. As an exception to these two a 
big patch of calcareous soil has developed in t^e western 
part and red and yellow light soil is found in the 
southern margin of the region. 
She agriculture of Horth Bihar Plain is entirely 
of a subsistanee "fype. More than 75 per cent farmers of 
the region belong to the marginal category, Tti9 BIES of 
op«ratioziaX lioldin^ are oontinuously deereasJLag oving 
to the blforeatioa of the joint family and inoreaaing 
presBure of population, She inoreasii^ population 
depending on land for their liTelihood are resorting to 
the use of modem technology for getting higher output 
from their limited land holdings* Tik9 technology in 
operation is in the form of high yielding irarietiee of 
seeds* consumption of fiPK fertilizezv, tractor pover* 
pump sets for irrigation, credit supply through different 
agencies specially oooperatiTe societies and the use of 
pesticides fbr the protection of plants^ diseases* 
These inputs are responsible for increasing the lerel of 
land productirity* Beside increased productivity of 
land> these inputs ha're helped in bringing out a gradual 
increase in the net sovn area and the double cropped area 
leading to an increase of gross cropped area in -iie region* 
The increased gross cropped area ultimately }ms resulted 
in increased production in the region* It is quite 
clear that the area under food crops has also recorded 
an increase from 42*78 lakh hectares during t90**66 to 
5t.51 lakh hectares in 1980-81 in the region* So far 
as the production is concerned, the total production of 
food crops during 1965*66 «as 83.09 lakh tonnes vhich 
•"SEX*" 
inereasfid to 95*26 lakh tozmas in t9S0<-8U All these* 
adpteta point to the iaflueaee of modem iaetitutioaal 
and teohaologioal faotors vhloh ha^e played an Important 
role in the oyerall development of agrioultare in 
the region. 
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mkBTEn I 
StmOWMf EBIiIlF AND BBAIHA&S 
NortJi Bihar Plain fouM part of gr«at aorthem 
Indiaa plaia vhieh ia rtnarlcal^l* for i t s unifozn olmraoter 
and XeroX topography. She Plain eooupios a d««p 
doprossion l»otveen tho Penineular Arohaoan shield m the 
aouth and the fertiar^r Alpine fold* of the HiiaalaTaa in 
the north* She origin of th i s depression has been a 
point of discussion amongst geologists vho have not come 
to an r^ imtaally acceptahle raison d' etre* Modexn 
geologists consider i t a sp ie l ina l basin or a sag foxtned 
concomitantly with the elevation of the Himalaya to i t s 
north; fhe depression perhaps began to form in the 
Upper Eocene and at tained i t s greatest derelopment daring 
the final Himalayan uphearel in Pliocene and Pleistocene 
and probably throughout i t s ezistenoe has been f i l l ed up 
by thick layers of sands, clays and oooasienal organic 
debris . I t i s also largely accepted today that the 
accumulation of sediments took place cm a gradually or 
intexmittcntly subsiding surface. I t i s further believed 
Krishnan, H.S,, An Sitroduotioni to the geology 
of todia. (Madras. 1960). P .48. 
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that tli« traot north of the Motihaxi • Puasiia Xia* i s 
of older tlelstooeae aXliiViiira or *l«gigar* and there 
appears to be a gradual uplift of -^e rtgiim aloagirith 
the uplift of the Hizoalajra, vhlle the portlcm lying to 
the south of this line upto the rirer Oanga oo&taialng 
mostljT ueirer alluvium or khadar i s tending to sink, 
fh9 great Austrian geologist Edtiard Suees, 
holds t ^ t i t i s a *fore«deep* fon&ed ia fro&t of the 
resistant nass of the Pmi&sula i^«i the Setb^ ran sedimwits 
•St 
were thzust southvard and oonpreseed against '^eia; 
Burrard holds the flew that the north Indian Plains 
represent a rift taHey hounded by parallel faults on 
either side tiith a laaJEisBiM dovnthrow of 32 kilemetres; 
fhe geological formations throv aaeh light on the ooourrenee 
of various types of soils* minerals and the geographic 
landscape. 
!Ehe Korth Bihar Plain i s covered uith a thick 
mantle of fertile aHuvium that extends to a variable but 
2 JXinn, J,A,, Memoirs of the geologioal Survey 
of l^dia. (The economie geology and 
mineral resources of Bihar Province)» 
yol,78, 1941, (Oalctttta, 1942), p»8, 
3 Krishnan, K.S,, geology of India and Burma. 
(Madras, 1956), p.^29. 
4 Burxard, S«(}., On the Origin of Himalaya Mountains, 
Professional Paper No>12. Geological Survey 
of Bidia, (Calcutta, 1912), p.11. 
mnkaovzi depth. !£he greatest depth of the alluTiiun i s 
thought to he vlthin a few kilometres of the Qimalayaa 
foothille in a trough that extends from northireet to 
southeast through Motlhari vhere the thicloiess of the 
deposits may he of the order of 1,800 metres (about 
6,000 ft*)? North of the Motihari - Pumia trough line, 
the deposits belong to the middle or upper Pleistocene 
period and are knonn as older alluvium or *banftar*. 
^hey are rather dark coloured and generally rloh in 
ealeium carbonate nodules knoim as k^ankar* of various 
shape md size. She older alluvium deposits usucilly foxm 
slightly elevated tracts, generally above the flood level 
in specially hangar uplands of CU»palganj, Slwan, Saran, 
West and £a«t Champaran and I^^ffaxpur districts or 
occupy border K>ne along Hepal where the rivers have 
out through them to a lover level. Bankar obtained from 
these older fora^tions of the Pleistocene age i s used for 
lime and cement making and fbr road ccmstraction. £hese 
deposits also yield large quantities of saltpetre and 
reh. Some arfh. a saline efflorescence mainly composed of 
the sulphate^ carborate and Chloxlde of sodium, i s found 
in the western part of the region in Oopalganj, Slwan 
Snnnt J.A.^ cp« d t . f p. 6. 
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and 3a2«a dletrlets, Bie presmce of 2 ^ gm-emlly 
makra -&e soil useless for mltiTation* fks imshesnafliiL 
of the raral arsas ut i l ise this ]^ for vashizig olothes, 
fhe nsver allutium usually knoiia as Vkha^r* i s s t i l l 
t& tht process of fommtion and belo&gs specially to the 
late or upper Pleistoeeae to recmt age« ^ese deposits 
oo0ar at a lover lerel than the 'hangar* and axe confined 
ohiefly to the vicinity of the present riTer channels, 
such as in the eastern lov lends of Horth Bihar, fhese 
new deposits of s i l t s , olays and fine sands ftixnieh an 
unlimited supply of clay which i s the sole ra¥ material 
in the ^mst plain for the manufaotuxlng of earthenirare, 
hrieks and t i l ^ . 
Sorth Bihar Plain i s an important fertile sone 
of the north Ihdien Plain. !I!he mtire txact north of 
the 0anga is absolutely alluvial and monotonously flat 
without a siagle h i l l appearing ahoTe the plain. '*!She 
only diTersities seen on the eurfiaoe are due to rirer 
action, a series of raised river side uplands fanown as 
levees**" £he general direction of elope of Ihe plain 
i s from north to south towards the Oanga, hut i t i s 
Ahmed, I . , A Pharaiyl. Economic and Regional 
teof^phy of Bihar. Banchi. 1965. P.2U 
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gexLtXer in the vest tbaa to. th« east. It i s important 
to note tlffitt Kortli Biiiar i s traversed by a aeries of 
sottthvard floving riTeie like €^ 2iagharai danSaki the 
Biirhi QBSkSmk, Siamla osd Kosi, a l l draiai&g i&t# the 
river 0a&ga. S^ese Hiiaalayaa streams emerging from the 
outer HiBialaya^  deposit huge loads in the shape of 
aHuTial f ^ s at the foot of loountaiJis diae to sudden 
ohange in the gradient iMish hecoaes gentle and with 
considerably reduced velocity the streams tend to deposit 
their loads. In the northeast tract of the Horth Bihar 
PlBln, the river Kosi end other str^jBS generally scour 
their beds and banks» and thereby remove the older 
alluvium fiom the higher northena, tracts and deposit i t 
further dovnstreams in the soul^ezn section, ^ e deposits 
are laid dom in the southern part on accoimt of greater 
flatness and lovlying nature of the region. Forced by 
the new deposits the stresusts have developed a tendency 
to change their course more often. Sometimes they cat 
across the mesaders and split of into a number of 
channels, so that there i s not only the tendencgr of 
redistributing the allu-vium within i t s bed and banks» but 
rather the allu'rlum i s spread f&r beyond the river bantoi, 
over a greater part of the surrounding country during 
the floods, flooding i s thus ^ dtiai«icteristic feature 
of the sou them part of the lorth Bihar :Plain. 
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JSoTth Bihar Flals can b« dlirided tato fire 
distiaet pbjsiogxapMo diirlaiaass (i) She Vestem Bangar 
Plain (ii) ^ 9 Buirhi Qm-dsik • Baghoati 3}oal3 (ili) fhe 
S%h#>BO]itan« Bangar Tvaet (iT) fhe Kbsi Floedplaln 
(T) 3!hs 0aii^ ilTer4a« Strip, 
(i) gha Western Bangar Plain 
It Ilea to the north of ilTer Oanga and spreads 
apt© rlirer Baxhl Gandak aad ooTers the entire area of 
&opalganj» Slvan and Saran dlstzlotSf southezn part of 
Baat Ohaiaparan dlstrlet, southezn half of Hazafl^rpar. 
distriot and weet central part of Sazoastlpur district, 
fhe plain has a slightly higher eleration than the 
adjaoent ar^s and has a leTel surface. It elopes 
graduallir from northvest eoxner of &opalganj vhioh has 
an eleiration of 68 metres ahoTO sea level tovards southeast 
vhere the elemticsi is 50 metres in the Begusarai distriot. 
fhe slope is iaperceptlhle but the flataess of the surface 
is broken by the presence of mounds vhioh mark the sites 
of did fortresses or deserted rillagee. Besides the khadar 
valleys out by major streams draining through the area, 
the uniformity of this level plain is also broken here 
and there by the depressions and marshes that dot the 
entire area, fhese depressions are specially marked in 
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the aoutli«a«t©m part of Mazafiarpur district where there 
are small *^urB* (aemi-clrcalar and marshy lowlands) 
or tals (natural depression filled vith vater diixlng rain) 
<il) gbe J& i^^  &aadak » Bag^matl Boab 
Jt i s a narrow bat considerahly long belt ot 
khadar land mnning in a northwest to southeast direction 
from Motihari in the East Champaran district to the 
oonflttttiee of rlTtrs Kosi and &anga near Kiarhagola in 
Katihar district. It i s a lowland a r ^ wi*^ an arentge 
elevation of 29 metres abore sea l©Tel» the lowest in 
the whole of Sorth Bihar Plain, It consists of *^dar' 
land traversed by the rivers Barhl 0andak, Baghmati and 
Kosi, (I&ese rivers passing through this region are 
relatively narrow in their upper parts but open out and 
become broad in their lower courses, fhe Burhi (^ andak • 
Baghmati Doab lend ot Central Champaran, l&izaff&rpur 
and Barbhanga i s more or less level and fozms a distinct 
lowland section studded with innumerable long semi* 
circular lakes formed due to the shifting course of river 
Burhi Qandak. Shis lowland, section i s subjected to 
inundations during rains. !?he iPurki embankment has been 
constructed toward off the flood water of the river 
Burhi Oaadak. S!he old bed of the Great &andak and i t s 
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depth taxi68 froa 1 ni«ty« to 6 attree. fh© Doal> «att«tta» 
farfeher «a8tiiard8 to inolmdt tho Etseara - B&h«xa loirlaiid 
JLA Barbiiaagft distrlot and Salvor Sal depressloa of nor^ 
MtBigAr distrii»t. Baatnard from Hiagaxla ambdiTlaioa 
txpto Saagaohia amlitaiflaiQa of BhBg^XpXTt i t aay %• called 
the aaaga-ICosi Soah because It i s oooupied aainly hy the 
present ohazmel of riTer Eosi» 
( i i i ) $he Stth^Boataae Baa^r graet 
An eloa^ted belt of eatirely differ«it 
straotiire trom the reaaUilag part of Horfch Bihar Plaia 
nma parallel to the foothills froa Snaeshvaz' and the 
max iraages in the vest to Pumia distriot i s the east. 
I t i s m eleirated txaot formed of haaaag (older alltrvitim) 
deposits* Shere are faovever soae lovlsrlAg ar^s near 
the streams and marshes that are eohspic»ious amongst the 
highlying ele-vated areas, 
( iv) ^ e Hx^ si flood flain 
2ii between tlie Baghmati river in the west and 
the Mahananda river in the east ezolading the Hahananda 
upland in northwest em and Mahananda lowland In south 
Pumia distriet, the oitire area i s an eztensiwe l o w i n g 
plain interseeted by numerous streams and marshes* It 
i s a region whieh i s liable to floods from riwer traversing 
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th» ar«a, fh» vXrerB ar» ittt«rcoifm«et»d by mmermm 
^••P and i»id# tdiaimtlii called •jSteffi*- »ie oal^ #l«mted 
iiad of tli© ar«a 1« fomed l^ tlit l«r«e8 ©f i^^ lar«#p 
rlir«rs from which the land gradaally slopts omtimrda 
ottea mettiag a nimlUr sloping aurfaee from soae other 
rirer* fh» iaterfltiviai pXatna are uemlly studded with 
ameroua zoarehes idilch freqamtly have great areal extent, 
the i ^ l e of this eastern eeetloa, as a matter of fact, 
tan be re^rded as the flood plain of the Eosi. 2«he 
river Eiosi and other Hlaala^ raa «treaiBs that drain thle 
part have large lndep«id«it river basins or catchaeBt 
areas la the Hliialayaa* Eroeicm in their oatehaent area 
i s very aetive because of steep gradi«t, with ths result 
that eaonaouB quantities of s i l t are brought dom by 
eaoh river. Siiese riters are subjeoted to great 
flttctuatlot in volume of water. 33ie losi , for ejmiaple, 
i s epeeiaUy notorious with a rise of 9 setres In twentyfour 
hou«sI It i s worth while to note that l&is river does not 
make deposits of s i l t l i to the aangs> but on the ©tmtrary 
brings enormous aaoimtB of coarse sand iMoh i s spread 
over the fields oaklng them Infertile, Sometimes the 
O^malley. Xi.S.S,» IBengal iiAsiaii^ ««n t^ ^?if?i.4ir""' 
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amowit of aotrltufi aad sazid i s so great timt th« btds 
a3?e raietd aboTi the sttjroimiiJig laad* Bi* Sosi hem 
b«eii respoiiBibl* for eaomioufl dOTastatioa %^  flood or 
l^ y spreads of jaieaoeons sand. 
fke Ebai Hood flain i s tlus a 'saadyflat* fuXX 
of d«ad ohazmels of river Ko0i» 3^ the ^mst expanse of 
tlie saady deposits there develop pastures of fiae grasses, 
fhese prairie •* Uke plalas are oalled *yaa8ias' that 
support a slseahle novher of oattle and sheep. !£he newly 
formed » ^ r s ' or alluvial deposits are covered vlth dense 
dua l^eet of coarse grass fozmlag a good cover for vlld 
anliaals; 
(•) 2?he Qwam^ Blverlae Strip 
It i s a narrow sti^p of lowland ahout ]$ to t6 
kilometres wide extending along hoth the sides of the aaln 
had of the river Sanga. It i s a low plain where the 
0anga takes ea intrieate neanderlng course and often laakes 
sharp hsnds leaving at places sesd^olroalar cliazmels 
8 Spate, p,H.J,, ^dia an^ |ffi8tan» 
(Jioadoni t967)» p.565. 
9 O'aalley, 1,8,8*, Bengal Mstriet gasetteeri 
luxnia (Calcttttat 1911)• p.5. 
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called chara or oxbow lakes. 3!ht l^ raided pat tain of 
the Btreams and sMftiag of the chaimels are the maia 
charaoteristicB aad the region is euhjeoted to great 
jrariatioiQ with respeet to width aad aggradatim at one 
end aad degradation at the other. At one place the river 
appear® to cut into its bank aad wash away village sites 
and groves; at another the shore is receiving a new 
alluvial deposit to fill up the void left by the recediag 
waters. Wherever the banks are high, they present aa 
effective barrier against -^e degradational action of 
streams. Several such high banks occur dose to the 
daaga steading at nataxal levees and these afford good 
ripariaa sites tor haaaa settlements. One such high 
baak ruas from Chapra to Dighwara aad Pahleza ghat in 
Saraa district, fhe other importaat banks are from Hunger 
ghat to Khagaria in Manger district and in the east along 
Eursela end Haaihari ghat in Puznia district. These hi£^ 
laads are as a matter of fact, always liable to be cat 
away aad the lowlands which lie behind these natural 
levees or h i ^ banks are regularly inundated every year 
by the river &anga floods which find their way through 
the drainage openings in its banks and while spreading 
over the Inland country fill the large * chaurs * or 
marshes iMch are so prominent feature behind these high 
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Isaaks In Saxan end Vtmg9T dietrlete. Wher* th« I»aiik0 
are sloplxigy th« rl-rer )>«d sets up an eddy in the current 
vhictk becomeB sufficimtly stationary to deposit a 
portion of the aand which i t hoXde in solution, fhe 
level of the *diara* which i s so far nothing hut a heap 
of sandy then gradoally rises as the water lying stagnant 
spreads a thin layer of clay and s i l t over the sand} and 
this deposit of s i l t inoreases at every high flood until 
the *dia»a* rises above flood level. Th.e soi l of i^ara 
lands i s very fertile and grows good crops, fhe southeasi 
fringes of Vaishali, Saioastipur, Begusarai and Eatihar 
districts afford suitable expanse of land where fl-ood 
waters spread f^r and wide» sometimte extending to H 
kilometres during the rains as against i t s average width 
of ? to 6 kilometres. Indeed in Pharkiya Pargsna of 
Hunger district in Horth Bihar^ danga water spreads over 
the lowlying tract for about 32 kilometres to the north 
of the main channel. At places the danga not only over* 
flows " e^ coiantry on i t s banks but also forces back the 
imters of the Oandak river and inundates the land between 
the two 0andak embankments f&v above Bajipur* Sxtensive 
sandy beds and diara lands have emerged out in the Sanga 
riparian tract of eastern districts of North Bihar. 
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mmm. 
fhe gmBT&l direeticm of slops of the laad in 
Hortli Bihar Plain i s from north to south and a l l th« 
riirers r i s ing in ths Hiaalaya follow th is geasral dirsction 
and flow froffl north to south and ultimately Join the 
r i r e r (Janga. The important r ivers of t h i s t r ac t draining 
i n to the r i i ^ r &anga are the 0haghara and i t s t r ibutar ies^ 
^horahi and the ]^ha, Oandak^ the Burhi 0andak vi th i t s 
trilsutaxy Bagmati, Kosi and i t s trilnitary Kiamla and the 
Mahananda. (Pig. 2). 
jRiyer Ghap^ya 
The riTer §haghara also l^oim as the Sarju i s a 
mighty r iver commanding a large eatohmcnt area in the 
Himalayas. I t has i t s source in the Himalayan glaciers 
about 60 Icilometres to the southirest of Hansarovar a t 
an elevation of 4f800 metres at 50°38*H la t i tude and 
80°57*E longitude. I t i s Joined on i t s l e f t bank by the 
l i t t l e dandak near about 3 kilometres to the south of 
Tilji&ge 0othini where i t fo^ms the boundary between Bihar 
and ir t tar Pradesh, Later on, af ter receiving the Jhorahi 
and the Dahat two small r ivers on i t s l e f t , the r iver 
f inal ly Joins the jtlver Ganga a few kilometres domstream 
from Chapra. The couTse of the r iver Ghaghara i s l i ab le 
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to great fluotimtioiiB. It has a& average gradiiat of 
21 oentimetres per idXometz^  In tlile region, !?h« hanka 
in many places are hl|^ Inxt, like the river Sanga, i t 
iniandatee tlie oouatryeide by forcing ite vay up the small 
trilmtary rivers, Ihe total length of river Shaghara in 
Saran district i s about 88 kilometres and i t commands a 
df«kinage basin of 5^ 000 st , kilometres in Bihar. 
River 0andak 
Biver 0andak i s also knom as the Saligrami in 
Hepal and Harayani or Kiali in Indian Flain. £he main 
source of taie river i s ia the northeastern part of 
Dhaulagiri in fibet at 29®!8»H and 85*^ 58'E longitude. It 
flows aeroBS the districts of Vest Champaran, East 
Chajaparan» 3epalganJ» Sazsn, Taisbali and Huzaffeirpur 
for about 250 kilometres in the Bidian Plains and drains 
a total area of about 7,620 sq. kilemetres. I t ^oins 
the river Oanga at Sonpur, Its banks are generally 
higher than the adjacent land, a fact which has had 
considerable Influmce on the people living in Saran 
district as the floods often overflow the banks and 
10 Report of the Irrigation Commission, 
Ministry of Irrigation and Power, Uew Delhi, 
1972, Tol.III (Part I ) , p.151. 
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inundate large tracts of land. It lias no trilmtaries 
all through Ite course in the plain*. She length of the 
&andak ie 630 kilometres. She Oandak Project has 
recently been constructed at !rribeni and it irrigates 
about 1.47 million hectares of land in Korth Bihar Plain, 
0ttar Pradesh and the Nepal. 2^ hi8 project has reduced 
the rerages from the floods and has been estimated to 
be helpful for the establishment of small scale industries 
through supply of cheap hydro power. !Ehe command area 
of the project in Horth Bihar Plain accounts for about 
9.53 lalch hectares which includes the districts of 
Vest Champaraut Bast Champaraui aopalganJt Siiran» Saran, 
Muzaffarpur and Taishali. But at present only 2.02 lakh 
hectares of land are irrigated. 
fhe Burhi gandak 
It is known as the Sikama in its upper reaches 
and rises in Baet Champaran district from the springs of 
the Sumeshwar hills at an elevation of 300 metres abore 
sea level located at 27°22»ir latitude and 84**8«B longitude. 
It has a drainage area of about 10ft50 sq* kilometres and 
flows for a total length of 320 kilometres, fhe river 
is practically a collection of hill torrents rising from 
11 Unpublished records obtained from the 
Irrigation Bepartment of Bihar« Patna. 
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Springs in ths begiimiag and then assumes the toim of a 
river* After floving for a aistanoe of alsout 56 kilometres 
i t takes a seutherl^r and then south-easterly tuzn and 
flow through Ka«affarpur district for ahout 32 kilometres. 
I«ater on« after passing throu^ Samastipur, Begusarai 
and Hunger districts, i t ^oins the xiyer ^anga near Iteiger 
tovn. She rivers draining the area to the east of the 
Burhi 0andak and upto the Kosi are knom as the Adhvara 
group of riirers, Iht most important of these are the 
Bagmati and the Kiamla, fhese ri-^ers are oharaoterised 
hy their steep gradients in the Himalayan region and their 
flatter slopes lover dovn. This results in the dropping 
of s i l t load in -Qie middle of the ehannel and a oonseguential 
sp i l l over of ifater leading to the transfer of flood 
waters from aae river to another, fhese rivers also have 
a tendency to shift their course oving to mature topography 
of the regiaa. fhe river Bagmati a trihutary of river 
Burhi Qand&k rises in Shitapuri hil ls of ITepal at an 
elevatiGsn of t,500 metres, at 27**47*II latitude and 65^ 17*E 
longitude. £he river cuts across the Mahabharat range 
of h i l l s end enters Bidia at Basulpur in district Sitamarhl 
and later on ^oins l^e river Burhi aandak near village 
Bama in Samastipur district. It has a drainage area of 
6,320 Bq. kilometres in Horth Bihar and a length of 
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596 kilomotrfa. fkm Ttatero of B&&a&tt carry vast amownt 
of s i l t trMcli, when deposited through floods la ths nearhy 
area, Inoreaass ths fertil ity of land. 
fii;ysir,„,^s.4. 
The liver Kosi or *Eaushikl* of the legends i s 
the *irildest* and the most tmoertatu aao&g the Xadiazt 
rivers. fht river rises in the Hiaalayaa rsglon of 
Nepal fihet at 27®58»II latitude aad 87^5t»E loagltude. 
I t i s formed hy the coaflumce of three streams, namely 
the Sun Kosi« the Axun Eosi, and the Samar £:osi« Vith 
a length of 468 idLlometres« i t has a total drainage area 
of T4t500 n<it kilometres of whidi It#070 sq. kilometres 
l i e id.thin Bidia* The river entsrs Indian territoiy 
ahout 25 kilometres to the south of Clmtra gorge. It i s 
most notorious for ehangiiig i t s <»>ur8e and there i s 
perhaps no rivsr in l^dia vhioh has changed i t s course 
80 fsrequently as Kosi has done!'' Xt has a tendency to 
change i t s coarse generally in a vestvard dir«otion« 
miring the course of the last 200 years, the river has 
12 Ahmed, B«, Hirangho of Bihar, AUgarh Maaasine. 
Aligarh I&iflliffi IJhiversity, I94c-47t 
p.105« 
15 Pandey, H,S., ^le Historical geography; and 
pp. 
foDQgraphy of Bihar. Patna. t9c5V ). 62-65. 
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shifted vestvards for a distaaee of about t12 kilometres 
and bas laid waste b^ r depositiag ooas^e s i l t esttensive 
traets of agrioaltuml laid ta the parbhaaga, Pumia and 
Kjatihar distriots. k barrage bas been oonstxuoted at 
Hanuffiannagar for preheating the rirer mo'vlng side ways 
and tor storing water for irrigation. Two oanals take 
off on either side of the xiirer and i rr i^te about U04 
million heotares in Sarbhanga» Puxnia and Saharsa 
distriots. 
Siyer Kamla rises at 27®15»N latitude and 85®57*E 
longitude In the Hahabharat range of hi l ls In Hepal at 
an elevation of 1,200 metres. It reoeires many tributaries 
of which Chandalat Jawakhola and the Shakur are important. 
After flowing for about 50 kilometres in Hepal i t entex« 
into India near Ja^agar in Hadhubani district. !!7he rirert 
thereafter }aio«n as £amla*Balan, flows in a southeasterly 
direetion until i t ^oina the rirer Eosi on the border of 
the Darbhanga and Saharsa district. It tfarerses a 
distance of 328 kilometres in North Bihar Plain where i t 
reoeires water from an area of 2,980 sq, kilometres. 
River Mahananda 
It rises at 26**58»ir latitude and 88**9*E longitude 
in the Mahaldiran hi l ls of the Himalayas in the Darjeeling 
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district of Vest Bmgal at an «le7ation of 2f100 motros, 
fli« liver mtere lato North Bihar Plaia la the aorth-
^astesi ooroer of district Pumia and after covering a 
distance of 376 laXometres finally leaves the area at the 
eastem tip of Eatlhar dlstrlot, Oa i t s later ^oumey 
the riyer passes 12irough ¥est Bengal and Joins the river 
Ganga at 0odagiri« 
trndergroimd yater 
fhe alluvial tract of North Bihar forms a part 
of the central Ganga hasln wherein tmconsolidated 
sediffi«ts have heen deposited over the tmdalatlng basement 
of Arohean r@ok. fhe traot is composed of sand* s i l t and 
clay laaterials, Sudi deposits make the whole.of North 
Bihar P:^ ain except a small patch in the Vest Champaran 
area vhere the Sivalik sandstones are main fozmation* 
She sediments lying to the north of the Ganga attain a 
greater thickness in comparison to the sediments of the 
South Bihar Plain. 
She sedlJBentB at^ln a thioMess of as much as 
2t^00 metres In Saran« Yaishali and Muzaffarpur districts* 
fhese alluvial fomations are prolifie water hearing 
horiaones* l&derground water occurs under confined 
conditions in the deeper reaches. In the northeasa part 
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of tlie traet, pamlltl to Slwalik isaagw, liydrog«ologleal 
sllmatloa givea rl«» to flontng ¥•! ! c<maitioaB, 
la emtral parte, aromd Begttsaiai the o<mfaa«a 
aquittrs «hi1sit consldtrablf salinity. 2h« stdimoitB 
shov a marked taerease in peroeatage of graamXar sones 
aorthnards. fh6 Central Sromd Water Board iKhlok 
aonltoMi the nater lerele of shallow aquifers through 
100 observation irelSUs spread over entire North Bihar Plain 
has pointed out tlmt the vater levels are ooaparatively 
shallover {lees than 5 metres) in the alijatial tract. 
In ^haghara, &and&k, Burhi 0andak and liosi 
Buh-hasittB of lorth Bihar Plain the underground nater 
1. 0#51 to 5.10 metres la Shaghara hasin 
2. 0,79 to 7*00 laetares in Gandak hasin 
5. 0.73 to 8.tt metres in Burhi Oandak hasin 
4. 0*65 to 7.52 metres in Eosi hasin 
the nater level records from observation veils 
indicate that during August and Hovember large tracts of 
14 Waterlogged Areas in India, Ifiamiblished 
l^^^^^gf Oytral QrounTTOey ]Boar4, Hev Delhi, May t984, pp.12-14. 
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footJiills aaa plains of Horth BHiar haire w&ttr Itvelo 
wlthla 2 mttreB from the surfaee. Th.9 a rea l exttat of 
tk© aon« idth nater I tve l s id th la 2 a t t r ee l)eXoirgro\»nd 
l©wl daring dlfferaat recording period© i s givaa ta 
tlie Talile I . 
Extent of groundwater l eve l i n the l o r t h Bihar P la in 
Dis t r ic t 0eograplilcal 
Area 
Areal extent of ihe zone vi th 
irater tat>le vithin 2 m bgl 
Aag< IS or, Jan. Apa^l ^«ae 
Saren 
Sivan 
SopaXganJ 
Bast Oliaapax«n 
West Ghaapanoi 
Hnssaffarpar 
Si taaarM 
Darbbanga 
Madhulaani 
SaJiarsa 
fuxnia 
l a t i b a r 
2641 
2219 
2033 
3968 
5228 
3172 
2643 
2279 
3501 
5900 
7943 
3057 
665 
85 
330 
450 
150 
800 
too 
200 
2000 
1200 
50 
1400 p-
200 
500 
150 
550 
mm OP 
60 
25 
350 
1570 1000 
1470 300 
50 
1180 
400 
1300 
400 
Source J Waterlogged Areas in India, tJapul>liehed 
Beport of Central ground Water Boards 
Hew Delhi , May 1984, pp.12-14. 
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A p0xu0aX ot al>OTe fabXs Z Indicates that l^* 
distrlets of Saharsa* Vest Champaran^  Gopalgaa4» Pux&ia 
and Saraa haTS substantial areas vith underground water 
IffTSl being below 2 metres during Soveabert (Siese areas 
can pose problems for rabi crop in future due to progressive 
riso of vater»table as a consequence of surf&ee irrigation. 
In the Vest Champaz^ oif Bast Cbamparan, Barbl^nga, 
Madbubanii SajBestipar» l!ueaffiarpur« Sitamarhi and Taishali 
districts the area is underlain by alluyiuis of recent to 
subrecent age extending dowi to a depth of 150 to 140 metres. 
The al3Lu7ium comprises of a succession of sand beds of 
Tailing texture mixed vith s i l t and day vith eeoasional 
kankar. Underground water occurs in the shallow 
aquifers* Tke watez^table i s nozBtaHy 2 to 6 metres below 
gB>und level in winter and 2 to 8 metres in summer. 
fhe area lying in l^e £o8i sub^basin i s underlain 
by aUuTial clay, sand and s i l t of recent to subrecent 
age* 3^ the western part of the districts, underground 
water occurs under semi^ -confined conditions where as in 
the eastern parts where sand beds persit yertioally and 
laterally underground water occurs between 40 to 100 metres 
below ground level, 5?he use of \indergrouad water for 
agricultural purposes i s much higher in the north than 
in the south Bihar* 
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OHAPfER 11 
Sor^ Bihaar Plain mjoys a tropical moasoon 
olimato chairaoteriedd 'by a rhythm of B«aBoas oiriag to 
roTareal of vinde in the southirest and the northeast 
monsoons, ^ e vhole year witnesses three laain seasons 
corresponding to three agricultural seasons of the area. 
These seasons ares firstly a rainy season (raid-^ Tane to 
Octoher) corresponding to kharif agrieoltaral season 
noted for clouded sky, high humidity aad heavy rainfall; 
secondly* a cold weather season (ITo-rember to mid<»March} 
corresponding to agricultural season kiovn as rahi and 
ehai^cterised hy low temperatures» clear skies, l i t t l e 
rainfall and low humidity| and thirdlyi a hot weather 
season (mid-March to mid-June) corresponding to agricultural 
season known as gama famous for high temperatures, rery 
low humidity and l^e preTalance of hot dusty win to. 
ghe Season of general Rains 
The season of general rains starts from the 
middle of June and continues upto October , About 90 per 
cent of the annual rainfall i s reeeiTed in this season. 
The mean maximum temperature ranges between 32.^0 and 
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?|«6 Of tU9 ii«an aiaianua temperatart z@ng«0 b«tir«^ 
24.3^C and 24»5°Ct and the m«^ i&o&thXy tenperatare fongsfi 
t>etireea 28.3®C aad 29^0. It may b# clear from yig. l that 
vith the onset of mmsoonaX rain the aean jainiioafflt mean 
maximua and mean asnthXy traaperatares slightly deerease 
and this trend of deoreaie in temperata3re eontinues 
through the months of rainy seasons. The monsoons result 
in heavy rainfall in the sub-montane region along the 
northern boundary of North Bihar Plain vhioh reoeiTes 
210 m. of rain, fh© ninds bloir from east to vest nith 
an arerage relecity of 6.10 km/hr, The humidity increases 
to 75 per eent in Pumia district. Ihe remaining parts 
of the region hare average humidi"^ conditions ranging 
between 60 to 67 per eent. 
2?he Cold Weather Season 
By the end of October the sidles clear, rains 
stop and there i s a further fall in temperature heralding 
the beginning of a cold weather season from HoTember, By 
December the cold weather season fully sets in. January 
i s the coldest month recording a temperature of t4.8<'c 
Pandey» S., !!lhe Rainy Season in Bihar, 
geog. Rev, of J&idia. 25, Uo.t, 
1961, pp.34-44. 
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at MotiJmri la tli« aortJiirestem side of the reglm and 
15.5®C at Pttaaala oa the eaatem side, The days durlag 
this eeaam are vazm and the a i ^ t s are eold. 
It maj ^e scea froa fig,3 that the meaa 
jalalanim temperature la the ooatlc of Ho-rember raagea from 
12.8*^ 0 at Motiharl^ to 15.6®C at Pajmia, bat the meaa 
naxiaoa temperature raagea betweea 14.4^0 aad 27*^0.for 
the B&m 0tatioa6« SUhe moath of Ceeember records a 
farther deoreae* both ia the meaa mlainom aad maxlmua 
tempffifatare« fhe meaa mlalaaa temperatore raagea betveea 
8.6®0 aad 8#7^0. fhe loirest temperature la T9<sor^eA la 
the moath of a^auarsr irhea the meaa mialjnuB temperature 
at Motihari aad faxnla statioas i s 7.5^0 aad 7«9^ C 
respeetively, fhe meaa maximum temperature for the eame 
statioaa i» 2t.€°C aad 23»4®C. By February temperatures 
begla to rise bat s t i l l remaia relatirely lov as compared 
to that of Horeaber. A sigaiflcmt ellmatio fealaire of 
this eeasoa i s the octjurreaoe of froet^ la tlie early hours 
of rnomlag which adversely affects crops l ike, arhar, 
peas, gram, rapeseed aad mustard* 
2 3hfO Statioas have been selected to represmt the 
g^eral temperature coaditloas of the regioa* 
3 fhe fog i s locally kaoiia as '%hra' sad frost 
a s T^§^&* 
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ghe Hot Weather 8caa<m 
Xlia hot veath«r season eoiomeaces from mid-March 
when the tempera'kire rites nhmrpl^ resuXtiiig in a relative 
fal l in pressure and humidit^ r. !I!he rapid ino^rease In 
temperataare sinoe mid-Maroh reaches i t s mazimom in the 
month of Hay. Hotihari md Pamia respeetively experience 
19i2^C and 22.8®C mean monthly temperature in March. 
During this month the mean minimum temperature at'these 
stations is 14^ C and 14.5^0 and the mean maximum temperature 
i s 30,5**C and 3t.2**0. 2hfi days at this time of the year 
are fairly varm and the nights are cool and pleasant. 
April records a farther increase in temperature 
vhen the mean minimum temperature of Hotihari and Puznia 
rises to 55®C and 35 • 2*^ 0 respectirely. May i s STen more 
hot with a mean maximum temperature of 34• 1*^ 0 end 36.3**C 
and a ».an .J»l«u. temp.»tu« of 22.9°0 aad 23.2°C in 
Hotihari and Pumia respectively. It may he noticed 
that April and Hay are the hottest months of tht year. 
Ihe velocity of the wind varies from 6,4 km/hr to 9.6 taa/hr. 
She relative humidity i s generally helov 60 per cent. 
I t i s importmt to note that the heat during this period 
i s greater not only in the vestezn districts* hut also 
in the area near river Ganga. 
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Dariivg 4pxlX aad Ifay vhia the teapex^taree 
are high a&d skies are deart hot dusty vlzids iaxoim as 
loo hlov vith great force, soBStiaes taklag the form of 
Tioleat squalls of short duration. Shese winds are 
aooompenied idth thiok elouds of dust giTii^ rise to a 
hraasj look to the a^08phere« Ha. the presence of dast 
particles the Tisihililgr i s greatly reduced* fhe dust 
storms I hovsTert are sometimes accompanied irith light 
rain leading to cooling of the air* April* Hay rainfall 
averaging from 12 to 20 cm i s a precursor of the general 
rains* I t i s hmifloial £or the ripening of fxuits like 
l ichi and mangoes* !Cheee fxuits are Tcxy common in the 
district of lusaffai^ur and in Hajipur of Vaishali 
district* 
Ealflfall ^ t h a 
fhe rainfall rhytSm of -aie Horth Bihar Plain 
i s irell-Biarked hy the conceatration of rainfall in the 
three mont^ of t31ie year from mid-4ime to mid^eptemher* 
fhe other months of the year remain dry except January 
and Februarsr vhioh receive ^aall amounts of rain thjrough 
Blandford, H,F*, Climates «ad_Veather of Itodla* 
1»Ottdon, 1889, pp,6^-208. 
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the western dietarbanees. It may l>e eeen from Table I I 
that the xaljifall reeeired la the aonthB from Jme to 
Septeaher -mrleB from 81 per cent to 90.2 per coat of the 
total aim«al ralafell la the diitriots of the regloB» 
^ e aiatrlbtttloa of raiafall la the Horth Bihar 
Plala foUowB a dietlaot pattern. Suided by relief the 
Bay of Bengal oarrent of southwest monsoon after striking 
against Blmalaya moYes westward close to Bimalayan ranges, 
fhe region therefore receives heavy rainfall from these 
oorrtnts In the northern most belt comprising parts of 
Vest Champaran, Bast Ch«aparan» Sltamarhi, Hadhabani and 
Saharsa districts where the actual Incldeace of rainfall 
i s 1536.5 am, f5l6.2 mm, i603.6 mm, 1551.5 mm and 1142.2 mm 
respectively, fhe raiaf&ll gradually decreases westward 
with the progress of the monsoen. Oa the eastern margins 
i t i s me higbest being 1556.9 mm ia tumia district 
while in tl» western part GopalganJ, Siwan and Saran 
receive 1356.55 am* 1314.7 mm and 1300 mm respectively. 
Similarly the rainfall decreases from north to south so 
that in the Manger district In the extreme south the 
rainfall i s <mly 851.9 mm. 
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CHAP2BE III 
SOXIS 
fh« soi l of Horth Bihar Plain ie thick alluTium 
d«poBit«d pvohably for th* aost past oTer Sivalik and 
old Tertiaz? rooks. Ihis &ritt alluTial soi l i s 
relatiTel^ ^ovokg, and i s oonstaatly re^UTeoated r^sar 
after year by the deposition of sand and s i l t by mimerouB 
etreaas. It is deficient in phosphoric acid» nitrogen 
and hoBUB, hat potash end lime are usually present in 
sufficient <iuaatity! 
!Ehe soils of l^e region may he grouped into 
four hrosd groups i (1) Svampy soils (2) !2he Saaga 
AllUTiuin 0) Calcareous soi l (4) Red and Yelloir light 
so i l s . !£he general distribution of these soi l groups 
i s giTen in 7ig«4» 
Svampy Soils 
aihese soUs are found in the narrov belt of S^rai 
in the north of Vest Champarsn district in the Siiralik 
Eoyal Ooimaissioa on Agriculture in India* 
1928, p.t2. 
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region* M the extreme northexn margin of this dietriet 
a tbln narroir belt of heterogeneous Eimalayan soil is 
also foimd aboTS the sirampy soils, Strampy soil tract 
is conditioned h^ r excessive moisture due to large amount 
of anauaX rainfall and o<mtinuou8 seepage of water from 
the northexn sloping land. IDiese soils remain saturated 
during the monsoon months and remain fairly moist during 
the succeeding winter owing to the presence of a high 
level of underground water, ^ e soil is mostly clay of 
dark grey colour. Being clayey in nature these soils 
are highly retentive of moisture, and are therefore most 
suitable for the cultivation of rice? 
f he Qanga Allaviiua 
She 0 a n ^ alluvium covers a vast area along the 
banks of the rivers &anga, dandak, and Kosi. ^ e soils 
of this group are generally light textured, light grey 
in colour and moderately alkaline la reaction witii 
medium to high fertility status. She allavium is mostly 
loamy In texture although sand and clay proportions vary 
from place to place. 
2 Ahmad* S., A Physical. Economic and Regional 
geography. Ranch!. 1965. p.60^ 
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Saltpetre or potassliun n i t r a t e is a na^raX 
foMaation in the soi ls of the ires team d i s t r i c t s of Horth 
Bihar tlalA« She alteznating naxm and humid climate of 
the region offers most favourahle conditions for the 
accomalation of th is s a l t in the subsoil . large quanti t ies 
of animal and yegetahle refase gathered around 1 ^ 
Village s i t e s decompose into ammonia and other nitrogenous 
substances( these are acted upon by certain kinds of 
bacter ia (nitrifjriag bacteria) in the damp hot veather* 
v i th the resul t that a t f i r s t ni t rous and thtn n i t r i c 
acid readily acts upon the s a l t of potassium tdtibi i^ ic^ 
the s o i l i s inpregnated an accoiant of large accumulations 
of vood and d»ng ashes. She n i t r a t e of potassium thus 
produced i s dissolved by rain water and accumulates in 
the subsoil* from which s a l t re-ascends to the surf&ce 
by capil lary action in the period of desiccation following 
the rainy weather? Laige quanti t ies of n i t r e are thsis 
l e f t as sal ine efflorescences <m the surj^ce along with 
some other sa l t s such as chlorine of sodium and carbonate 
of sodiumf 
^ ib id . t P*€2* 
4 Wadia, D#5,, geology of Ii>dia# <939# p.364. 
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13x9 general moaotony in iihe appearanee of the 
allavltim leads to the mieooneeption that i t i s homogeneous, 
vhiXct ae a matter of faot, the taryiag oondltton* of 
enirlroiLmeat have imparted to i t marked variations from 
plaee to plaee, 3^ he content of lime varies greatly 
from a h i ^ percentage in the western parts to a very low 
amount in the eastexn parts. Slhe suhsoils are not 
uniform in texture hut consist of well-defined layers 
varying from pure sand to heavy clay« VariationB in the 
ferti l ity of soils from place to plaee, especially in 
the east where the rainfsall i s the heaviest, are not 
so much due to differ«iees in the surfaee soi l hut may 
he due to varying capacity of moisture retention, Sie 
pH value of these soils varies from nearly neutral to 
alkaline in calcareous ssones and alkaline to acidic in 
the non^caloareous sones of Sahas^a, 
The #anga alluvium can he divided into two 
typesJ 
i ) Hewer Alluvium or Khadar 
i i ) Older Alluvium or Bangar 
i ) Hewer Alluvium or Khadar is different from older 
alluvium or hangar in texture and ohwaioal compoBitlon. 
Soils comprising the newer alluviums are grey to ash grey 
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ill Qolour» and elay Xoaa to olcgr in teztar*. It i s 
gttn«rally foimd along the tianks of riT«xe md strtams. 
It i t gentrally highljr l«aeh«d and i s lov in imsaxB and 
nitrogm and poor in Xim«. ITever alXufi^ im i s foimd along 
ths river 0andak in the districts of West Clxamparan» 
las t Ohaaparan, Mutsaffarpu.r» Taishali and in a narrov 
belt along the river &haghara in Saran. It i s more 
developed in the Kosi region, fhis soi l i s suitable for 
sugaroane, paddy and rooterops. fhe whole of Saharsa i s 
almost ooeapied by clayey soi l . Tbm soi ls of this area 
are lov to ffisdium in fertility^ and are devoted to 
paddy and jute oaltivation. fhis elay belt merges to 
the east into loamy and sandy 3^ am soils of the Kosi belt. 
i i ) fhe Older Alluvium or bangar i s found some distance 
aifay from the main rivers. It i s a heavier soi l Yith 
greater olay proportion than the khadar» She bangar of 
Horth Bihar Plain generally l ies between the higher 
levels of streams in lovlying interfluves and is inundated 
by water during the rains through spil l channels which 
cut throu^ the levees* Bangar land fozms typical paddy 
areas of 27orth Bihar Plain. It i s richer in lime and 
kankar than the khadar. fhia group of soi l occupies a 
vast area of Vest and East Ohamparan^  Si'teuaarhi, 
Sadhubanit Barbhanga and Pumia districts. It i s also 
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fcimd t& WiwBtft&vpvLT, northern parts of Bluagalpttr^  
Hunger and tn a small pateh of Begasarai distrlot* 
galeareoua Soli 
It i s foimd in the Tlrhat Division of Horth 
Vestem Bihar Plain. Th» belt of this soi l roughly 
oorrespondls vith the hangar area of 6opalgan^, Sivan and 
Saran and also "^ e khadar traet of the &andak in the 
Vest Champaran and last Ohaaparan. fhie soi l i s well 
developed and oempies idiole of the Muzaffarpnr and the 
vestezn part of fiarhhanga. !i!he presenoe of a bed of 
kankar nodsiles i s a oooiaon fea^re in the subsoil. The 
olay has not \mdergGne any marked translocation from 
surfaee to lower layers and a retarded leaohing has led 
to the aoonnnilation of oaloinm carbonate even in the 
surface soi l . Calcareous soil i s more useful for liohi 
plants, !!Mt soi l i s highly rich in lime. 
Red an^ lelloy Iiight Soils 
Shis soil i s fo\ind only in tvo districts, 
Bhagalpur and Manger, in the southezn part of the region. 
I t i s formed from schistose rooks and i s deficient in 
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aitarogaif phosphoxlo aisid and i»mi»«« l(iit«rit« i s 
totmd on hl^er leTvXt at 1&« soutliAm laargina of 
Bhagalpar district, fhla soil i s good for arhar and 
caetor 03:t}pt« fhe rtd eoXour i s dae to pressnoe of 
izon oxides* Sbc rtd sud ytlXov light soils of sxtrems 
sottthsm isaTgins of Mongsr and Bliagalpur n&f %• rtgarded 
as lattrite fonaaticoa* 
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CHAJIEER IV 
AgrioultoraX devtlopment is imque8tioaa1)ly a 
aultl»diffleQslo&aI oonoept of idiloh crop produotioa, 
orop diTtrslfloation and commtrcialieation of agrieolture 
ar« ohlaf oGiapo&eiitt. AgriooXtuiral deTelopm«nt Izi a 
partloular rtgion meazust W s M Xarg«» an improremant 
of Xaad produotlTity with tha applioatioa of hi^er 
degrat of aodam inputs. In most areas this implies 
proTiaion of inputs to farmers to enable them to inorease 
the yield, productivity as such does not merely mean 
the quantity of production t)ut includes in its purview 
the variety and quality of the produce. Diversification 
of agriculture must be construed as the second vital 
aspect of agricultural development. It is an important 
aspect not only vith regard to its economic advantage 
hut also in imparting self reliance in agricultural 
requirements of the area and in maintaining the fertility 
of soil. Diversified agricultural activities like 
dairying, cattle rearing, poultry farming, pig raising, 
bee keeping and fishing significantly contribute to the 
basket agriciO-tural products and generate additional 
employment for the surplus agricultural population. 
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Conmercialieation of a^iouXtur« ox thti extent 
of penetration of market forces in an area and the aeale 
upon vhioh the^ operate is eraoial in alnost erez7 
problem of agrieuXtoraX developmentl She percentage of 
cropped area imder cash orops may be U^9ed as a measure 
of oommeroialisation of agrleulture. Besides» derelopment 
of agriculture is also to he Judged from the degree of 
equity in farm incomes and nature of agrarian relations. 
Any endeavour of agricultural deirelopment 
hoverer should not produce deteriotation in ecological 
conditions. It should not lead to defacement of forests, 
exhaustion of soil nutrients, depletion of imderground 
water and emergence of vaterlogging conditions. 
Oonsenration of physical resources is thus an integral 
part of any agricultural development, 
A review of geographical literature reveals 
that in India very few attempts have been made to define 
agrioultujml development and to select criteria of 
development in the light of any conceptual framevork. 
Hunter^ 0i, Modemising Peasant Societies. 
Oxford Univej^ity Press, London, 
1969. 
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Rar«ly a dlstinotioii la mad* b6tv««n the •lemwita of 
agrioultural deT«loiaa«&t and th« factors of agrloulturaX 
devaXopiaeat, Amongst all the studies the dominatiag 
f00128 Is oalj on produetlvltor dimeoslon* 
• ooaposite index of agrieultural development 
haeed on three factors — the growth rate of agrioultiiral 
output f the use of modem inputs in agriculture and 
the productivity p9T hectare iras constructed \^ Hath 
to compare the level of agricultural development in 
various states of India. 
Sharma (1971) pointed out that agricultural 
development should he assessed not only lay levels of 
productivity or trends in agricultural production hut 
also irith reference to various physical inputs like 
irrigation^ fertilisers» improved seeds and extent of 
cultivated area? Since agricultural development 
depends on application of inputs like fertilizers and 
2 Satht T,t *^* Growth of Indian Agricultures 
A Eegional Analysis", Geographical Reviev. 
Vol»59» Io.3i t969# P.559T '• 
3 Sharma, S,P,, ^^Agricultural Eegionalisation of 
India", i^ Chandra Sekhar (£d.)t 
Economic and Socio^Cultural Simensions 
of Regjonaligation* Eegistrar General. 
my Delhi, 1971, pp. 255-278, 
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vater^ it is reflected ia productivity of cultivated 
area ae veil ae i& income per holding. BAZA (1978) 
after aoal^sing 41 indicators grouped four subsets 
of productivityt production conditions».agrarian 
relations and change in agriculture and measured 
productivity in terms of output per hectare, per worker, 
per tractor, per tuhe-well and per unit of fertilizer; 
Mohammad (1979) pointed out that the stages of 
development of agriculture can be gauged by two factors 
of labour and land productivity? It is a well accepted 
fact that the higher the stage of development of 
agrietilture the greater is the land and labour 
productivity* 
H«illam (1974), using data for individual tahsils 
in his study of regional disparities in development in 
Andhra Pradesh, employed six indicators for the 
agricultural sector. 3firo of these related to productivity 
(agricultural output per agricultural vorkeir and per 
acre) and t<iur to agri<3;atural development (percentage 
Easa, H,, jievels of Regional pevelopaent in 
India, Indo*^oviet Sympositam on Regional 
Bevelopaent and Hiaiional Planning. 
Tikisi; 197^, ^ ^^^' 
5 Hohaaaad, A. (Sd,), Bynamios of Agricultural 
p,z3d.i 
Development in India. Wev Delhi. 19797 
Li# 
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of gross irri^ted, gross cropped, oaual irrigated 
6 
and double cropped area). 
After independence of the country partioularly 
duriag the last tvo decades, there has been considerable 
change in almost all the spheres of agriculture in 
India* From time to time the aoTemment of India has 
introduced nev programmes and policies for the derelopment 
of agrioolture vith the result that there has been a 
Terileal as veil as horizontal expansion of agriotilture. 
Crop production has greatly increased as a result of 
proper care of land and the application of latest 
methods of crop husbandaz7« 7he net eot^ area has 
increased considerably i& each state of the country, 
Vastelande 9x0 gradually been reclaimed and the areas 
under forests and other cultivable vaste hare decreased. 
She cropping pattern has also undergone change. More 
and more emphasis nov is belag given to the cultivation 
of high»yielding varieties of crops a M coarse grains 
are being replaced by fine grains for obtaining better 
yields. 
6 Alam^ H, (Bd,), 1974, Planning Atlas of 
Aadhra gradesh. Pilot Hap Production 
Plant, Survey of India, %derabad, 
P«3» 
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AgrlcttXtoraX Peyttlopaeat Buriag Plan Pcyjods 
India 18 baeieally an agriouItmraX oouatry, 
whtrt at»out 13 pox* o«at of th« popuXatioa is dir^otly or 
ladireotly angaged in agrioultura which eontrihutas 
about 42 per eeat to tha ziational iacomo, FolXoviiig 
the aamt pattern the atate of Bihar has 82 per oeat of 
the total population inrolired in agriculture vhioh 
oontrihutes about 46 per oent to the state ineome, !?hese 
figures are be littled if one takes notice of prerailing 
lov agricultural productivity, k defectiye land tenure 
system I uneooncMio size of holdings» inadequate 
irrigation faoilities and exceeeire pressure of population 
on land all contribute towards a low yield of crops. 
Besides then, dependence of farmer to a large extent 
on erratic monsoonal rain and an insignificant use of 
farm machinezy farther aggrairate the situation, 
She problems faced by Indian agriculture have 
been engaging the attention of gOTenment since the 
independence of the country* Various fire Year Plans 
have considered agriculture as a top priority item, 
fhe First five Year Plan allocated 291 orores of n;Q>ee8 
for its development out of which Bihar shared 407.21 lakh. 
ilO 
f k U plan mui in faet kiionn as agriooltural and 
irrigation pian and iti laain aim was to i(na)cs«>up ths 
dsfioit in foodgrains and ram aiatsrials oroatsd W ths 
partition of ths oonntzy* fh9 strategy for this vas 
to extend irrigation faeilities and other inputs. In 
the ftilfilment of this goal* it brotsght out laansr 
organisational and institutional ohanges throti^ land 
refonast agrieultural extension and oommunity dSTelopaent 
programmes* Agrieultural production reoorded an increase 
during f951«>$6« From this it appears that -^e 
aohiereaents of the plan in the fields of agrioulture, 
irrigation, and eleotrioi^ generation vers quite 
satisfaetoxy* 
ITuring the Second Blan greater eisphasie was 
giTen to industries and transport with the result that 
agriculture reeeiTed* only 46 million for extension of 
irrigation facilities and for the community derelopment 
programmes* But in Bihar the total amount allocated 
for agriculture was R8»t»270.93 lakh indicating that 
agriculture commanded greater attention in this state* 
During the subsequent fhird firt Tear plan the 
attention was diverted and only Es.1tT4?«6 crores were 
earmarked for derelopment* But Bihar reoeiTed an increased 
amount of E8*1»5t8 lakh for agricultural development. 
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3?2ie aaomit was proTided to inereae* agrioultuxal 
produotion 1^ 30 p«r etnt duz>iag this pXaa period* la 
piumttano* of nov strategy of agriottltoral dtrtlopmetit 
the late&0iire AgrieoXtural Dittriot Programme (IA22F) 
vas started In irarious parts of the oouKtr^r duriiig 
I9^«6t» "ShXs programme popularly kaonn as **Paekage 
Programme" vms taken mp on pilot basis and vaa initiated 
in Shahabad district in 1960*6!• A modified fbrm of 
the Intensive Agrioiiltural Area Programme (lAAP) vas 
extended in 1964<*66 to sereral other parts of the 
eo\mti!3r* This programme vas ooneemed vith specifie 
crops and the promotion of intensive agrioulture» 
Hovever this scheme ootild not suceeed oving to better 
use of farm teehnolog^r and l^e production during this 
plan remained belov the t96o*6i level. She index of 
rice production fell from 137,7 in 1960*61 to 121*6 in 
196§*66« But there nas some improvoment in the production 
of sugarcane* tea and coffee in the countzy* 
the Fourth Plan idiich started during t966»67 
had greater thrust on agricultural development with the 
result that the total outlay on agricultural production 
during the plan period for Bihar was almost tripled 
to fis«442 lakh. 
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It •ncouragtd Htm fana««i to evoXf* a n«ir 
Bt^tegy of agnomltural a«v«lopmeat ia th« light of tli« 
»4zp«ritno« gai&td during tlit earlier tlirei plans* 
Duping Fourth Plan period, a Bt«ady progrtas naa aad« 
in east of all important agricultural inputs, lotal araa 
under higlwyielding mrittiea of seeds increased from 
9,20 million hectares in t968-69 *o 25#45 million hectares 
in t975-t4 recording a groir«i of 176,6 per cent, 
ImproTed seeds, manures# fertilisers! implements and 
maohiner^r vere proTided liirough cooperatives and state 
agencies. Beside an increase in the inputs* the 
agricultural development programmes also included 
measures for plant proteotiont minor irrigation^ soil 
conservation and land reclamation, the main aim of this 
programme vas to benefit small farmers* A small Farmer's 
Bevelopment Agency vas setup in A3 selected districts 
in "^e country to identiiy^ -^e prohlems of small fazmers 
in the area* prepare appropriate programmes, help ensure 
availability of inputs, service and credit supply and 
7 
evaluate the progress from time to time, A sum of 
E8«ft5 crores vas allocated for the benefit of small 
•fhingran, «.£•, She Economics of Development 
and Planning. Sev Delhi> 1981. p.556. 
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me Daraffe Fifth Plan alloeat«d EB.7,411 erop#s 
for agrlooXtixre aad Irrigation stotor* It laid dovn 
tli« 8trat«g7 for loz)g<»t«zm planning of agrieulttire and 
exploitation of ground water, apflioation of nev 
teelinology in agrionlturei and ohalkedomt prograames for 
the supply of inputs to the weaker seotions of the 
eooiety* !&e output of foodgrains rose to I2t«03 aiilion 
tonnes from a lerel of 99,8 million tonnes in 1974-75. 
fhe output of riee rose ^ 25 per cent, from 59*6 million 
tonnes to 46,74 million toimes* ^ e output of ooarse 
grains increased by nearly 3<8 milXion tonnes* !£huB 
under nev agriooltural strategy* the use of HIT seedst 
ohemiaal fertilisers, pesticidest and maohines resulted 
in remarkable inoreases in agrieultural production and 
productivity of land* 
In the Sixth Plan, 26.5 per oent of the total 
plan vas allooated for the development of agrioulture 
and allied aetivities and for irrigation and flood control, 
fhe total outlay for Bihar* s agriculture during Fifth 
and Six Five Tear Flan period vas 18^2,491 •59 lakh. 
8 Planning Department* Bihart Fatna, 
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fhtt isaia aim of agricultural and rural development 
duriiig the Sixth Flan period vas grovth for eooial 
Justice, aeMeveiaeut of fall emplopiszit in the rural 
areas idthia a period of tea years and removal of poverty, 
Tht Soffloaud Area Bevelopment Programme nas also started 
during the Pifth :?lan a&d the Sixth f laa envisaged the 
starting of an Integrated Bural development Programme 
based on decentralised micro»level planning at the hlook 
level. Eaoh block ims alloved a sum of Bs.5 latch for 
intensive development in suoh activities as intensive 
agriculture, mixed farming, land development, irrigation 
etc* She integrated rural development programme speeially 
focused on the small and marginal farmers and agricultural 
labourers to achieve the tvin objective of generating 
employment opportunity and inereasifig production* As 
part of the etztitegy of area approach, the State Bank of 
India and its associated banks opened 584 agricultural 
development branches and financed t1 lakh farmers upto 
3lst December 1978 with a total outstanding grant of 
Rs»274.7 crores. 
According to the F.A.O, an Indicative Vorld 
Flan for agricultural development was chalkedout to 
analyse the problem as a whole in integrated way and in 
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Butfictmt detail to ©•rve as a basis for policy guidane© 
to tlMi dsTtiopiag countries aad for d«v«loptd coimtrlefl. 
Shis plan nas prsparsd irltli tiro tlas horlzoats nantly 
a 10 ysar psrspsotivt upto 19T5 and a 20 ytsr ptrspsctlt* 
upto 1985. Tti6 F.A.O, propootd to plaes ths probltm ot 
agricultural dertlopiaent ultliin ths framswork of ovsrall 
eoonoaie dsTtlopment after taking into aeooimt the 
existing national plans and policies and the production 
poesihilitles by 1975 emd 1985. It nas proposed to 
indicate the order of magnitude of the physical lii^ ute 
that laay he refuired and to space out the nati2re of 
eoonoffiio and institutional changes vhloh ail^t be neee8saz7, 
SEhlB plan vas to give guidance on overall balance necessary 
between agricultural dOTelopaent on the one hand aad 
industrial derelopaent on the other? 
Another strategy for agricultural deTelopment, 
recently introduced in the country is of m^^tiple cropping, 
which aime at maximising production per unit of land and 
per unit of time by taking three or four crops from the 
same piece of land in a year. S M s has been made possible 
Manralf l!.l<», ZndicatlTe World Plan for 
Agricultural Derelopment, AgriculturcO. 
Situation in India* 1966, p.312. 
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!»• cause of tii« iwv short duration liigli ^ rleldiag 
rarietles and lmproT«d agricultural teehnoXogy, a-vailable 
in India* TIIB tractors, puap sstt« ehtmieal fertilizers, 
HI7 seeds and pesticides are bringing al»out a great 
re7olution in the derelopment of agriculture in India* 
As a result double and triple cropped area is steadily 
inereasing and oultiTators are given more technical 
assistance to improve their cultivation skills* If the 
present process irill continue, no doubt the oountr^r 
certainly vill be able to achieve a h i ^ level of 
development in the field of agriculttare* 
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GBASTBR 7 
IfiSTITOTIOBAL AND lECHSDLOOICAL PAC!K)BS 
lagtlttttioaal Eaetore 
The offiolenoy of agpicultare d«p©nd» to a 
great extent on tlie preiraleat ph^ioal character of the 
region and the nature of its exploitation by man. She 
iiQpaot of man in the utilization of existing resotiree 
can he judged by a study of various institutional 
factors that operate in the region and any isqproTenent 
in l&ese institutional factors is bound to simultaneously 
increase the agricultural efficiency* The institutional 
factors playing their role in Bihar loay be identified 
as typical tenancy roles leading to small sise of land 
holding* cooperative societies* and credit supply 
facilities* Beside these factorsp agricultural technology^ 
physical probltms of land utilisation and development» 
levels of land pz>oduotivi1^» and problems of raral 
industries are also important as they are relevant to 
the institutional problems enumarated above. 
A study of operative institutional factors 
therefore is neoessazy for maximization of agricultural 
output and productivity, increasing the employment 
opportunities and reform of social and financial condition 
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ot farm«r8. A prop«r uaderstanding of th««« faotors 
and problems vill l«ad to soleatitlo farmiag and lil^er 
standard of fazn utilieatlon, Sh« role of institutional 
financing is highlightsd "by studying as to liov far ths 
institutional agsneies art hslpful in inersasing 
farmer*s inoome, speoially that of small farmers* Land 
Mortgage Banlcs and cooperatiire societies are some of 
the important institutional agencies financing loan needs 
of the farmers* She institutional factors considered 
for the present study are size of land holding and land 
consolidation! credit siigpply through different agencies« 
role of cooperative societies and percentage of literate 
persons to total population* !!!hese factors play a 
significant role in the spatial deTClopaent of agriculture 
in the region* 
Credit Supply 
More than 75 per cent of ITorth Bihar f lain 
farmers helong to low income range hecause whatever they 
produce is only sufficient for their own oonsuotption* 
2hey have rery little to offer for sale and therehy earn 
some money. She farmers thus are not in a position to 
invest on costly modern ii^uts* But for agricultural 
development in general and adoption of agricultural 
innovations in particular, substantial amount of capital 
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is required* In order to meet thia demand and also to 
satis 1^ their social needs» the farmers take money at a 
•ery high rate of eoapound interest from irarious extra 
goTemmental agencies like money lenders« oommission 
agents and other middle men* In Tiev of meagre subsistant 
output the farmer is incapable of paying back initial 
loan together with its high interest and is hurried under 
gradually acoiimulating heairy debt. She farmers, b3r and 
large, are born in debt» grow up in debt end die in debt. 
As the farmers are incapable of releasing themselTes from 
the burden of debt and investing in agriculture for its 
ifflproTementy the goireroment through various institutions 
is extending credit facilities to them at nominal interest 
to improTS agriculture, 
She credit to the farmers is channelised through 
the following routes t 
i) loans are given by local authorities to purchase 
modern agricultural implements. 
ii) A land mortgage bank is established as a special 
institution to extend loans on sufficient security, and 
iii) CooperatiTe societies are created to look after 
various problems arising out in the area. She working 
of tbese three agencies has so far been successful 
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BM th«y are reported to satlafy about 80 per oent 
of the eredit needs of the farmers, She ooiamercial 
hanks and Iiand Mortgage Banks of eaeh district 
supply credit at lower interest to the farmers for 
ptirohasing varioias agricultural ii^uts such as 
fertilisers (fiPK)» improred seeds and pesticides, 
Xiand Mortgage Bank in particular supplies credit 
for purchasing different types of agricultural 
implements like pua^ sets for irrigation* threshers, 
tractoz0| harvesters and sprayers. She response of 
farmers in utilising these facilities is quite 
encouraging. 
go*operative Societies 
Cooperative societies play a significant role 
in the development and intensification of agriculture 
by providing leant managing the supply and distribution 
of fertilisersI highyielding varieties of seeds, pesticides, 
spraying equipments, agricultural implotaents and machinery 
and by organising the marketing facilities for proper 
po8t*harrest distribution of the produce. She cooperative 
societies in India provide long term, short term and 
medium term loans to their member cultivators on easy 
terms and sijuple interest. She farmers in Horth Bihar are 
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alflo bdnefited I97 this faeility and gemr&Xly go for 
short term and madium t«nB loans. !13it ehisf mtrit of 
eooperativs finaneing is that it is suppostd to promote 
«ffeetiTe tuis of loans through effsotiTs supsrrision* 
Sh« faxmsrs get immediate finanoial help through 
oooperatiires at the time of soving orops, fhe aimilability 
of loan through cooperatire sooieties has helped other 
farmers indirectly hy reducing the rate of interest on 
open loans provided by money lenders at large* 
The oooperatiTSS also make arrangements in the 
rural areas for producing healthy seeds and organic and 
green manures and arrange for the supply of these in 
kind to cultivator who cannot pay in advance! The 
recoveries are made after harvesting of orops, She 
problem of agricultural marketing is also of crucial 
importance as the farmers loose much of their produce 
through defective storage and primitive methods of sale 
and marketing* She cooperatives have come to the reserve 
of the farmers by suggesting proper means and vays for 
disposal of the produce* 
Mathur, R.P*, Cooperative Movement in P.P.* 
Iiuoknov, 1969» 
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IQi* National Cooptrativt Bepairtntnt has approTed 
a modftl scheme to eetabXish marketlag eooperatlre at 
district Xerel In the state, Sueh cooperatives vlXl be 
of great help to the farmers In aanaglng proper storage 
of their surplus grain and Tay^ minimising the losses In 
the distribution and marketing of 1h0 produce. 
Size of Holdings and Land Consolidation 
Size of land holdings Is an Importcuit Institutional 
Indicator to measure socio-economic status of the farmer* 
!Dils has been listed as one of the major problems of 
Indian agrioulture because a large number of holding 
are uneconomic. A positive and high correlationship 
between the large else of holdings and adoptlen of 
agricultural innovations has already been established by 
many scholars «- (Mohammad, 1978, pesal, 1966, and 
Free man, I96I)* The argument put forth in i'to support 
is that, many innovations such as tractor power, sprayer, 
power dimter and harvester can be used economically only 
in contiguous and large fields* It is therefore, assumed 
that larger the sise of holdings, the higher is the 
agricultural produotivli^* In large else of holdings 
mechanical power is used at cheaper rate, with greater 
productivity. She all India Report on Agricultural Census 
of 1970-71, reported that in Bihar the average size of an 
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operational holding was 1*52 hectares hut in 1960»8ly 
the arerage sise of operational holding decreased to 
0.99 hectares* In the state itself the arerage sise of 
holdings Taries from district to district ranging from 
0.53 hectare in Hoeaffarpur district to 2.5^ hectares in 
Eanohi district. She sise of holdings in Bihar therefore 
remains uneconomic vis«4fc-Tis modem machinery. 
Land consolidation is the only vay out to remove 
this deficiency. Land consolidation incorporates the 
amalgamation and redistribution of all or any isolated 
and scattered unit of individual plots into one compact 
block. She process is a direct Yay of curing erils of 
fragmentation of holdings. ''Consolidation of holdings has 
been regarded as one aspect of an integrated programme 
of Tillage reconstruction as» besides regrouping of 
fragmented holdings» it also includes the vork of land 
improvement"? The measure aims at giving every right 
holder a compact area equivalent to vhat he held before 
in the form of scattered plots. Consolidation of holdings 
as a means of improved agriculture has proceeded a 
Oovemment of India, Consolidation of Holdings. 
Uew Delhi, 1957, p.2. 
Tivari, S.ir«» Land Consolidation and Its Impact 
on Land Utilization, ghe Deccan geographer. 
Vol.8, Ho.1 & 2, 1970, p.89. 
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oonslderabXo way in Biiiar, but all the dlstriets hays 
not y«t b«en coir«red. £b.« work !• In progrtB0 and shall 
!>• completed In all the dlstriots in near future. 
Consolidation shall provide the farmers an opportunity 
to adopt a better and more soientifio method of cultivation. 
Shis programme has oheoked the wastage of time, labour 
and energy and has helped the farmers to be quick and 
careful to supervise their fields. Vherever the work is 
complete the farmers have taken to new agricultural 
implementst tractors and other machinery and have 
increased the operational efficiency of their land. 
Saving of timet labour and reduction of natural and 
cultural hazards are other advantages that are reflected 
in the reduction of cost, increased production and 
operational efficiency. 
Consolidation has also proved useful for general 
velX-being of the society. While carrying on the work 
of consolidation^ authorities have earmarked some land 
for link roads, and for other social amenities like 
schools^ play ground* veils» dispensary, panohayat^ghar* 
hospital, and village market, IDhe process of •onsolidation 
has also provided an opportunity for the correstion of 
old land records and bringing them upto date. 
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Tedinologieal Faotora 
Application of teehnologloal IzmoTatlons alms 
at Inorvasiag tlit •tfiolenoy of agrloultural production. 
It is a kty to rapid grovth of agrleoltor* but also 
req.ulrM contlnuouB teonomlo adjustmtnt of faxB 
organisations to adopt Improreasnts on a profitable basis; 
A suitable combination of various ttcbnologlcal factors 
l,s«, the method of Irrigatlonf use of chemical 
fertilisers i hi^yieldlng varieties of seeds» modem 
agricultural Implements and machinerir, nse of pesticides, 
and various other Improved farming technitiues are bound 
to yield hi^er returns from the same land. 
Ihere are signs in Bihar plains of accelerating 
application of modem technology to agricultural 
production. She productivity of the farm land is 
continuously chemglng for better under -&e constant flov 
of Innovations in agricultural technology over the past 
half century. Sie Oovemment is also avare of the need 
for a package of improved practices, including HTY seeds, 
Oammea, M.A., technological Change and Its 
Diffusion in Agrieolture, Agricultural 
Situation in India. Yol.21, No.7^12, 
19bt>, pp.525-24. 
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oh«Bical f«rtillz«r8, bttter vat«r facilities and their 
uee, crop protection \(y peetioides and modeam iaplements 
ovlng to iA±oh hie^er standard of f)M»ing and inoreaae 
in production is aeMsred. 
Xhe teolmologioal faetoars in reoent past have 
played a significant role not only in oTsrooning Tarious 
environnental constraints but also in bringing up yield 
lerels and thus augmenting the deTelopaent of agriculture. 
A series of methods hare been evolved to inorease 
productivi'ty per hectare by using fertilisers and better 
technique of exploiting the fertility of soil, The life 
cycle of plants and animals has been monitored through 
improved breedings> development oS hybrid seeds, and 
finally the control of pests and weeds through the 
production and application of pesticides» fungicides and 
herbicides. 
She adoption of fia,rming techniques developed 
through research and education have brou£^t out 
diversification and increase in production and have resulted 
in greater economic returns to the farmers. Xhe speedy 
and extensive development of agriculture by and large 
depends on technological change and spatial diffusion of 
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agricuXtuml imioTation? Inereae* la th« oultlTated 
arta ae veil as doubla oropp«d ar«a ara ottan dua to 
taolmologieal iaprofamanta. 
Kfir agrioultoral iapl«aaata and maohliitzy ara 
oonsidarad to bt aooxioalo and tima saTlng dericea vliioh 
can rarolutloniae tha Indian agrlouXtura, fhe tuia of 
faza Implesants and aachlnazy was rary late and It was 
only aftar Indapandanet that aarloua effort! n^v oade 
to introdttoe aodem agrlcaltural ii&plettents and machlnezy 
In the ooltlyatlon of land. In the Initial atagea* the 
use of aueh maohlnez^ hoveTer vaa confined to the rloh 
peasant! and landlorda who oould afford the expenses 
InvolTed In their iiae. 
It vaa In the last 15 years -Qiat an Inpetus to 
use Bodem farm maehlnery was ilren and faxmers vere quick 
to realise Its adrantages* !Qie oooaerclal hanks and 
gOTemment Institutions cane to the aid of the sffiall and 
aedlum farmers hy granting loans at reasonable Interest 
to purchase agrlooltural machlnezy, Vlth the help of these 
Hohaaaad* H.t !Iteehnologlcal Change and 
Slffoslon of Agricultural Inncratlon, 
ferspeotlyes In Agricultural geography, eir Delhi, Vol.17, 1981 # p.2§7. 
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facilities f&m»vn have iaoroaetd th«ir anstoaX production. 
^ 0 £&»!i«r8 dependiag on loan for tht purclUBe of 
macJiiatry often find it difficult to maintain it under 
operating condition. S3ie proMem can t)e eolTed again 
with the aid of the goTernment and oooperatiTe societies 
in providing facilities to maintain and run t ^ machineries 
to their optiffiuffi utility. 
fhe faxner uses mechanical power and machinery 
either to increase food production or to maintain a 
given volume of production at a emaHer cost, f ower and 
equipment costs today represent an important and 
increasing proportion of total farm costs, and vary iridely 
from farm to farm. It is important that the farmers 
have such knowledge of pover and machinery as vill enable 
them to (i) choose l^e equiimient well suited to their 
needs» (ii) understand the working prii^iples of the 
machines so that they may he kept in good running order, 
and (iii) understand the applications of tiie equipment 
in order that it may he operated efficiently. 32ie present 
supply of agricultujral machinery» tools and inplements 
is quite insufficient to meet the existing requirements. 
Eohinscn, S.H,, gream^s Elements of Aiericultupe. 
Itoadon, 1972, p.t07. 
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Thie eerlovm gap in th* agricultural prosrastn* uadcrtaktn 
during the plan ptriod lias !>««& in th« fi«ld of improved 
agricultural impltnenttt. She total proTision tor 
ag]^ cultural iuplwatnti in India during tlie SMrd FiTt 
laar Plan van about 60 aillion and arrangcaentB var« 
ffiada for tha aanufaotura of l>ig and ssiall tractors* 
poirertillersi plougtis, otzltiyatorsy harrovst aaad drillB» 
fertilisar distributors, cotton pioksrs, vater pumping 
ssts and other numerous type of tools and implsments* 
It vas also thought to dSTSlop such machineriss that 
could he used in small sise fields* 
Hovadays oving to all out efforts a numher of 
improred ma^iinety is used in agrioultare, fhe use of 
tractors as one of the improTed machinery has increased 
considerably during the last decade hut the increase has 
not been uniform all orer the region* fhe use of pumps 
has ino^reased rapidly mainly due to better supply of 
diesel and elsotrioity* Almost all the districts of 
lorth Bihar Plain have recorded a considerable increase in 
the number of pumping sets. !Che areas having greater 
number of tractors and pumping sets hsTs experienced 
Jain » ^•^•» Changing Indian Africulture. 
Bombay, fS&B, pp*57-58. 
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gf&fr agrimltweal dtrtlopmeat ih&n those vh»i>« their 
number is email* 
gertil^gerff 
FertiXieere oiUce an important ii^mt in the orop 
production and the eueoees and spread of Hn^ of seeds 
depends, beside irrigation, on their proper application* 
Application of fertiliser input is recognised as one of 
the quickest ways in boosting agricultural production* 
She provision of fertilisers availability at reasonable 
costs and at the appropriate time is an essential 
requirsaent for the growth of orops? fheir importance may 
be seen from the fact that in 1970 there vere 48 factories 
engaged in fertiliser production while 8 were under 
construction! It got manufacturing approval in principle 
and 4 were in l^e proposal stsige* 
^ e demand for fertilisers has gradually increased 
in the oountz7 with the introduction of Hn* crops since 
mid^siaEties* ^ere are three agencies through i^oh 
fertilieere are distributed in Bihar* !£hey aret 
(i) the gof-eroment fertilizer depots, (ii) the state 
8 Champa, M», Agricultural Development and 
the Role of yertillsers, fiidian Journal 
- •8 , 9f Regional Science. Vol,8, Uo.l & 2, mCpTWu 
\ . 
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oooperatiTea, and (iii) pri-mtt a«al«z«. Tim Stat* 
aovtramentt r«e«lv« supplita of nitrogenous fertilisers 
from the central fertilizer pool and distribute them 
through the state cooperatives and state departmental 
depots, Superphospliate is marketed through state's 
private dealers and cooperatives, fotash is given to 
the farmers tsgr the state *B agencies. She use of urea as 
a fertiliser has recorded a rapid increase in the country 
as veil as in the Horth Bihar Plain* She attraction for 
uarea lies in its ease and cheapness of manufacture and 
i-to h i ^ nitrogen content* Zt contains 46 per cent of 
nitrogen» vhich is useful for the grovth of plant* Urea 
is also used in stock feeding as a source of no&*protein 
nitrogen. 
Sttlfhate of ammonia is anchor promising 
chemical fertiliser available to the cultivator for 
improving crop yields. She response obtained by its 
application is both t^ck groirth and an inex«ased yield 
ranging from 25 to 100 per cent. Experiments conducted 
in Eanchi Agricultural College, for a year on samples 
of deposits of rook, phosphorite near Bhavanathpur in 
Palamau district, have shown that the use of phosphorite 
in chemical fertiliser doubled the yields of vheat eM 
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soyabean oropsf Anotlier esEperiment oonduoted \ss' "^^^ 
Central Salt and Marine Chemical Eeeearoli Inetitute at 
Bhavnagar is Gujarat has deteloped a prooees for 
manufiftoturiag potaaeiisa fertilieer -which in enltable tor 
erope and recouping the IOBB of eoil fertility* 
^ e nitrogen may also be supplied to the fields 
by fanoyard manure lilce eov-dung» and ooapostiag of 
night soil near the Tioinity of settlement. But it is 
estimated that only 30 per cent of this is used as manure 
and the rest is used as fuel in the rural areas* ^l^s 
loss can be filled up by ohemioal fertilisers* Bach 
tonne of fertilizer nutrient inoreasts the yield of about 
to tonnes of foodgrains, She annual consumption of 
fertilizer is thus, a good indicator of Ihe country's 
performance in crop production, India attains second 
place in terms of fertilizer consumption among the Asian 
countries. 
High Yielding Varieties of Seeds 
!!!he importance of better seed can be judged from 
the statement of H,B, Sprague (t958) that if the United 
States vere suddenly to retert to older strains and 
Mirchan, Dani, O.G., Aspects of A^friculture 
in India. Hew Delhi, 1973, p.26, 
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raxi9ti<6B, Y« vould t>« pluag«d into a famine and fead 
ahortaga of colossal proportion! The HIT prograatae is 
tht Slain plank of tha n%it agrioultiaral strategy, A far 
raaehing arant in tha annals of Indian agrioultora 2ias 
he«n tha introduction of EfT fiald oropa namal^, v^aat» 
rioa» maiisat jovar and bajra. Iha auoeass of this 
prograiama has raTolutionised agricolttirt and brotight about 
a phenoaanal and rapid inereast in tlia foodgrains 
produotion in the eoimtxy* Since 196^*66^ the base year 
of the nev agriooltural strategy* the wheat preduetion 
has increased threefold and riee produotion 1:^  more than 
76 per cent, 
!&e progress under Bai2e« joifar and bajra mus 
hoveirer, saall aainly due to the laek of suitable hybrid 
and incidence of pests and diseases on some of the hybrids. 
She coverage of area under this prograaae has registered 
a sharp increase, from 1.89 Billion hectares in 1966-67 
to 42 million hectares in 1978-79* 33ie target for 
1980^1 has been fixed at 48 million hectares. Among 
the fine crops included under the programme, high yielding 
varieties of vheat haTe prored a big success. In fact, 
10 Salomoni S.O* and Hanson, A.A., qie Principles 
and Practiee of Agricultaral Research, 
lendon, 1964f p.57* 
11 India, A Eeferenoe Annual. Agriculture. 
1981, p.209. 
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th» inor«as« in vheat output has bceoa* aa iBportant 
stabiliBiag factor in foodgraia prodaotion in th« 
country, sane oultivation of vhtat it now faat aprtading 
•Ttn in noiwtraditional areas suoh as saat Biliar, Vtst 
Btngalt Hahara0htra» Asaan and Oriaaa, 
Sli^fioant progress has also been made in tiie 
Gultivation of HTV of riee, although the paoe of 
derelopaent is not as Bueh as in the ease of wheat. 
This is due to the faet that the hulk of the crop is 
grown in l^e kharif season idiioh is suhjeoted to Tagaries 
of Bonsoon, ohax^oterised "by droughts or floods and its 
Tulnerahility to attack hy pests and diseases. Howevery 
in rabi season* idien rainfall is low and water management 
is easier^ the high yielding tarieties of wheat hare given 
a much better return. An important development in rice 
oultiwation is the s^plaoement of coarse high yielding 
varieties of rice by high quality fine grains. As a 
result of the introduetion of HIT* rice produotion is 
also increasing at a faster rate in the non-traditional 
rice growing states, like Punjab, Haryana and western 
Uttar Pradesh. Huch of the rice produced in these states 
is offered for procurement to the central pool because of 
limited local consumption. For successful return flt)m 
HIT crops proper irrigation and use of fertilisers and 
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p«atioid88 art aXeo inportant* Shtrafore it is Mtantial 
that thtr* should ha oontinuoua aixpply of hreada atook, 
adagiiata aTsraagemant for prodaotion of high yialding 
variatiaa of 0a«da« arraagament for aaad proeaiaing 
and atoraga proviaion of ada^uata auppljr of fartiliaara 
a&d paaticidea and an aaaurad supply of irrigation. 
Irrigation 
Iht rainfall ragima of tha eountry is oharaetariaad 
by ita xmeartainity and irragularlty vilSi tha raault lamt it 
is oftan inadaquata during tha pariod of ragatatira 
grovth of oropa or its inoidance doaa not follov tha 
orop atads, Undar thasa eonditiona irrigation baoofflaa 
aesantial for propar grovth of crops* 
Irrigation* in its orarall utility also supports 
othar taohnologioal factors lika fartilisars and battar 
saads. Iha naziffioa afficianoy of fartilisar rasts upon 
irrigation and slsilarly battar saads shov thair 
parforaaaea nill uban thffy ara pxoTidad "With tiaal^ vatax 
through irrigation, fha main sourota of izrigation in 
India ara parannial riTtrs, tuba*wall8» ana soma othar 
sourcas lika tanks» poods and vails, 
Sha proTision of irri^tion plays a daoisira 
roXa in salaotion of crops to ba grovn, cropping pattam 
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to t)« follmc&p inttoBil^ of croppiagy natur* of crop 
oombi&ationBt ext«at of yitXd and the tine of sowing of 
orops. A nvtmhsr of analytical studiM hare proved that 
India eaa Inertase its agrleoltuzal produotloa to a large 
extentt If adeqiiate and assured irrigation vater is 
a-vailaldlep In addition to thiSf assxired irrigation 
affects to a great extent tlae adoption of certain 
agricultural innotations, like fertilisers! high yielding 
varieties of seeds, and plant protection chemicals* She 
fazmers having adequate and assured irrigation facilities 
adopt iaproved agricultural practices without hesitation 
as compared to others because they can grow double or 
triple crops in a year with the help of assured irrigation 
facilities* 
Mechanisation 
Modem agriculture is witnessing a technological 
change in whic^ the fsamer is gradually inclined to use 
better machines in place of archaic, time consuming ones, 
fhe electric power and diesel play significant role in 
the mechanisation and rationalisation of farm operations, 
fhe electric pumps and oil engine pump sets are widely 
12 Mohammadf H., Technological Change and Spatial 
Diffusion of Agricultural Innovations, 
in Bersoectives in Agricultural Geography* 
lew Delfci, M * t , 198!, pp,^^?-:^^S. 
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used for lifting iiater for iirrigation purposeisti and 
the pover ie. used* beside lifting of imter» for spra^'iag 
of plant peetioidest and for harrestingt tiuresMng and 
orosMng of trope and stigaroane* 
Heelianisation has also helped faraers ^ 
permitting tiael^ preparation of the gro^mdy 8eediag» 
harresting and threshing. 33ie use of naehinery depends 
on certain prerequisites of i^ioh sise of fields oooupies 
prominent position. Host of the farm implements and 
maohines are used profitahly in large sise fields but 
their effioienoy suffers if the plots are small, Indian 
agrieulture is oharatterised by small sise of land 
holdings i^eh stand in the vay of meehanieatlon* Bie 
researeh diTision of agricultural institutes shall have 
to ponder over the problem and develop suoh implements 
that oan be used profitably under Indian conditions, 
She goTerament is also seised vith the problem and has 
suggested use of mechanised implements and tools as a 
first step tovards agrarian refom, 
Pesticides an^ ^ Bisease Control 
!!!he task of increasing food production bas 
many problems» one of the most formidable of lihieh is the 
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Qoatrol of veiB, imrioug instots and peats; ^  Vt«d8 grow 
bt0idt th« crop and ooap«t« for aoistura* light and 
food nutrientsy and thus raduoe tha yiaXd of main crop. 
It lias btsn •etimatsd that ths averags srearXj losses due 
to weeds in crop lands is greater -^an due to animals 
and plant dieeases. A large proportion of the farmer's 
work time goes into the straggle irith weeds* Usually 
weeds grow faster than crop plants and thus shade theai 
from sunlight* She seasonal weeds with hroad leares 
are the most effective in shading the erops and deereasing 
the yields. She oxil^ way to avoid losses in orep 
production hy weeds is its control hy praotieing clear 
cultivation. If proper weeds controls in all fazss are 
practiced it is estimated that the production will 
increase ty tO to 25 per cent!^ 
She use of chemicals for controlling the diseases 
and pests of plants are widespread in the world today. 
She chemicals used in agrioultore for pest and disease 
control depend to a large extent on the availability of 
!3 Bao, ?.f,» Biological Control of Insect 
Fests and Veeds« Everymfn*s Science. 
Vol.6, Ho.2, 1971, p.90, 
14 iUd., p.105. 
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8uital9l« madkixuKPy for applyii^ tb^a, ^eauo« it i« 
U0«d isi ditrtr»iit forms suoii as dtui-|st sprays, Shs ust 
of psstieidsi thsrsfors should laorsass togethsr vitli 
ths tiss of aedsni ttelmology for propsr sgrieuXtontl 
dsTslopmsnt. 
Instltutss liks tho osntraX Food ITsohnologioal 
Eestareh InstitatSy l^sore^ and ths Indian AgrietilturaX 
EoBsareh IsstitatSt Htv Sslhi ars sngagsd in ^ s analysis 
and drrelopasnt of psstieides in ]Mi&» 
ITss of psfitioides in India started only aftsr 
indspsndsnos, and ths first plant to produes a psstieids 
(BHC) on eonaasroial basis vas sstup in 1952» and ths 
first puhlio sector D. ]).!?• plant cams into sxistsnee in 
f955» Shs lass of psstieidss in agrisnlturs hsgan slowly 
hut steadily vith the realisation that they irere neeessazy 
for orop production. 
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CH4PSBE TI 
Tmsw OF A&BXOuiiTimAii mmLosmm 
Soriik Bihar Plain is a f«rtiX« ar«& of Biiiar 
vliert agriottXtur* oontrilku'le* 46 p«3^  efint to t2i« stat«*s 
total teouG^r* Htre agriottXture plays a doniaani rolt 
as it not oaly prorldss food to 37#397 million pea?8oas 
but supplies raw matsrial to sumsrous agro»l>ased indttstrlss^ 
About 82 per cent of the total urovMMg population is 
direotJ^ or indirectly efflployed in agrioultiire. ^ e net 
801m area in i9$3^€$l spread orer 62,34 per eent (40.16 
lakh hectares) of the total area of the region hut 
inereased to 64*27 V9V oent (4t.40 lakh hectares) during 
1980«81« She gross cropped area during 1963-66 was 
51.85 lakh hectares <80.46 per cent)« vhioh increased to 
Sie author has selected a period from 
1965*66 to 1980*>81 to study changes on 
general land use in fiorth Bihar Plain* 
She base year 1965*66 has been selected te 
knov the conditions prevailing ^ t after 
the onset of Zntensive Agricultural Area 
Prograsme vhieh started in 1964*65 and before 
the green rcTolution of 1966*67. SEhe Zhird 
PiTC Tear Plan also started froa this year 
focusing greater attention tovards 
agriooltural derelopttent. She period under 
reviev shall therefore rereal the success 
or failure of ZAAP and the Ispaet of green 
rcTolution in the area. 
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59.6$ l a ^ htetaree (92*$8 p«r o«nt) i& !980-6t. 
Similarly th« area BOim Bor« tlian one* daring 1965-66 
vas ft«68 lalch biotarts (11«14 ^•T oeiit)« i^eh inerMAtd 
to about 18*34 lalch lieotares (28«32 per cent) in 
1980«-81 in tbe region. lEIit area available for cultivation 
attring 1965-66 vae 47«74 l a ^ heotares (74.1 per cent) 
vhioh declined slightly to 47*55 lakh hectares <75«8 
per cent) in 1980«81, She area under food crops has also 
recorded an increase from 42*78 lakh heo^res during 
1965-66 to 51.31 lakh hectares in 1980-61. So far as 
the produotien is concerned» the total production of 
food crops during 1965-66 vas 83*09 lakh tonnes vhich rose 
upto 93*26 lakh tonnes in 1960-81• All these aspects 
point to the impact of *green rerolution* vhich started 
in 1966-67 and vas responsible for orerall increase of 
agriculture in the ensuing years* 
Land Ptilisa-^ion 
She area under -varioxis land use categories in 
fforth Bihar f lain and their percentages to geographical 
area during agricultural years 1965-66 to 1980-81 present 
an interesting pattern* She rise or f&ll in area 
available for cultivation as well as net sonn area reveals 
the level of achievement in the field of agricultural 
/ "-- • ' -^i * 
'^"•^y^t^i ^ ' ' ,^ 
\ -iW l^ ^ v 
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de-relopttent. In ordtr to follov this pTOgress, th« 
study i0 carried on uad«r following broad land ust 
oat«gori«0s (f) barren and uaeulturalil* lands (2) other 
lands not available for cultivation (5) forests 
(4) oulturable vastes (5) land under pasture (6) land 
under groves (7) area available for cultivation 
(8) land under fallov (9) net s o m area (10) area sonn 
more than onee and (11) gross cropped area. Figures 
relating to various categories for Forth Bihar Plain 
« 
are given in fable III for the years 1965-66, t970«-71t 
1975-76 and 1980-81. 
During 1980-81 about 74 per cent of the total 
geographical area of ITorth Bihar Plain was available for 
cultivation but only 64 per cent was devoted to crops 
and 10 per cent was left fallow. About 28 per cent of 
the area was cropped acre than once so that the gross 
cultivated area went up to about 93 per cent of the total 
area of the region. Xhe barren and unoulturable lands 
accounted for about 5*03 psr cent while other lands not 
available for cultivation like land under settlements» 
roadst waterbodiesy etc. covered 13*11 ps3? cent of the 
total area. Forests covered 4 per cent while groves and 
pastures accounted for about 2.7 196T cent of the regional 
area. 
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umM III 
Land trtilleatloa la Horth Bihar BXain 
A trend of Progress 
Area in hectares 
Figures given vithin the 
brackets show percentage 
from the geographical 
area of the ¥hoIe region 
Tears t965-66 1970-71 1975-76 1980-81 
± 
aeographioal area 64,42,455 64,42,455 64,42,455 64,42,455 
Barren and unetiltnrahXe 
lands 5,92,255 3,82,741 3t73,866 3,23,986 
(6,09) {5#94) (5.80) (5.03) 
Other lands not aTailable 
for cultivation 6,68,723 6,88,876 8.15,454 8,44,519 
•settlements, roads ©to) (10.38) (10*69) (12.66) (13.11) 
Forests 2,94,143 2,73i581 2,70,978 2.72.242 
(4.57) (4.25) (4.21) (4.22) 
Culturahle wastes land 1,27,826 87,758 78,209 73,498 
(1.98) (1.36) (1.21) (1.14) 
Land under pasture 57,417 35,857 26,441 25,526 
(0.89) (0.56) (0.41) (0.40) 
Land tinder groves 1,28,359 1,21,746 1,45,289 1,48,354 
(t.99) (1.89) (2.25) (2.30) 
Area available for 47,73,859 48.52,175 47,32,754 47,54,589 
cultivation (74.1) (75.31) (73.46) (73.8) 
Land under fallow 7,57,762 7,44,339 6,63,220 6,14,242 
(11.76) (11.55) (10.29) (9.53) 
oontd. . . . . . 
UM^ I I I (Contd. • • • . . . . ) 
^•t 8oim ar«a 
Area BQWO. mor« thaa 
&ro80 oropped area 
40.16,097 4t.07,856 40.69»534 41,40,347 
(62.54) (63.76) (63.17) (64.27) 
11*68,920 15,43*563 17,42,454 18,24,228 
C»8.t4) (23»96) (27.05) (28.32) 
51,85,017 56,51i39? 58,11,988 59,64,575 
(80.48) (87.72) (90.21) (92,58) 
Boureest i) n^im%l Season and Prop Beporte 
m^immsmiafiiaf 
a) Offieial reeordB ot Bireotorate 
of Statistlee and Biraluatloa, 
Bihar, Patm. 
About one per sent land vae oiiXttirabXe naste 
¥Moh can be reelaiaed for agrleultore in due eouree of 
time, fhe area under other lands not aTallable for 
oultiration has increased from 10.38 per cent to 13«11 
per cent between 1965*66 and 1980-81. !Qiere has been 
continuous increase in this category due to nev 
construction of settlements and roads in the region. She 
area available for cultivation increased from 1965-66 to 
1970-71 but onwards slightlj declined oving to seme 
reclamation. About 74 per cent land iras available for 
cultivation during 1965-66, but the area declined to 
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73*8 P^ z* etiit in 1980^1. ^t naln oaast of dtolination 
dat«34r i« url»n tnoroaehmtat on roraX land* Sht iapart 
of inor«a8iDg us* of aodtm ttehnologsr aa^ %>• aaan in 
th.a at«r«a8« of falXov frost 1965*66 to 1960*81 and 
resultant inoreasa in tlia ntt aovn araa. 23ia nat aoim 
araa that aecountad for 62.54 par eant in 1965'.66 
inoraaaad to 64.27 per oant in 1980*81 • inoraaaing uaa 
of irrigation, fartiXisara, n^-w variatiaa of MdBp and 
maoMnaa haa made it posaibla to put aora and aora araa 
to oropa aora tiian onea in a year* Suoh araa inoraaaad 
froa 18 par eant to 28 par eant during the period under 
rariaw. 8uok inereaaa uaa liaa raaultad in the inereaae 
of groaa eroppad araa in liia region* the inoreaae "being 
to a aaziaoa of 9? par oant in 1980*81 froffl 80 per cent 
in the baae year, 196§*66, 
It aay thua he eXear that the region haa vitneaaed 
an iaprofeaent in generaX agriouXturaX aituation aa aaen 
froa the inoreaae in net aovn area, area aovn aora 
than onoe and in groaa eroppad area. It haa been poaaihXe 
through the appXioation of "rarioua agriouXtoraX 
innoTationa, fhe inoreaaing preaaure of popuXation haa 
foroed the faxmera to reaort to intanaiTe euXtitation 
through the uae of a h i ^ degree of aodem inputa. 
larXier the farmer Xeft aoae of hia Xand faXXov in order 
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to recoup the fertility lost tlirougli its oo&tiimoue 
«&•• Bat the a^uilabi3Lity of oheaieal fertilisers leaTes 
no ground for resorting to falloviag and sore area is 
nov put under the plough, 
Distrietvise distribution of culti-mted and 
eulturahle area has also been analysed orer two periods 
of timet i.e. 1965*66 and 1980-8t« It may be seen from 
!Sable Vf that in !965*66 Ifusaffarpur district had the 
largest net sown area» being 72 per cent of the total 
area of the distriot. Shis distriet was folloved in 
areal extent of the net sovn area by Saran (69*97 per oent}» 
3}arbhanga (68.99 P*7 cent)t Ohanparan (62.82 per eent), 
Bumia (60.65 per oent)> Saharsa (54.57 per eent}» 
Bhagalpur (54«26 per oent), and Hunger (54.08 per eent). 
She area sovn aore than onoe in all the distriets varied 
froM 15.57 to 23.25 per cent. About one-fourth of the 
net sonn area iras erfepped tvice in district Saran. Hanger 
had the least area tinder double cropping in the region* 
The practice of fallowing itas ooaaon in Saharsa distriet 
where about one»fifth of ^ e area aTaHable for cultivation 
vas left fallow. As conpared to this farmers of district 
Huzaffarpur discourage fallowing* with the result that 
only 7 per cent of the area was left uncultivated during 
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ICABLE 27 
Blstrlotwlse distrlbutloii of coltiT&ted and 
cultarabl* land in Ji^ orth Bihar Plain 
1965-66 
iLr«a figortt ehtv htotares 
Pigttr«B giT«n irithin the braoktta 
slioir ptretntag« frora thM total 
ar«a of tii« distr ict or r«gion 
iram« of tli« 
Dietriot 
Sotal arta 
in 
htotart 
Bret aovn 
ar«a 
Ar«a aovn 
fflor* than 
ono* 
7otal 
fallov 
land 
Gulturabla 
va«t« 
land 
3aran 
Ghaaparan 
Muzaff&xpur 
Darbhanga 
Monger 
Blmgalpur 
Sahaz%ia 
Pumia 
6,95,071 
9,t6,066 
7,82,166 
8,69,965 
9,71,764 
5,59,921 
5,83,008 
10,66,494 
4,84,945 
(69,97) 
5,75,503 
(62.82) 
5,61,037 
(71.72) 
6,00,208 
(68.99) 
5,25,541 
(54.08) 
3,03,853 
(54.26) 
3,18,129 
(54.57) 
6,46,884 
(60.65) 
1,60,980 
(23.23) 
1,62,848 
(17.77) 
1,79,751 
(22.98) 
1,45,340 
(16.71) 
1,51,274 
(t5.57) 
98,665 
(17.62) 
1,00,786 1 
(17.28) 
80,780 
(11.66) 
76,223 
(8.32) 
57,087 
(7.29) 
90,261 
(10.37) 
87,848 
(9.04) 
57,456 
(10.26) 
1,16,065 
(19.90) 
1,69,276 1,92,042 
(15.87) (18.01) 
10,014 
(1.44) 
12,531 
(1.36) 
4,215 
(0.53) 
5,940 
(0.67) 
28,337 
(2.92) 
15.528 
(2.77) 
30,742 
(5.27) 
20,519 
(1.92) 
Total 64,42,455 40,16,098 11,68,920 7,57,762 1,27,826 
(62.34) (18.14) (11.76) (1.98) 
Souroet Anaoal Season and Crop Report. 1965*66. 
Directorate of Stat is i ice and Evaluation, 
Goremment of Bihar, Patna. 
u 
this period* fhtr« va« little eeope for farther 
extension in cultivated area through vaete land reclamation 
as in a U the dietriots the oultiTable iraete vas helov 
3 per cent of the total area* Mosaffftrpur and Barhhanga 
districts had only one per cent of their total area 
available for reolaiaation* 
Daring 1960-81» hoverert the extent of coltivated 
area has shovn soae iMprovement* In Sast ChaaQtaran 
district the area put under ploui^ increased to 78 per cent. 
Other districts recording high percentage of net sown 
area are Sitanarhi and Sivan (76 per cent each)« Qopalganj 
(74 per oen-|)» Hadhuhani (73 per cent)t Begusarai 
(72 per cent}» Musaff&rpur (72 per oent)» Saraa. (70 per cent) 
and Barhhanga (70 per cent). It aay he seen from !£able 7 
that remaining eight districts hare less than 70 per cent 
of their area under cultivation, fhe lovest percentage 
vas recorded in district Manger where net sovn area vas 
ahout half of the total area of the district. The practice 
of double cropping has flourished in l&e region. Most of 
the districts had acre than 30 per cent of their area 
under double eropping« District Puxnia folloved by Eatihar 
and Darbhanga vith 35 •56 per cent each had a large area 
under double cropping. lOiere vere only five districts 
vhere the area devoted to crops sore than once vas 
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Distrlotvis* aiBtriliution of ooltiyated and 
etatorabl* land in Horth Bihar Plain 
1980*61 
Area figures show hectares 
Figures giTea within the brackets 
shoy percentage from the total 
area ot Vai$ district or region 
ITame of the 
D i s t r i c t 
1 
Saran 
Sivan 
Gopalganj 
East Chanparan 
West Champaran 
Hustaff&rpur 
Yaishali 
Sitanazhi 
Darhhanga 
Madhuhani 
Samastipur 
Total area 
hectare 
2 
2,64,887 
2,24,410 
2,03,774 
4,31,715 
4,84,351 
3,15,351 
2,01,449 
2,65,366 
2,30,147 
3,53,498 
2,86,320 
. Het sown 
area 
3 
t |86,398 
(70.36) 
1»70,565 (76.01) 
1,50,097 
(73-63) 
3,37,737 (78.23) 
2,62,206 
(54.14) 
2.26,027 
(71.67) 
1.27,047 
(63.07) 
2,03.072 
(76.53) 
1,61,601 
(70.22) 
2.56,396 
(72.53) 
1,93,595 (67.61) 
krea sown 
more than 
once 
4 
87,079 (32.87) 
84,366 
(37.59) 
65,495 
(32.14) 
81,404 (18.86) 
1.28,818 
(26.60) 
94,562 
(29.99) 
59,142 
(29.36) 
97,789 
(36.85) 
80,427 
(34.95) 
93,187 
(26.36) 
77,482 
(27.06) 
Total 
fallow 
land 
5 
20,349 (7.68) 
12,360 
(5.51) 
14,762 
(7.24) 
16,184 
(3.75) 
40,387 
(8.34) 
26,575 
(8.43) 
It ,330 
(5.62) 
7,956 
(3.00) 
23.077 
(10.03) 
17,803 
(5.04) 
24,878 
(8.68) 
contd. . . 
Cultural»le 
waste 
land 
6 
2,401 
(0.91) 
284 
(0.13) 
2,374 (1.16) 
542 
(0.13) 
4,727 (0.98) 
202 (0.06) 
197 (0.20) 
57 (0.02) 
50 
(0.02) 
964 
(0.27) 
89 
(0.03) 
• • . . 
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1 
Btgusaral 
MttJDger 
Bliagalpur 
Saliarsa 
Fomia 
Katihar 
Total 
24BI>E 
2 
1,87,828 
7,85,936 
5,59,921 
5,83,008 
7,75,016 
2,91*478 
64,42,455 
? (Contd. 
^ 
1,55,826 
(72.31) 
3/70,936 
(47.32) 
2,88,958 
(51.61) 
3,74.192 (64.18) 
5,19,875 (67.08) 
1,76,819 (60.66) 
• • . • . • • y 
4 
63,393 (33.75) 
1,28,084 
(16.34) 
1,01,400 
(18,11) 
1,95,802 (33.58) 
2,81,524 
(36.32) 
1,04,274 (35.77) 
5 
9,470 
(5.04) 
1,11,967 (14.28) 
66,521 
(11.87) 
63,961 
(10.97) 
1,06,000 
(13.68) 
40,662 
(13.95) 
41,40,347 18,24,228 6,14,242 
(64.27) (28.32) (9.53) 
6 
1,484 
(0.79) 
21,759 
(2.77) 
20,376 
(3.64) 
6,303 (1.08) 
7,472 
(0.96) 
4,217 
(1.44) 
73,498 
(1.14) 
Sourott OffioiaX reooiPdsof Dlr«otomtt of 
Statiatici aod Biraluation, Gorcmaeat 
of Bihar, Patxui. 
20 p«r eent of th* total arta. Sh« praetict of faXXowlng 
ie atiH eoiBBon. Six dlftrlets had more than 10 p«r c«nt 
of their l&oA left fallow, in 1980*81« In the remaining 
eleven dietriote the extent of fallov landf raz^ged 
between 3 and 8.68 per cent* Moat of the eulturahle land 
has been reolatned in Horth Bihar Plain. Bat there were, 
fire distriete, naaely Oopalganj, Hanger, Bhagalpur, 
Saharsa and Katihar where 1 to 2 per cent coltarable land 
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is still pr«e«i£t. fti* remaining dietriets haT« sAgligibIt 
afflo\mt of cultoxtibl* land, btiag less tlum oa« p«r cent 
of the total area. 
Agriealtaral Seaeone 
Agricultural practices in fiorth Bihar Plain 
revolve around two main crop eeaaona of the year, naaely 
kharif and rabl* She Icharif seaaonp Icnovn alto as the 
aeaeon of ausmer crops, begins generally irith the onset 
of aouthvest aonsoons in mid-JUne and continues upto 
October or early ffOTember. Zhose crops that require high 
temperature and high quantities of soil moisture grow 
well in this season. Important crops of the kharif 
season are rice, maise, bajra (Pennisetun typhoides). 
arhar (CaJanus eaJanK moong (Virata radiata). urd 
(Yigna munae) and sugarcane (Saeoharam officinftrum). fiabi 
season is also known as 'tiie season of winter crops as 
only those crops are grown in this season that require 
low temperature and a moderate amount of water supply 
during the period of their TegetatiTS growth. Zhis season 
starts from IToTember or December and the harvesting of 
crops takes place in April, Important crops of the season 
arei wheat, barley, masoor (Lens culinaris). gram, peas, 
mustard {Brassica an.), linseed (Mnum uaitatiesimum). 
and potato. 
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Sabl« TI cliovs the eoving ana harrestlng 
tla« of Tar&ous oropB in ITortbi Bihar Blain* 
Txsm Ti 
Soiring and hazr^Btlng tim* of food oropa la 
Hosrth Bihar Plain 
lama of orops Soviag Earraating 
Bioa 
Haiaa 
Ba^ ra 
Vhaat 
Barley 
Az^r 
QTaM 
Potato (rabi) 
Sugarcane 
Bapeseed and 
Mustard 
Iiinseed 
Sil (aeaaffiuin) 
Hid«-#ane - August 
June •» iVLly 
June • July 
Sorember « Januaxy 
Ifo-rember » Beeeaher 
June • July 
Ootober - VoTenber 
October « mid J^anuanr 
October - lfar(^ 
Oetober • HoTesber 
October « Deeamber 
June • July 
jfoTember - Beeeaber 
Septeaber «• October 
Septeaber • October 
Kid->Hareh •* April 
Ifareb •» April 
Beceaber - April 
K&roli • April 
Septraber » aid-Harob 
HoTttftber •» April 
Jaauaz^ - March 
Jannaiy «• May 
Septeaber « ]|<OTember 
Soureai ^mnm^ Seaaon and Prop Report. 
1Q77*78. Bireotorate of Static 
and B?at.mtion. Bihar, Pataa. 
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«^d9F ?9f?<!t Orppgf grtn^s of fiyp^ 
Sli« distributional patt«m of indiTidtutl crops 
varies in apace and time according to local feroes 
gttiding their cultivation* A study of rate of increase 
or decrease of aa jor crops orer tiae will ehov the 
oUBUlatiTe effect of forces playing their part and vill 
help in uMerstending the direction of agrieoltural 
deTelopnent in the area. Keeping it in Tiev» linear 
grovth rates of area and production of majojr food crops 
grovn in north Bihar Blain have heen calculated using 
regression equationi T a a "^  hX, vhere T refers to 
linear grovth trend aodel for area and production 
separately and X is time Tariahle* The trend values 
thus obtained for area and production vera plotted on 
paper and Joined to shov the general trend* She area 
and production data for years from f 965-66 to 1979-^0 hare 
been obtained from various issues of Annual Season and 
Crop Reports a Bihar through Figures» and from official 
records of the Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation* 
BihaTy Patna* 
Xhe grovth rates in areap production and yield 
of individual crops in the region are given ia Sftble Til 
for three quinquennial periods, i.e. 1965-70, 1970*75 and 
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lEiJ3I.B VII 
Qrovth rat« in ar«a» produetloa and 3ri«Xd of major 
food oropt in Sorth Bihar Plain 
( in per oont) 
Crop/Yoar 1965-70 1970-75 t975-80 1965-66 to 
1979-80 
•Hbi X 
Eioe 
Wheat 
Haiee 
Barley 
Azhar 
GraM 
Khesarl 
• 
p 
T 
I 
V 
r 
I 
p 
T 
A 
P 
T 
A 
P 
r 
A 
P 
I 
A 
P 
T 
•• 5.10 
•25.10 
• IS.12 
•69.40 
•201.79 
•20.41 
• 1.01 
• 4.29 
• 5.11 
-22.56 
-18.72 
• 7.58 
-14.87 
-15.57 
• 4.65 
—22.22 
-12.57 
•19.61 
- 5.26 
— 1.68 
• 2.57 
• 2.98 
•19.10 
•14.78 
•57.16 
•57.29 
•16.26 
• 1.00 
• 4.07 
• 5.00 
-51.04 
-24.45 
• 6.76 
-18.30 
-16.06 
• 4.40 
-30.76 
-14.91 
•15.75 
- 5.40 
- 1.72 
• 2.49 
• 2.16 
•11.57 
• 9.55 
•19.05 
•25.04 
•10.13 
• 0.74 
• 2.91 
• 2.17 
-38.03 
-26.38 
• 4.68 
-17.80 
-15.07 
• 3.13 
-37.48 
-13.75 
• 9.87 
- 2.66 
- 1.32 
• 1.81 
eontd. 
•10.84 
•87.83 
•63.43 
•242*90 
•706.26 
•71.42 
• 3.55 
•15.03 
•10.89 
-78.26 
-65.50 
•25.84 
-52.12 
.^6.80 
•16.28 
-77.75 
-43.99 
•68.62 
-11.41 
- 5.89 
• 8.98 
TABm Til (Contd, } 
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X i. 
Haeoor 
Ptad 
Lloflttd 
£ape8t«d and 
Mustard 
SesamuB! 
Sti^roant 
Potato 
k 
P 
t 
A 
P 
1 
A 
P 
T 
1 
f 
I 
? 
T 
A 
P 
I 
A 
P 
T 
-»• 9.59 
•26.54 
•12*65 
-17.70 
" • • 2 1 . 8 * 
- 4.67 
•34.01 
•71.87 
•19.12 
• 3.20 
• 9.24 
• 5.18 
« 1.86 
• 9.45 
• 9.53 
- 3*90 
- 2.94 
• 1.02 
•21.00 
•36.77 
• 8.23 
• 8,40 
•19.93 
•10.92 
-22.72 
-30.02 
- 4.96 
•23.87 
•37;86 
•12.72 
• 3.08 
• 8.26 
• 4.87 
- 1.90 
• 8.43 
• 8.52 
- 4.10 
- 3.06 
• 1.01 
•16*63 
•25.19 
• 7.46 
• 5.70 
•11.96 
• 7.21 
•23.81 
-36.04 
- 3.97 
•13.79 
•19.27 
• 8.23 
• 2.22 
• 5.63 
• 3.44 
- 1.46 
• 5.72 
• 5.77 
- 3i24 
- 2.38 
• 0t75 
•10.33 
•14.37 
• 5.12 
•32.86 
•92.87 
•44.28 
-61,94 
-76.40 
-16.36 
•119.04 
•251.52 
•52.92 
•11.19 
•32.33 
•18.13 
- 6.49 
•32.99 
•33.35 
-13.65 
-10.30 
• 3.58 
•73.48 
•428.68 
•26.80 
Hott - A B Area, P « Production^ T » Xitid 
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t97^**80 and tlit tr«iid of ar«a azid produetlon ytar viat 
of loajor G«3^ *al8» ptil«««t olls«*A0 and oash eropa ar« 
Bhowa. in ?l.g«5i €« ? and 8. ISi.9 aggrtgat* grovth ratw 
from t965<»66 to 1979-80 of ar«a production and yitXd of 
indifidual oropi aro also giTtn in 2al»Xa ?li. An attaapt 
ham baan mada hara to axplain tiia ohangaa in grovth rate 
of araa and produetion of taeli orop during threa 
tminquanniaX pariodif under rariav in ITorth Biiiar Plain. 
fiipa « Hioe is tha leading orop and ooompied 22* 68 
lakli heotarea of the Hortb Bihar Plain during t96?-66. 
It has einoe then been gaining ground and the area under 
its cultivation inoreased to 24.69 lakh heetares in 
1969-70. In the next quinquennial periodt however, the 
area deereasid to 23.06 laich hectares hut it again 
inereased to 24.58 lakh hectares in 1979-80. As against 
this the production of rice has continuously risen from 
17*84 lakh tonnes in 196^-66 to 18.29 lakh tonnes in 
1969-70, to 18.37 lakh tonnes in 1974-75 and to 31.55 
lakh tonnes in 1979-80. 
She trend line shovn in Fig. 5 points to an 
upvard scoring of rice production. She linear grow^ rate 
of area and production of rice has been giren in Table Vli 
for interim quinquennial periods, from 1965-66 to 1979-80. 
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The aggrtgat* llntar grovth rat« of t2i« area under riet 
inereased liy 10*84 p«r cent vMlt produetios iaoreased 
menifoldit being 87*83 per ee&t daring the study period* 
yheat • Vheat ie a eeeond ranking orop in tliie region. 
Its areal eaetent liae inoreased sbarply from a meagre 
area of 5,64 lakh heetaree in 1965*66 to 6*41 Xaidi 
heotaree in 1969-70, 8.97 lakh heetare0 in 1974-75 and 
9*97 lakh hectares in 1979«80. But the m&xiMam area 
under i^eat vae neTertheXeee reeorded in 1975*76 when 
it ime 10.42 lakh heotarea* and in 197&-77f f977-78# 
and 1978-79 trhen it vae 12*18, 11*55 and 11.75 lakh 
heotarea reepeotirely* tEhe phenomemtl inereaee has been 
possible oiring to the introduction of better seeds § 
expansion of irrigation and use of fertilisers and 
pesticides* the application of modem agricultural 
strategy is highly suitable for wheat cultiTation* 
together with the increase in area, the production of 
wheat has recorded a continuous increase f^s 2*19 lakh 
tonnes in 1965-66 to 5*08 lakh tonnes in 1969-70, and 
12*17 laldi tonnes in 1974-75* Oi« «?op was however 
affected by the prevailing dry conditions during 1979-80 
owing to i^ch the production suffered a loss, being only 
11* 16 lakh tonnes. She highest production of i^eat was 
15.10 lakh tonnes obtained in 1976-77. 
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The trend lines of area and production as 
plotted in ?ig.5 slioire a rising trend. It may be seen 
from Sable VIIthat wheat has registered a gradual linsar 
growth in area and production in the region, fhe area 
under wheat inereased by 242.90 per cent from IS^ S-fiS to 
f979*-80 idiile production increased by 706.26 per cent. 
Maise • fhe area under maise was 5.32 lakh hectares in 
t965*>66, but in 1969«70 it rose to 6.61 lakh hectares. 
During the later years the area declined to 6.22 lakh 
hectares in 1974*75 and then to 6,17 lakh hectares in 
1979«80. fhe production of maize in 1965<»66 was 4.51 
lakh tonnes which rose to 6.18 lakh tonnes in 19 69*70 > 
but in later years the area declined to 5*35 lakh tonnes 
in 1974«»75 and again rose to 6.20 lakh tonnes in 1979*80. 
Haize crop suffered extensive damage owing to prolonged 
period of ezcessiTs rain during 1974*75 as a result of 
which the production came down to only 5*55 lakh tonnes. 
She highest production under maise was 8.03 l a ^ tozmes 
in 1977<«78. Shore has been increase or decrease in area 
and production in the intervening interim quinquennial 
periods. She increase in area has been possible by 
growing two crops in a year, i.e. one variety grown in the 
kharif season and the other grown in the rabi season. 
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£al»i maize I0 grovn with the h«lp of iirrigation a M 
glTes batter yield. She iaereaae in maize produetion 
lias maiaOjr due to the use ot hl^ yielding varieties of 
seedsy and also due to the introduction of maise in the 
rabi season also. 
She trend lines of area and production of maize 
as plotted in Fig.5 shows an upvard moyement. It is 
obrioixs from !I!ahle Tiithat this erop has registered a 
positiTS linear grovth in area and production in the 
region. She aggregate linear grovth of area under maize 
oomes to 3*33 per cent vhile for production it vas 15^03 
per cent during the period from 1965-66 to 1979-80, 
Barley * fhe increase in area under vheat has heen at 
the cost of barley which has recorded decrease in its 
areal eactent from 196^*66 to 1979*80. Similarly the 
production has also declined from 1965*66 to 1979*80. 
She trend lines of area and production of 
barley, shows a downward pattern. It is clear from 
liable 7X1 that barley has recorded a gradual negatire 
linear growth in area and production in various t^ ^^ ^^ i^^ '^ '^ ^^ ^ 
periods. She area under barley declined by •»78»26 per cent 
while production decreased by -65.50 per cent from 
1965*66 to 1979-80. 
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Arhar (fur)* Pt2l««B ar« th« mala louroc of prot*ln aad 
t^«refor«« in th« light of their dtoline year after year* 
require serious attention of the fiarmers and governmental 
agencies, Efforts should he directed towards the 
increase of area and produotion of pulses. It can be 
aohiered throu^ the adoption of nev varieties of seeds 
and hy safeguarding the interests of the farmers. 
Arhar, a pulse» is widely used in this region 
and makes an important item of daily diet of the 
population. Although it is important as a food item* 
the area under its cultivation has decreased in the 
fifteen year period. Its area has come doim from O.B^ 
lakh hectares in 196$«66 to 0.51 lakh hectares in 1979<-dO. 
It has not been a continuous decline but there have been 
many fluctuations In its areal extent during the fifteen 
year period. !Ehe area increased to 1.06 lakh hectares 
in 1968*69 but came dovn the foUoiring year to 0.90 lakh 
hactares. It further declined to 0.56 lakh hectares in 
f 974*75« Similarly there has been a gradual decrease in 
arhar produotion in the area, fhe production decreased 
from 1.19 lakh tonnes during 1965-66 to 0«70 lakh tonnes 
in 1969*70* 0.59 lakh tonnes in 1974*75 and to 0.55 lakh 
tonnes in 1979-80. 
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^Q trend lints of &r«a asid production glvea 
i& Fig* 6 art an •ridtnet of a downward tr«nd witli r«gard 
to arhar eoltiTation, SabXt 711 indicates that ths area 
ondar ax^ iar has deoraasad l>y -52,t2 per cent while 
production has declined 1^ --4 6.80 per cent during the 
period froa 1965-66 to 1979-80. She main cause of 
decrease in production is greater sensitlYity of arhar 
plant to rain and freest i^ich often deoage the plant* 
She farmer shifts his attention to grow other hardy crops 
rather than take extra pz«oautions costing noney and 
labour for its successful growth* 
Oram «» £he area under the other pulse oropt graSf during 
196§»66 was ^^^8 laich hectares, hut it declined to 1*03 
lakh hectares in 1969-70t to 0*75 l&kb hectares in 
1974-75 and to 0*70 laich hectares in t979-80* Siere has 
also been a gradtml decline in the production of gram 
from 1*19 lak^ tonnes in 1965-66, to 0*58 lakh tonnes in 
1969-70, 0*52 lakh tonnes in 1974-75 and 0*47 lakh tonnes 
in 1979-80* 
It may be seen from fable Tn that the linear 
growth rate of area under gram has recorded a negative 
growth of -77*75 per cent while production has decreased 
by -45*99 pe^ r c«alJ during the period under review* She 
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tr«nA lines of ar«a and produetlon of gram have l)t«u 
plotttd in ?ig,6. Lik« arhax, gram la also sansitiT* to 
froat during flovaring tim« and therefore requires 
BpeoiaX oare. 
gheaari (Lathyrua aatjyuf) » Ehesari, a pulse orop» 
oomaanded 2*67 lakh hectares in t965«»66, hut in later 
years its areal extent began to decline and it oooupied 
onX^ r Z»2€ lakh hectares in t969<*70f 2*09 Iskh heetares in 
1974*75 sad f«88 lakh hectares in 1979-30 • She production 
of Idiesari, vhich was 1*32 lakh tonnes in \96^»S6t came 
doim to t.12 lakh tonnes in 1969*»70, \,Q3 lakh tonnes in 
1974*75 and 0*78 lakh tonnes in 1979*^. ^ ® figures 
point that ^ere has heen a garadual decrease in area 
and production of khesari crop in the region. 
£he aggregate linear growth rate of area \mder 
khesari has decreased Xssr »tt«4t per cent vhile production 
decreased W *?*89 per cent in the region from 49^5*66 
to 1979-30 • 3lhe trend lines indicate downifard moTeaent 
with respect to area and production of khesari in the 
region* 
Masoor • Hasoor, though occupying a saall area in the 
region, has improved its position hoth in areal extent 
and production* She area tznder nasoor vms 0,63 lakh 
hectares in t965*>66, and 0*66 lakh heetares in 1979-80* 
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fh9 total produotloB of iiasoor i&or«a8«d from 0*27 lalch 
tonn«8 is 1965-66 to 0*55 lakh tonnoa in 1979<»80. 
Masoor is ttL« only pulse ith±^ has recorded soae laorease 
in its area and production in the region, 
She lin^r growth rate of area and production 
of atasoor given in SahleVIIshows that the area under 
masoor inerimsed hy 52*86 per cent and production 
increased hy 92.8? per cent duidng 1965-66 to 1979-80* 
Peas • Peas has lost popularity ajuong the fwraters of 
Korth Bihar Plain as its area and production has 
continuously decreased in the region. Its area declined 
from 0«51 lakh hectares In t965-66, to 0«24 lakh hectares 
in 1979*80. Vhile ite production declined froa 0,50 lakh 
tonnes in 1965*66, to 0*11 lakh tonnes in 1979-^* 
Xahle 711 shows thdt the linear growth of area under peas 
decreased % *61,94 i^tt cent i^ile production decreased 
hy •76«40 i^Bt cent during the study period* She trend 
lines of area and production shown in fig. 6 also point 
towards the downward tendenqr of peas cultivation, 
Iiiaseed « Xtinseed is an ioportant oilseed of this region, 
fhe crop spread over 0*44 Xakh hectares in 1965-66* 
Later on it recorded some decrease and was 0*54 lakh 
hectares in l969-70t hut again increased to 0.46 lakh 
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]i«otart8 la 1974*75 and to 0*62 lalch heotar«s In 1979-80• 
linaeed output r«oord«d eoatinuous inoz^ate from 0*14 
lakh to!m«i la 1965-66, to 0.21 Xakh toaneStaad 0.58 lakh 
toaaoB la 1974-75 aad 1979-80 reBpoetlrely exeapt la 
1969-70 vhta tha produotloa vat O.fl lakh toaata. 
It oay ht atta from fahla fUthat tha arta imdar 
llaaaad racorded a llaaar grovth of 119*04 p*r o«it 
vhila produatioa laoraaaad by ^1.52 par oaat la tha 
flfteaa yaara* fha tread llaea of araa aad produotloa 
of llaaaad ara ahova la Flg*7« 
Eapaaaad aad Baatard • Aaoag ollaaada, rapasaad aad 
amatard hava a laadlag poaitloa aa thay occupy graatar 
araa thaa tha othars. Sha araa uader rapeaaad aad sniatard 
Yaa 0.53 la)^ haotarea la 1965-66, 0«54 lakh haotarea la 
1969-70* 0,52 lakh haotarea la 1974-75 aad 0*55 lakh 
haotarea la 1979-80* So far as tha produotloa la eoaoaraed. 
It ahova a rlaa from 0*20 lakh toaaaa la 1965-66 to 0*30 
lakh toaaaa la 1969-70. But It daollaed to 0*29 lakh 
toaaaa la 1974-75 aad 0.27 lakh toaaaa la 1979-80. 
Tha llaear grovth rata of area aad produotloa are 
glTaa la Tahle Tli. She araa uader rapeaeed aad muatard 
laoreaaed by 11*19 per oeat vhUa produotloa laereaaed 
^ 32*33 p«r eeat durlag the period from 1965-66 to 
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1979*30. Tb» tnertastt xmj also b» seen from tread lines 
of area and production plotted in ?ig»7* 
Sesaaittm * She area under sesasaim has decreased in 
fifteen years ^  hut the production has recorded an increase 
during the ease period, She linear growth rate of area 
and production under sesaoam has heen giren in Sable TU. 
It majr he erident from this Sahle that the area under 
flesannuB decreased hj •6.49 p«r cent while production 
increased 1^ 52*99 per cent during the years 1965*66 to 
1979*60. She trend lines of area and production of 
sessusiui are giTon in ?ig.7» 
Sugarcane « Iforth Bihar Plain was once an iaportant 
producer of sugarcane in Bihar hut its area and production 
has gradually declined. About 1.28 lakh hectares were 
deroted to sugarcane in 196^*66 which produced 49.55 lakh 
tonnes of cane. But the area as veil as production 
declined gradually through all the interv^ening years and 
came down to 1,02 lakh hectares and 52.87 lakh tonnes in 
1979*80. 
She linear growth rate of area and production 
of sugarcane mentioned in Sableviishows that the area 
under sugarcane decreased by *15t65 per cent while 
production decreased lay -10.50 per cent during the fifteen 
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years from 1965-66 to 1979*80, Tb.9 trend lines of area 
and prodaotion of sugarcane plotted in Fig*8 also shov 
the magnitude of decline. JQaoreasing population may have 
been the chief cause of sugarcane decline as the farmers 
resort to grov more grains to satisfy the needs of a 
rising number of people. 
Potato - Potato is becoming popular in Horth Bihar Plain« 
In t965-66 the area under potato was 0.44 lakh hectares 
but in 1969*70 it rose to 0.51 lakh hectares» in 1974-75 
to 0.5B lakh hectares and to 0.72 lakh hectares in 
1979*80. Similarly production has achieyed a continuous 
rise from 2«92 lakh tonnes in 1965*66 to ?«90 lakh tonnes 
in 1969*70» 4.53 lakh tonnes in 1974-75 and to 6.07 lakh 
tonnes in 1979*30. 
She linear groirth rate of area and predaotlon 
of potato are giyen in Sable 7X1. The area under potato 
incamased by 73*48 per cent vhile production increased 
by 128«68 per cent from 1965-66 to 1979*80. Ihe trend 
lines of €urea and production plotted in Fig.8 also 
point to a sharp upward increase. 
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DlBtrletwist Qroiftb. of Area and Brodaetloa. 
t9fe5»66 to i9^0-71 
Shf spatial distrHmtion of oereale has recorded 
an laereaee in all the dietrlets of tlie region duriisg 
the period from 1965-66 to 1970-71• It may be eeen from 
fable Till that the distriot of Setharsft recorded the 
hii^eet i&erease of 9«56 ]fev oeat per anaoM foUoved by 
Champaraa (7*12 i^er ceat)y Puxnia (5*88 per eeat), 
Darbhasga (4*17 per eeiit)^ Hanger (4*13 ptr cent), Bhagalpur 
(3«72 per oent)t Husaffarpur (2«79 P«r cent), and Saran 
(t*t4 per cent). She expansion in area dmring these 
years is a witness to constant impact of dereleping 
technology which helped in reclamation of hitherto unused 
lands* Extension in area has aot resulted in 8im[tiltaneous 
increase in cereal production* Some districts like 
Chaaparan, l£iinger» Bhagalpur, Saharsa and Pumia hare 
increased their production but in Saran» Muasaffarpur and 
Darbhanga the production has actually decreased. Chaaparan 
lying in the northwestern part of the region has recorded 
the highest growth rate of 4* §9 per cent per annua. 
This area of high production is endowed with certain 
advantages like availability of irrigation from Gandak 
Gomand canal, and presence of fertile calcareous alluvial 
soil which help in giving high yield to the crops. Paddy 
is the leading cereal crop of this district* 33ie growth 
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IE4BLE Till 
Mttriotirise growth rat« in area and production of eercals, 
pulses, oilseeds and oash crops in Forth Bihar Vls^n 
t965-66 to f9t0»71 
(Per cent per annua) 
Haste of the Dis tr ic t 
Saran 
Champaran 
Hueaffarpur 
D&rbhanga 
Hunger 
BhagaXpur 
Saharsa 
Pumia 
fotaX 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
Cereals 
+1.14 
•0.71 
+4.59 
+2.T9 
+4. IT 
•5»96 
+4.15 
+2.58 
+3*72 
+2.72 
+ 9 3 6 
+1.63 
+5.88 
+0.66 
+3.82 
+0.35 
Pulses 
•"•2.28 
•4 .70 
••4*55 
+1*17 
«»1»23 
-1*81 
••2* 16 
•6 .50 
«>6.22 
-9*12 
*»6*45 
-10.29 
^ . 3 2 
*6.00 
-0 .40 
-7 .27 
-7.15 
—6.62 
Oilseeds 
•0.01 
+2.10 
+20.00 
-1 .66 
-4 .00 
+16.36 
+5.00 
-5.71 
+10.00 
-4 .44 
-10.00 
+0.20 
+10.00 
-2 .00 
+8,00 
—1.18 
+5.55 
Cash Crops 
+0.02 
-1 .26 
+3.52 
+3*65 
+0.83 
-2 .94 
+0.01 
-4 .03 
-5 .00 
—8.05 
+2.50 
-1 .60 
+6,66 
+4.58 
+2.00 
-1.09 
+0.80 
-2 .24 
•Before 1972 the Horth Bihar Plain compriBed 
8 administratiTe districts of the State of 
Bihar. 
ITotes A « Area, P » Production 
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rats in BliagaXpur and Htuig«r varied from 2.72 to 2»5@ 
per cent, dalaarsa^ like Cliaaparan^ has 1&« advantages of 
irrigation facilities from Kosi Command oanal and fertile 
allUTial soil for a good yield but the rate of growth 
of production here is only t. 65 per cent ptr annua. 3!he 
low rate is the outcome of farequent floods which destroy 
wadh of the standing orops* & e growth rate of less than 
1 per cent is recorded in district Pumia which lies in 
the eastern margin of the region. Of the three districts 
where negative growth is seen, Saran lies in the western 
margin and Sarhhanga and Htieaffairpur lie in the central 
part of the region. 
Pulses do not hold a privileged position in 
£rorth Bihar Plain. She area and production of pulses have 
both registered a negative growth to the tune ef respectively 
<..7.t5 and «6.62 per cent per annum in the region as a 
whole. It may he seen from Sable Till that all the 
districts of the region ha^e recorded a negative growth 
in respect of area and production. District champaran is 
an exception with a positivs growth in production only* 
Vaterlogging* a common phenomenon^ is the main setbacic 
in the cultivation of piOses. Moreorer flooding is a 
recurring feature in the region which destroys Icharif pulses. 
The greatest loss to the area under pulses is seen in the 
no 
diatrlote of Bbagalpor^ Monger and Saharsa* She percentage 
lose ranges from *4«32 to *6*45 p«r annnm. She dietriets 
of BhagaXpiir and Hiinger lie $mt eouth of the riyer 
danga vhile Saharea lies across the river Kosi* She 
proximity of these areas to the large rirers make them 
Tiotiffi of annual flooding and the resultant loss of pulse 
crops. She farmers therefore are generally shifting their 
attention to sov other oarops at the cost of pulses* 
She three districts also record a high negative grovth in 
production of pulses, being •S.OO to «10,29 per cent per 
annum. She area under pulses has also declined in 
district Champaran hut it has increased its production 
hy t.t? per cent during this period. She other four 
districts vith nominal ne^tive growth zate ranging from 
«0«4 to •2»16 per cent per annum in area and production 
of pulses are Pumia, Husaffairpurt Sarhhan^ and Saran. 
On the whole the area under oilseeds in the region 
has recorded a negative growth of ••I .18 per cent. But as 
compared to area the production has registered an increase 
of 5.55 p«T cent per annum in the region. However the 
districtwise examination reveals a fluctuating tendency 
in area and production of oilseeds. All the districts 
have not recorded negative growth in area and similarly 
all of them have not shown positive growth in production. 
lil 
District Darbhanga with a growth rate of 16,56 per eeat 
per annum i& area stands out as the leading producer of 
oilseeds. It is followed by Champaran and Saharsa with 
a growth rate of 2,to and 0.20 per cent per annum 
respectirely. She remaining fi^ re districts, namely 
Huzaffarpur» Puxnia, Saran, Bhagalpor and Hanger hare 
recorded negative growth rate in area of oilseeds which 
ranges from •1.66 to «-5*71 per cent per anniua. In case of 
production of oilseeds six districts namely, Saran, 
Barhhanga, Pumia, Saharsa, Hanger and Champaran hare shown 
positive growth rate ranging from 0.01 to 20.0 per cent 
per annum. The only districts which registered negative 
growth rate of -4.0 and -10.0 per cent are respectively 
Huzaffarpur and Bhagalpur. 
Cash crops in the region have consolidated their 
areal position with a linear growth rate of 0.60 per cent, 
hut the production has witnessed an annual decline of 
'•'2.24 per cent. £he distriotwise spatial variation of 
cash crops shows that seven districts namely, Barbhanga, 
Saran, Huzaf farpur, Pumia, Bhagalpur, Champaran and 
Saharsa lAere the annual growth rate was 5*65 and 4.58 
per cent respectively. Six other remaining districts 
namely, Pumia, Saran, Bhagalpur, Hasaffarpur, Barbhanga, 
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and Moagtr recorded aegativ© growth rate of -!.09> 
•t.26, -1,$0, -2.94> •4.05 and -8,05 iper cent reepeotiyely, 
!Qiere has htea general Inerease in area and 
production of cereals diariag 1975-76 and 1980-81 In 
Horth Bihar Plain. It aay he seen from Sahle IX that 
the area has increased at the rate of U05 p9r cent per 
anntM while the production increased hy 10.02 per cent 
per annum* Pistriotvise dietrihution of crops indicates 
that cereals hare strengthened their areal position in 
eleven districts hut lost some ^ound in six districts* 
She three districtsi viz.t fumia^ Begusarai^ and I^rbhanga 
have increased their area under cereals hy more than 
6 per cent per annum, the highest heing 9.04 per cent in 
Fumia. Marginal growth in cereal area is seen in 
Hadhuhaniy BhagalpuTf Sivan and !fusaffarpur districts 
where the growth rate during this period ranged between 
0.04 and 0.48 per cent* Sitamarhi and Samastipur recorded 
around 2 per cent increase per anniia* Shere are six 
districts in which the area under cereals has decreased* 
But the rate of decrease is nominal in Saran, Gopalgan;}^ 
East Ohamparan and Vest Champaran districts where it is 
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&70vtlL rate in ar«a and product ion oS eereal*» 
pulsust oUseedi and cash crops in JSTorth 
Bihar Plain - 1975*?6 to 1980-81 
(Per eent per annum) 
Sem9 of t h t Bi0trio1 
t 
Saran 
Sivan 
GopalganJ 
Eas t Cbamparan 
West CSiaaparan 
Muaaffarpur 
T a i s h a l i 
Si tamarhi 
Darblian^ 
Kadliubani 
1 
P 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
Cereals 
2 
-0 ,57 
•©•48 
-4),76 
•2 .68 
•^•47 
••5,59 
-0 .57 
•tO,55 
+9.26 
-1 .01 
•6,60 
•9.02 
-*'6,47 
+8.51 
+0.04 
+7.28 
Pulses 
3 
•5 .55 
- 5 . 6 3 
-1 .35 
+3.63 
+6.25 
+3.33 
-1 .53 
+ 6 . ^ 
-1 .00 
-1 .81 
-1 .33 
+2.22 
•6 .66 
-5 .00 
-2 .50 
—7.50 
+2.55 
+1.81 
-2 .75 
*9.41 
Oilseeds 
4 
-5.00 
+10.00 
+6.66 
+10.00 
—6.66 
-5 .00 
-1*81 
+3.33 
-2 .50 
-8*00 
•4.00 
-6 .66 
+7«00 
+5.00 
- 3 . 3 3 
-8 .00 
+5.00 
+9.00 
—4*44 
-9 .00 
Cash Crops 
5 
-5 .00 
-6,31 
-1 .53 
•1 .66 
+9.00 
—2,12 
-1,05 
-1 .33 
-2 .72 
-10.32 
+4.44 
+3.58 
+9.25 
+1.17 
—2.50 
-4 .24 
+8.02 
-7 .57 
-2 .50 
+7.98 
oontd...••,«• 
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UBI£ IX (Contd ) 
Saoas t lpur 
Begoaarai 
Kuag«T 
BhagaXpur 
Saliaarsa 
Pusnoda 
ILatihar 
P 
A 
4 
A 
P 
A 
P 
A 
P 
••2*18 
•8,59 
+6,18 
+4.63 
+2,44 
+9*02 
+0»06 
-8»55 
-1 .15 
+8,51 
•9 .04 
+7.85 
+2.85 
+0.98 
-1 .42 
+1.81 
-1 .82 
+2.85 
- i . t o 
-5 .45 
-0.45 
•4,44 
+4.82 
+1.11 
-.1.82 
+1.00 
+5.53 
-2 .50 
+6.00 
•1.00 
+9.32 
+7.00 
-2 .50 
-8 .00 
+2.50 
-8^00 
+4.44 
+5.00 
-3 .47 
-8 .00 
+2*85 
+5.00 
+10,50 
+0.98 
-5 .00 
-3 .37 
-4 .00 
-7 .50 
-5 .71 
-4 .09 
-3 .33 
—6,13 
-4 .00 
- 3 . 0 3 
+10.00 
-7 .40 
2otal A +1,05 -0.29 -0»90 -1.78 
P +10.02 • I ,93 •••n84 -5.01 
SotircMs t) Aanu^ gpatoa ^ d Spp.fi^Pfiirft. t97g>7ft 
Plreetorate of Statisties and Eimliaation, 
Soverameat of BiJoAVf Patim, 
i i ) Offioial 2^oo7d« of Mrtetoratt of 
Statistios aM S^ valtiatio&y QoTenuaent 
of Bihar* Pataa. 
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less than 1 per oent p«r ammiii* Sh« lose to eereal are 
is Blightl^ greater la VaisMli and Saharsa distriete, 
beixig a IlttXe above 1 per eent* 
fhe result of all out effort* to ralee l^e 
produetivit^jr is revealed i& inereaeed production of cereals i 
fb» production has risen in fourteen districts out of 
serenteen* fhe highest increase vas attained in 
Hu2affaxpur» Sitaaazhi and Manger where the growth rate 
vas 9 ptx* cent per annum* She lov increase of less than 
5 per cent vas recorded in Begosaraii &opalgan4 and 
Katihar districts, the last recording the lovest percentage 
of 0«98« fhe o-^er districts of positive growth with a 
rate from 9.26 to 8.51 per cent are Siwan, West Chaaparan, 
Taishali, Darbhauga, Madhuhanit Samstipur, Saharsa and 
Pumia, In the three districts falling under negative 
growth Saran has recorded small decrease or less than 
1 per e«it per annum in cereal production hut the other 
tvo» namely Bast Ohamparan and Bhagalpur* have recorded 
a decrease in their production hy -J, 59 and -8#33 p ^ r cent 
per annum respectively • 
The growth rate of area and production of pulses 
in the region as a whole reveals a disappointing situation* 
During the period from t975-76 to 196a-8t, the growth 
rate of area and production relating to pulses in each 
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district sxcept a f#w has decliatd. 'Bmvm art only four 
difitriots oat of eeirtntetn that ha-re recorded posltl'v* 
grovth in area devoted to poises. In the toraer distriots 
of positive groirth i.e., in Sarl>hanga, Katihar, Saharsa 
ant Gopalganji '^ o^ xmte is almost uniform and ranges 
between 2.55 and 6.25 per oent per annum. !Che negative 
groirth is less than 2 per oent per annum in the districts 
of Sivan, East Champaran, Vest Champaran, Huzaffaarpur, 
Samastipur, Begusarai, l^tnger, Bhagalpur and Pumia. 
2!he highest negative growth rate of 6.66 per cent per 
annum iras recorded in the district of Taishali, vhile 
other districts of some importance vith respect to negative 
groirth were Saran with 3 Vr oent per annum and Sitamarhi 
and Hadhubari with a rate of about 2 per cent per annum. 
On the other hand the position of pulses production 
is not bleak as l^ere were nine distriots i^ich have 
increased their production in the region. SBie rate of 
growth in production of pulses has increased from a 
minimum of f.OO per oent per annum in Pumia to 6.25 
per cent in Sast Champaran, 3!he districts with a growth 
rate lying between these two extreanes are Siwan, Gopalganj, 
Hueaffarpur> Barbhanga^ Samastipur, Begusarai and Saharsa. 
She remaining eight districts have recorded a negative 
rate of growth, !I!he loss to production is heavy in 
Hadhubani» Taishali, Hunger and Sitamarhi where the rate 
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of deoreaso is mor* tban 5 per ceat p«r annual^ tho 
highest heiag 9*4 per cent in Madhuba&i. !£he dietriots 
of Vest Chanpara&t Saaranp Bhagalpur and Eatihar hare a 
negative growth ranging between 1 and 4 per cent per annna. 
Th.9 area and production of oilseeds hare also 
declined on regional basis in Horth Bihar Plain from 
1975*76 to 1980*81* HovSTer there has been great 
Tariation from district to district in both the area and 
production* As ta:r as area is concerned eight districts 
out of serenteen have increased their strength in oilseeds. 
She increase in six of them namely, Sivan, Taishali, 
Darbhanga, Samaetipur, Begosarai and Saharsa, is sore 
than 3 per cent per annum* fhs hi^^est figure is attained 
by Begosarai where the xfkte of growth is about 9 per cent 
per annum* Tim remaining two districts, Bhagalpur and 
Katihar are not better placed and could increase their 
area only at the rate of around 2 per cent per annum. 
There are nine districts which show negative growth in 
area under oilseeds and out of them Saran and Qopalgani 
show heavy loss declining at the rate of 5 to 6 per cent 
per annua, She districts of West Champaran, Husaffarpur, 
Sitamarhi and Pumia have also declined their areal 
strength but Hhe rate of decline is small, ranging around 
2 to 4 per cent per annum. 
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Shtre are alst districts vhich hare registerti 
a positiTt grovth of prodttotion* fht groiftii rat» is mor« 
than 3 per eeut per azmum in Saraa* Sivan, Taisbali, 
Barbhaxaga^ Saatastipur, B«gU8arai» Saba»a aM Pumia 
districts. Districts Saran, Siiraa and Darlibaxiga are 
better placed and liare recorded a grovth rate of 9 to 10 
per cent ]I?9T ammsi. Bast Champaran is the only district 
vhioh has lov increase idth a growth rate of aliout 
3 per cent per annoa, Shere are eight distliiets vhioh 
hare recorded heavy decline in the production of oilseeds, 
being more than 3 per cent per annum during the period 
under reriev. She highest decline of about 9 per cent per 
annum vas recorded at Hadhubani folloved by Sitamarhi, 
Mungert Bhagalpur and Pumia with 8 per cent per annum, 
fhe district of Gopalganj recorded a decline of 3 per cent 
p9r annum in oilseeds production. 
.^ fiazners of forth Bihar Plain are losing interest 
in the cultiTation of cash crops« as oay be seen from the 
general decline in both area and production under them 
during the period from 19T5-76 to 1980-8t. aJhe overall 
area and production in the region has shoim a negative 
growth of t,78 and 5.01 per cent per annum respectively. 
At the district level it may be noted that only six districts 
have recorded areal extension of cash crops. But wherever 
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this Inoreast lias tak«ii plac« it has beta r9Ty high ia 
th« rang* of 8 to 10 por coat, e*g« in tho aistriots of 
dopalganjt Yaishalit Sarhhaiiga» Sanattipur and Katlhar. 
Qnlf Husaffiarptu? has roeordod a small ia^taso at tho 
rato of about 4 pes^  oent per asmtua. BloTon dlstriets 
namoly^ Savant Siifaa> Bast Chaapazaa, Vost Chaaparan, 
Sitanazhi, Madhmbani, Bogosarai, Mungor, BhagftXpur, 
Sahaarsa and FuTsia fell ttnder nogatiro growth, the rate 
lying betveen «1 and 6 per eent per annom* !l?he highest 
negative grovth of 5*71 per oent has been recorded in 
Bhagalpnr district and the lovest of U05 per oent in 
East Champaran distriot. 
AB far as the production of cash crops is concerned, 
there are only four distziots vhieh attained positire grovth. 
The growth rate is small in Husaffarpur, Vaishali, and 
Saaastipur districts vhere it has been less than 3»3B per cent 
per annum* As compared to these, district Madhubani with 
about 8 per cent per annum has recorded the highest rate 
of growth of production, ;ilhe remaining thirteen districts 
have registered negative grovth in production from cash crops, 
She loss of production has been very heavy vith a decline 
of more than 6 per oent per annum in Sazan, Vest Champaran, 
Barbhanga, Magor, Saharsa, and Eatihar districts. Vest 
Champaran vith a negative rate of about 10 per cent per 
annum has lost very heavily in 'Qie production from cash crops. 
The districts recording handsome amount of loss in cash crops 
production at a rate of 3 to 4 per cent are Sitamarhi, 
Begusaraiy Bhagalpur and Pux2ila dletriet. Siifan €uid ' ^ ^ 
GopaXganj havfl iritxi«ssed a small lose of less than 2 per cent 
per annom In the production from cash crops. 
Area under Irrigation 
¥ith the expansion of irrigation faeilities 
the area under food crops that reoeiTed irrigation has 
also increased. I21 1965^66 irrigated area accounted 
for 3*28 lakh hectares which increased to 14.60 lakh 
hectares in 1980>81» a total increase of 180*25 p«r cent 
or an increase ot 11*26 per cent per anmua. !l!he extent 
of irrigation for each crop iraries according to water 
requirement of individual crop and therefore it has been 
attempted to find actual cropwise irrigated area in the 
region. It will help in introducing nev cropping 
patterns in the region in the light of existing irrigation 
facilities. !&ihle x presents the irrigated area under 
each crop and mentions its percentage to the total 
cropped area tor four agricultural seasons at fire yearly 
interval, i.e., 1965-66, 1970«7tt 1975-76 and 1980-81. 
It may he seen from the faille that during 1980-81 
about 14.80 lakh hectares of land under all food crops 
in North Bihar Plain reoeived irrigation tdiieh aoooimted 
for 30*07 per cent of the total cropped are of the region. 
Among all the food crops wheat was heavily irrigated. 
About threefeurth of the total are devoted to vheA% 
received irrigation. Other crops like rice, barley and 
n 
Crops Sotal cropptd 
area 
Irr igated area and i t i pereen1»ge to tots 
19gg->gg 
Irr igated 
area 
Percentage 
to the 
t o t a l 
cropped 
area 
Total 
cropped 
area 
IS 
I3 
Moe 
Vheat 
Haize 
Barley 
QTBM 
Aziiar 
22,68,689 
5f 14,288 
5,32,310 
2,66,240 
3,38.263 
86,451 
Other Pulsee 4,12,423 
Oilseeds 1,01,092 
Sugarcane 1,28,201 
Potato —-
4,14,821 
46,019 
711 
37,451. 
8.675 
267 
5,109 
5,385 
11,747 
Total 44,47,957 5,28,185 
18.28 
14*64 
0.13 
14.06 
2.56 
0.30 
1.24 
3.35 
9.16 
11.87 
24,71,882 
6,52,405 
6,79,402 
2,30,209 
1,00,671 
90,252 
3,39,928 
95,035 
1,27,964 
47,87,748 ( 
Sources! i ) Annual Season and Crop Repori 
Directorate of S t a t i s t i c s ani 
i l ) Official records of Dlreoton 
GoveiTjoent of Bihar. Patna. 
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X 
3?ea under food crops in Forth BUjar Plain 
m T9fCT5 
(Args in htotturgg) 
1980-81 
atdd 
a 
,858 
1,205 
J, 545 
^897 
^,771 
65 
r,009 
5,905 
f,642 
PerceQtagc 
to the 
t o t a l 
cropped 
area 
20,46' 
56*97 
5.29 
16,46 
4.75 
0,06 
2,06 
4.11 
9.09 
Sotal 
cropped 
area 
25,86,000 
10,42,000 
5,97,000 
1,19,000 
74,000 
51,000 
5,20,000 
1,10,912 
1,10,000 
Irr igated Percentage 
area to the 
t o t a l 
cropped 
area 
4,84,289 
7,55,218 
74,190 
18,061 
5,967 
55 
6,096 
5,810 
10,292 
20.28 
70,55 
12,45 
15,18 
5,56 
0,06 
1.90 
5.24 
9.55 
iHotal 
cropped 
area 
25,27,169 
10,69,546 
6,49,204 
74,787 
67,545 
48,585 
2,78,829 
1,06,052 
99,471. 
Xxrigated 
area 
5,87,705 
7,64,515 
78,285 
11,655 
8,145 
255 
8,175 
6,850 
14,825 
Per-
to the 
t o t a l 
Cropped 
area 
25.26 
71.46 
12.06 
15.56 
12.09 
0.52 
2.95 
6,44 
14.90 
4,695 17.45 48,09,912 15,57,956 27.82 49,20,966 14,80,164 50.07 
196g-^6 and t97g-,76, 
valuation, GoTernment of Bihar, Patna, 
of Static tice and Svaluation, 
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sugarcazi* vith 23 P«^ Qtnt, 16 p«r ee&t and 15 p«r e«at 
arefi rdspacliTely and gram aad malse «aoh vith 12 p*r otn*! 
area u&dcr ianrigatioa irere importsoit fa*om the Izxigatioii 
point of yitir« Besidti thest som* other erope like 
ollieeds and palate also vere irrigated tot eueh area 
vae small or less than 10 per cent of the total area 
under those erops* irhar renained an unirrigated orop 
because it received only a negligible amount of irrigation, 
It oay be seen from Sable X that vheatt rice» 
gram, and maise have registered regular inorease in the 
irrigated area from 1965«-66 to t9@0«»8U fhe irrigated 
area under rice was 18#28 per cent in 1965-66, 20.46 
per cent in 1970-71, 20.28 per cent in 1975-76 and 23.26 
per cent in 1980-81 • It may be seen from Table £ that 
there hsB bem gx^idual inorease in irrigated &t@Q. under 
rice in the region* The percentage of total irrigated 
area \mder wheat was 14.64 p»r cent in 1965-66, rising 
to 36.97 per cent in 1970-71, 70,55 per cent in 1975-76 
and to 71.46 per cent in 1980-81. ^ e irrigated area 
under i^eat has increased much faster than for any other 
crop in the region, She percentage of irrigated area 
under maize during 1965-66 iras 0.13 but it increased to 
3.29, 12,43 and 12.06 in 1970-71, 1975-76 and 1980-81 
respeetiTely, Shis inorease is mainly due to the 
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iatroduotloa of ntv Tari«ty of laaia© in th% rafei nmuon 
vMeh if growa. vith th* htXp of ixrigation, !Eh« 
iririgated &rea uiid«r barley ifas 14*06 p«r cant is 1965*66, 
and rot* to 16,46 p«r eent in 1970-71* I»attr on lioirtv«r 
it deolined slightly to 15*18 p«r cent in 1975-76 and 
15*56 per cent in 1930-81» She percentage of irrigated 
area ttnder gram haa inereaeed with the pasaage of tiae, 
Xt vae 2*56 per cent in 1965-66» hat rose to 4.73 per oent 
in 1970-71, 5.36 per oent in 1975-76 and 12*09 per cent 
in 1980-81. Sugarcane vas also a partly irrigated crop* 
Of the total area under sugarcane 9*16 per cent vas 
irrigated In 1965-66 vhile 9,09 per cent, 9.55 per cent 
and 14*90 per cent area vas irrigated in the years 
1970-71* 1975-76 and 1980-81 reepectirely. 
In the year 1965-66 only a small portion or 
12 per oent of the total area under food crops vas 
irrigated in the region. But later on with the consciousness 
of farmers and with the encouragement of gotemmental 
agencies and extension of irrigation facilities^ large 
area of food crops began to be put under irrigation. 
In the year 1965-66 irrigated area was 11*97 per oent 
vhich increased to 17.43 per oent in 1970-71, 27*82 per cent 
la 1975-76 uid tatl«»ttly to 30,07 ptr ctnt In 1980-81, 
S^ ht inoreast in tht irrigated arta may b« B«en a« a 
sign of fanatrs* awakening and the beginning of a 
rerolution vhieh i s silsntly taking plaot in th9 
agrioalturaX dsrslopasnt of North Biliar Plain* 
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CHAPIBR VII 
SPASIO-SBMPOBAL 7AEUTI0B3 IH Aa&ICULTOiUL 
PRODUCTIVIfl 
Agricttltggal Produetivlty 
Agrlooltural prodactlvity has be«n tngaglng the 
attention ot geographers» eoonomiets and agrieultaral 
scientist OTer a large period of time. Kendall (1939)f 
considered the measurement of agricoltoral productivity 
as a mathematical problem and suggested its assessment 
on any of the four coefficients sudi ast (i) productivity 
coefficient» (ii) ranking eoeffioient« (ill) meney value 
ooeffieieat, and (Iv) starch eqtaivalent or energy 
coefficient* Kendall used the second of these, the ranldng 
coefficient for arriving at the productivity regions of 
England* !£he procedure does not involve the use of 
higher mathematics» hat requires only arrangement in 
sequence of any given number of units growing the same 
range of crops and then assessing their agricultural 
efficiency accordingly* He took the acre yields of ten 
leading crops in each of the forty^eight counties of 
K«9Ldall, M.G., She Geographical Distribution 
of Crop Proauctivlty in England, 
journal of the Rovid Statistical Society. 
Vol.162, 1939, pp.20-48. 
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England tor four selected years, Xhe places occupied 
by each county In respect to the selected crops were 
then areraged^ and thus ranking coefficient of agricultural 
efficiency of each county vas obtained i^ioh indicated 
the productivity of the respeotire county. Among them, 
if a county vas at the top of every list, it would hare 
a ranking coefficient of £ne and if it were at the 
bottom of ewezy list, it would have a rank coefficient 
equal to the number of counties concexned* Hirsoh (1943)* 
suggested Crop Yield Index as the measure of crop 
piroductivity by taking the average of yields of various 
crops on a farm or in a locality relative to the yield 
of the same crops on another farm in a locality. 
Stamp (t952)» attempted to measure agricultural efficiency 
on international level by Kendall*8 ranking coefficient 
of a number of countries and by selecting same major for 
each eountiy, Stamp^ (1938), again suggested another 
method to measure productivity, i.e., by converting the 
total crop production into calories and taking into 
consideration the age structure, the range of occupation, 
Hirsch, H.O,, Crop Held Index, Journal of 
Farm Economics. Vol•XXV, Io,5, 1943t p»58. 
Stamp, Ii.D., She Heasuremsnt of Land 
Resources 
48, I, pp 
, geographical Review. 1958, 
.1-9. 
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the weight and height of the people Xiring under clim&tie 
conditions of northvestem Surope. Shafi^ (i960}, for 
deteimining farming efficiency of the dietriote comprising 
the State of Uttar Pradesh considered the aere-jields 
of eight foodgrain crops and utilised Kendall's method 
of ranking coefficient for this purpose. Enyedi^ (1964), 
describing geographical types of agriculture in Hungry 
refers to a fozsmla for measuring crop produotiTity asf 
In £n 
vhere, T » ie the yield of crop in the unit area. 
In m is the yield of respectiTe crop at the 
national level, 
2 ii is the total cropped area of the unit, and 
fn » is the total cropped area at the 
national level. 
£ 
Sinha (1968) adopted the common standard 
deviation technique to detezmine agricultural efficiency 
Shafif H., Measurement of Agricultural 
Sfficiency in Uttar Pradesh, Economic 
geography. 56, 4» I960, pp.296*505. 
Snyedit g.7., geographical I^es of Agriculture, 
in Applied geography in Hungary. I964, 
Budapest. 
Sinha, B.H., Agricultural Efficiency in India, 
ghe geographer. Vol.XZI, I968. 
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Of 23 orop0 produced 1 B Ibdla. Be grouptd thMe orops 
iBto cerealst pttlsee, oilseeds and cash crops. For the 
tirst three categories of crops» he used the per aere 
yield (velght)} while for the money crops he used the 
per acre yield after conrerting them into monetary value. 
It appears to he a Tague approach to have douhle standards 
leading to discriminations in dealing vith cash and 
non-cash crops and consequently leading to disjointed 
restats. Singh" (1972) suggested Crop Tield and 
Concentration Indices for all the enumeration units and 
the crops considered are ranked separately* Tield and 
concentration ranlcs for individual crops are added and 
thereafter divided hy 2f thus giving the Crop Tield and 
Concentration Indices Banking Coefficient for measuring 
the level of agrioultoral production. 
Crop Tield and Crop Tield Index Crop Concentration 
Concentration Banking of Crop a •^  Index Banking of 
Indices Banking « Crop a 
Coefficient for 2 
the crop a 
Tang ii9^3} calculated the yield of all crops in 
a farm Euid compared it with the average crop yield of the 
Singht ^»f A Hev Seebnique for Measuring 
Agricultural Prodaetivity in Haryana* 
fhe geographer. yol,t9f 1972, pp.15-35. 
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eatir* region. Lator on a mLue la peroentagt i« 
obtained W dividing tht yield per hectare of a crop in 
the partioalar £azm hy the average yield of the crop in 
the entire region, She value obtained and multiplied 
by 100 gives the index number. By considering the area 
devoted to each crop as a veight and ooltiplying this 
percentage index, the pz^uote are obtained and by adding 
the products and dividing the sum of tiie products by the 
total cropped area in the farm the average index obtained 
is the desired crop index for the particular farm, 
using crop area as weight* 
Biaerous other methods have been proposed and 
utilized by scientists to suit their requirem«Bts for 
measuring the productivity in different regions. !Ehe 
names of Oangoley (1938), Shaat»d (1965)» Saran (1965)» 
Agarwal (1965)f Bhatia (1968), Buck (1967), Bhalla (1978), 
Ahmad and Subbiah (I960) may be mentioned in this regard 
but the lack of space does not permit to describe a U of 
these in detail. 
It may however be noted from all the studies 
that the common aimed of all the works is to find ways 
for increasing productivity either through the application 
of higher degree of modem inputs or through changing the 
method of production. She contribution of geographers in 
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tills regard is froltfiil tieoaus* no oth«r dteiplin* 
8«ta8 to woTvy alEtout Itn spatial variations» a& ssss&tial 
aspsot of tbs probXsm, 
•grl&altural prodaetivity is defin«d as •ffioisney 
of TariouB iapmts ussd in prodaetirs opsrations* Tlit 
productivity tfaas is botmd to vary from rsgion to rsgion 
with tht variatiozis in nature and sxtsnt of various 
physiealt teefanologieal and institutional factors operating 
in the region, fhe farmers of a region vith adequate 
teohnological and institutional facilities say be in a 
better position to utilise their limited land resources 
to greater extent than those of a region where necessary 
facilities are inadequate. Sorth Bihar Plain likewise 
is a region where institutional and technological forces 
are not unifozmly distributed* She author has therefore 
tried to examine the distriotwise vailations of agricultural 
productivity to get a clear picture of the situation 
prevailing in the region. 
fhe productivity indices have been calculated 
on the basis of Tang's Crop Yield foznula for four points 
of time i.e,, 1965-66, l970-7t, t975-76 and t9e0»81. 
fhe crops considered for the calculation are rieci wheat, 
maiae, barley, ragl, gran, ax^r, other pulses (including 
peas, khesari and masoor), oilseeds (including linseed» 
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rap«0eed and saatard and aesaMm}^ sugarcane and potato* 
!?h« data lias beon oolloottd from Annual Stason and Crop 
Reports« Bihar fh3*ough Figures, Bihar - Statistical 
Handhook and official records of the Directorate of 
Statistics and Bvaluation, ^ovemaent of Bihari Patna, 
Care has been taken,as far as possible, to ensure the 
aocuzaoy and reliability of "^e statistical infonmtion 
obtained. 
Tang's Crop Yield Index method considers yield 
of different crops selected in a district compared vith 
the average crop yield in the entire region. She 
procedure for calculating the crop yield index for a 
district X is explained here* In the beginning the 
average yield of each of the crops groifn in the entire 
region is detezmined, Itater on a value is obtained by 
dividing the yield per hectare of a crop in district x by 
the multiplying with 100 gives the index number as shoim 
in col.^ of Sable xi. By considering the area devoted 
to each crop as a weight and multiplying it vitii the 
percentskge index, the products are obtained as listed in 
col. 6 of the !i?able ZI» By adding the products of 
different crops and dividing the sua of the products by 
the total area in the district x (the sum of col.4)» the 
average index obtained is the desired crop index for the 
particular imit using crop area as weight. 
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SABLE XX 
8 
Method of oalotOatiag Crop Ti«ia Iiid«x of d ivtr iot x. 
Crops 
Tl«Id in Qnte 
per hectare 
Average Yield 
yield in in the 
the entire district 
region z 
• 
Area 
under 
erop in 
the 
district 
X 
Crop 
yield 
in the 
district 
z as a 
percen-
iage of 
the enti-* 
re region 
(col,3/col,2 
xlOO) 
Percentage 
Multiplied 
by area 
under crop 
(col.5 z 
col,4) 
3 4 
Bice 
Vheat 
Haise 
Barley 
12.90 
12.80 
6,50 
7.60 
12.00 
11.30 
11.80 
6.60 
91648 
89573 
45589 
3456 
93.02 
88.28 
181.54 
86.84 
8525096,6 
7907504.4 
8276227.0 
300119.0 
Slotal 230266 25008947.0 
Ifotei Crop index for the district z » 
108 per cent 
25008947 
2!^ 02gg 
8 Tangt V.T., Methods of gara Management 
Investigation for ImprgTinit Farm 
""t P.A.O,, BoMet 1968. WSTiS, 
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Agrlealtaral Px^daotivity Reglonfl 
Agricaltaral prodaotivi-^ regione vere deoaroated 
by plotting productivity iadicos of th« distriote in the 
map* Artas of hight ntditua and lov produotivity v«re 
deaareated with tho help of a graded scale prepared by 
arranging all the indices of foxir points of time in a 
desending order and selecting three sets of high, sedium 
and lov values« £he productivity regions l^e obtained 
are shown in Fig. 9 and given in fable XXI. 
High Agricultural Productivity Region 
fhe crop yield indices computed for fonaer 
andlvided districts for the year 1965-66 and 1970-71, 
indicate that out of eight districts of North Bihar Plain 
three had high agrieultaral productivity, fhe area of 
high agridiltural productivity vas in the northvestem 
part of the region in Champaran district and in the southern 
part in Monger and Bhagalpur district, fhe high 
productivity indices ranging from 106«24 to 11U12 per cent 
were the result of several favourable institutional and 
technological factors, fhe factors vere more favourable 
in Champaran district where adequate canal irrigation and 
high concentration of tractor power was available, fhis 
district comes under the Sandak Cooaand area and receives 
uninterraptei supply of irrigation, fhe other two districts 
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!CABL£ XII 
Distrlotvist Crop Il«ld Index in Horth Bihar Plain 
(Figures in peretntage) 
Hami of tht Aistriet 1965-6« 1970-7t 
Saran 
Chanparan 
Husaffarpur 
Darbhanga 
Hanger 
BhagaXpur 
Sakarsa 
Purnia 
ion62 
106.24 
96,88 
98.80 
t06U6 
Ut*12 
82*16 
90.95 
98.81 
119.98 
96.55 
68.00 
114.99 
130.73 
92.50 
94.64 
Orop lield Index in (urew District) 
(Figoree in percentage) 
ITame of the district 1975*76 1980-81 
1 
Saran 
Sivan 
OopalganJ 
Sast Chaaparan 
Vest Chanparan 
126.28 
107.98 
105.57 
97.07 
115.92 
95.57 
101.60 
100.93 
108.96 
104.05 
oontd.#.•••*•• 
l: 
TABLE XII (Contd. . . . , . ) 
t 
Sitaaaziii 
Sarbliaiiga 
Hadhttl>aiil 
Samastlpur 
B«guBax*l 
Bbagalpur 
Saharsa 
Puznia 
Katihar 
99.67 
88.45 
90,54 
103,38 
ltT.76 
124.19 
t28.30 
80.45 
!31.56 
91.56 
49.44 
!n.t2 
99t72 
90,59 
103.51 
118,77 
101.68 
127.31 
112,53 
95.22 
86,82 
93.24 
93.23 
81.93 
Iforth Bihar PXaiat Tkert vfr» •ight larg* 
dietriots in Hoirth Biliar Plain vhlelL ver« 
ovizig to administrative rtasons biforcattd 
into saTentten now distriote afttr 1971. 
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falling uad«r high agriooltaraX productivity, aaaeljr 
Muag«r aad Bhagalpart had th« adTantags of tB,rmxta.lal9 
izutitatioaal faotors lik« a high ooaotntratiom of 
agriooXtomX vork«r», high p«ro«ntag« of Xit«rat« famcre 
and grcattr agrioaltaxal ortdit faeiXitits* fh9 
oonsuMption l«f«l of ftrtiXistrs in BhagaXptir vas aXso 
high and ^9 nomher of pomp sets for irrigation vas 
adftqaate vhich together h«Xp«d in ineraasing tha 
productivity of ex^ps* 
Aa a raauXt of division of formtr Xarga districts, 
their muibsr in Korth Bihar f Xain ihcrsased to ssvsnttsn. 
During 197$-76 out of ssvsntstn districts, ssvsn namsXyt 
Vast Chafflparan, Eatihart Kadhubani, Saaastipur* Saxan, 
Begusarai and BhagaXpur ftXX undsr h i ^ agriouXturaX 
production, £he productivity indices of these districts 
range between 115.92 and 131*56 per cent, Tk% high 
productivity region Xying in the southern and centraX 
part of the region, in the districts of Saimstipur and 
Begusarai, oves its high produotivi-^ to greater appXioation 
of fertiXisers, ade(]uate irrigation faciXities through 
tuhe-veXXs and high concentration of pump sets, fhese 
districts are covered under the progiraiame of utiXieing 
high yieXding varieties of rice and wheat. The districts 
of Eatihar and BhagaXpur fosn another compact region in 
the southeastern part of -Qie pXain vhiXe the districts 
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Of Vest Ohamparan^ Saran and Hadhubani, vlth higli 
agzleoltaral produotiiriliyt lie scattered in the region. 
During 1980-8! the areas ot high produetiirity 
hare oXustered together and make a oompaot helt ia the 
eeatmZ part of the plain extending or^r the districts 
of Darhhanga» Samastipor and Begosarai, Onl|r one district, 
Sast ohaaparem* is detached froa the main region. She 
productivity index of these districts imries from 108,96 
to f27«?t per cent* She highest agricultural productivity 
index i.e*, t27»5t per cent is recorded in Samastipur 
district* kXX the districts falling under high productivity 
except Darbhanga receive h i ^ doses of fertilieean and 
have high concentration of pump sets for irrigation. 
Medium Agricultural Productivity Region 
Medium index values of agricultural produetivity 
in Morth Bihar Plain varied between 96*88 and t01*62 
per cent during the year f96^-66. there is a single 
stretch of medium productivity area comprising the 
districts of Saran, Husaffarpur and Darbhanga* She 
districts of Saran and Husaffarpur lie on the vest and 
east bank of river Gandak^ i^ereas Darbhanga lies in the 
midst of the Adhirara group of the rivers, Duziag the year 
1970«->7t there vere three districts namelyt Sarasi 
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Husaffarpur and Puznia vli«r« -&• prodaetivitj^ ind«x zwiged 
from 94*64 to 93*81 ptr etat* S!h« two dittrletfi Saxan 
and Httsaffaxpur iaak« a mtditia produotlTity ?»glozL in th« 
western part of the plain vMle Fumia dietzlct is its 
representatire in the eastern margin. The areas ot 
mediiUB productivity in 1975-76 aade a eoapaet l>loek in 
the western and oentraX part of the region spreading 
oirer fire district of (lopalgan^, Sivan, £ast Chausparant 
Susaffazpur and Darhhanga wherein prodaetivity index varied 
between 97*07 and 107*98 per eent* Xhe area under 
aedium agricoltoral productivity increased in 1980-61 
and extended over seven districts in two separate patches* 
One of thea covers Sarany Siwan, Gopalganj and ¥est 
Champaran districts and runs from north to south as a 
compact unit in the western margin of the region* fhe 
other extends over three districts of Husaffarpurt 
Sitaisarhi and Hadhubani in the northern parts of the region* 
She productivity index of these districts varies from 
9^*57 to 104*05 per cent. In this category the hi^est 
productivity index i.e., 104.05 per cent is recorded in 
Vest Chaj&paran and the lowest index value i«e*t 95«57 
per cent in the Saran district, fhe causes of variations 
in the agricultural productivity indices in the above 
districts are numerous and very complex, fhe main factors 
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for it aay ba traced la the Booial azid toonomle condition 
of the fi&mers Yhioh is not oondueire for the f^t 
derelopnent of inetitational and teehnoloeical innovations* 
Loir Agriottltoral ProdaotiYity Re<4on 
Sie low agricultorml prodactirity area in 1965-66 
vas reatrieted to northeaatezn oargin of Vorth Bihar Plain. 
Shis area vae represented by Saharsa and Pumia districts 
where the productivity index varied from 82.16 to 90*95 
per cent. Iiater on in the year 1970-71 Pumia improved 
its position but Saharsa remained a low produetivity 
district. Beside it« 2}arbhan£a was added to this category 
and the two together made a patch in north central part 
of the region. These districts are situated between 
the rivers Cosi and £amla and are affected by the vagaries 
of annual floods whioh are the characteristic features 
ot river Eosi. ?lood daiaage is the main cause for low 
productivity in these districts. She fear of possible 
loss through floods acts as a deterrent to the utilisation 
of various inputs for increasing agricultural productivity, 
Vith the result the productivity is further decreased 
owing to meagre use of pump sets for irrigation^ less 
use of tractor power and lesser application of fertilisers. 
She low productivity area increased in 1975-76 and 
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ooTsred tilt dittricts of Sitanarhl, 7ai9liaXl» I!a&g«r» 
Saharsa aM fwmi&* Th^ ar«a •xtanAing oir«r th« diatriets 
of Puztiiat Saharsa aad Hoagtr aakas a oo»paot Isloek 
stratehiag la a north-south diraetioa from S«pal hordar 
ia tha aortli« She two soparata areas of loir produotirlty 
la f??^*?^ ara eaaa ia Talshali aad Sltaaarhi distriots. 
All thtsa arias of lov produotiirlty dariag this parlod 
ara raprasaated hy a prodaotivlty iad«ic of 49*44 to 9^^53 
per oaat* !Ehasa araas hare lov eoasaaptloa of fartlliears 
speolally ia Saharaa aad Pumia districts where it iias 
4#7 to 5.8 leg per heotara, 
fha lov prodnotivity ragioa ia 1980-81 extended 
over six districts aajaely, 2laager» Bhagalpar» Katihar» 
Puraia, Saharsa aad Vaishali. The districts of Huager* 
Bhagalpurt Katihart Saharsa aad Paraia aake aa exteasiTe 
lov produotiTity regioa ia the eastera parts of the Korth 
Bihar Plaia» It is oal^ r Taishali district which lies 
detached from the m i a regioa* She agricoltural prodaetiTity 
iadex of these districts varies from 81.93 to 9$*22 per ceat. 
fhe lov productivity aay he assigaed to a liaitsd supply 
of fertilizers maialy ia the districts of Saharsa, Puraia 
aad Katihar where it raages hetweea 5.66 aad 7.97 kg per 
hectare aad ia Kuager, Bhagalpur aad Vaishali where it 
raages hetweea 17.73 BM 25*82 kg per hectare. Oa the other 
haad the low yield of crops may be due to low level of 
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ot InstittttionaL and tcehnologioal adTanecBtnt in tha 
araa aa aaan in a littla uaa of high yialding varittita 
of eaada* lov nnnbtr of pump aata and lov Xitaraey of 
fazman particularly in the districts of Pumia, Saharaa 
and Katihar. 
Sha author has ftirthor attcapted to Qxanina 
intazwdiatriot tariations in agrioultoral produotiyity in 
ITorth Bihar Plain for four points of tima as dapieted 
in Fig. 10, It Biay ba setn fron Hg.tO that during tha 
yaar 1970-71 the yield iMex shovs an ineraasing 
produotiTity in tha distriots of Chaaparan, Hungart 
Bhagalpur, Saharsa and Pumia from the hasa year 1965*66, 
Xhere are three dlstrieta naaely, Saran» Darbhanga and 
Mueaffarpur i^ch shov a deoreasing trend* Xnter-distriet 
Tariations of yield index in the nev diatriots of Vorth 
Bihar Plain during the year 1975-76 and !9@0-6t shov an 
increasing lerel of produotiTity in the districts of 
Bast Chaaparan, Huaaffazpur, Vaishali^ SitaBaziii» Barbhanga, 
Samastipur^ Konger* Saharsa and Pumia diatriots but there 
are eight distriots naaelyt Saranf Sivan, Gopalganji 
Vest Chaaparant Hadhubani» Begusarai, Bhagalpur and 
Katihar which haTe recorded a decrease in the yield in the 
saae period* 
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NORTH BIHAR PLAIN 
FOOD CROP PRODUCTIVITY 
(INTER-DISTRICT VARIATIONS) 
1955-66 
1970-71 
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CHAPEBR yill 
SPATIAL DISSaiBUTIOH Oy IHSSITOnONAL AHD 
TECHHOLOdZCAI. FACTOBS 
Sh* spatial groirth and tempomX d«T«lopn«nt 
of agrioult\ir« le goided by variatlo&a of pr«Talli2ig 
Izistltutlosal and ttohnologioal attrlbutas. It is therefore 
essential te know their spatial distxil^ution and the 
author has attempted to examine it in each of the 
serenteen districts of the region for the year 1980*81. 
The facilities considered for this poxpose are availability 
of agrieoltoral loan> agriciiltoral irorkers, nature of 
holdings and preirailing literacy as veil as avttilahility 
of tractor, potrer, pmap setSf iraprored seeds* fertilizers 
and irrigation* The facilities of agricultural loan 
distributed in rupees pwr 1,000 hectare of cropped land 
and the number of agricultural workers per 1>000 hectare 
of cropped land hare been studied in each district. 
Similarly other institutional attributes like aise of 
existing holdings and the number of literate persons in the 
total population have been examined. As far as technological 
factors are consemed the number of tractors and pump sets 
per lOfOOO hectares of cropped land are considered. 
Besides> the percentage area imder h i ^ yieldinir rarieties 
of seeds to the total cropped area» the consumption of 
fertilisers in kilogram per hectare of cropped land, and 
H5 
th« percentage share of different means of irrigation 
to the total irrigated area has heen analysed for eac^ 
district. 
Cooperative Banks 
CooperatiTe banks are regarded as the hest 
agenoy to provide prodiiotiye loans to the farmers for 
purchasing different agricitltural inputs, Shese banks 
are -&• basis of whole credit structure and finance -^e 
prinary agricoltwral credit societies at the district 
level with respect to their short and medium term loan 
requirements, Shese banks also finance the village 
copperative society, 
TAMJM X I I I 
Iioan advanced by cooperative banks 
W M — . n II III mmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmmmtmmimmmmim wm i i i i i i i — i — i — — * • » — » — i 
Tears t970-7t 1975-76 t980-8t 
ilgricultural credit 
advanced t3f431 23f97t 30,792 (Is, in thousand) 
Sources Official records of Registrar* 
Cooperative Socittiest Bihar, JPatna* 
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Sable 2III Bhova a trend of loans advanotd 
by these banks in Korth Bihar Plain sinoe 1970^71. The 
total amount of loans has been enhanced by £8*t7t56l 
froEi 1970*71 to 1980-61. The total inorease in the 
region in the decade iras 129 p«r cent, giving an increase 
rate of 12.90 s^r cent per annua. 
TtbXe XIY shovs the distrietvise short term 
loan distributed in the districts of Forth Bihar Plain 
by District cooperstiTe banks. The distribution of 
agricultural credit is based on per 1«000 hectares of 
cropped land in the district. Actual distribution of 
agricultural loan per 1,000 hectares of cropped land in 
the thirteen districts of Korth Bihar Plain is shovn in 
Flg.11. The data for districts i.e., Sitamarhiy Saran, 
Saaastipur and Eatihar were not afsilable and therefore 
their position could not be shovn in the nap. 1^ nay 
be seen from Fig. 11 that in whole Horth Bihar plain the 
farmers in three districts namely, Husaffarpur, Begusarai 
and Hunger have been highly benefitted by this tredit 
facility and hare obtained the highest loan amount in 
1980-81. Kunger iras placed at the top vith Rs. 18,265,8 
followed by Maaaffarpur iiith Rs, 16,291.9 aafi Bugusaral, 
vith Ss.9,898.65 per 1,000 hectares of cropped land. 
In the medium category there are five districts where 
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^BM XXV 
Sistrletiris* diatrlbutlon of agrleiiltttral loans 
by QOoptratiT* banks in North Bihar Plain 
1980-81 
name of tht 
Dis t r i c t 
Saran 
S i van 
(^ opaXgan^ 
East Champaran 
Vest Ohamparan 
Hiisaffarpiir 
Yaishali 
Sitamarhi 
Barbhaoga 
Hadhubani 
Saiaastiptir 
Begttsaxui 
Hungtr 
Bhagalpur 
Saharsa 
Pumia 
Katlhar 
SotaX 
Agrieultttral loans (Bs.itt thousand) 
H.A. 
2,000 
927 
877 
2»t50 
5»223 
1,200 
1.4* 
1*591 
1,000 
H«A. 
t,972 
9,115^ 
1,005 
824 
2,910 
XI* A * 
30,792 
Agrieultoral loans 
Es .p t r 1000 hsetares 
of eroppsd land 
• M -
7,845*26 
4,299*78 
2,092.37 
5,498*38 
16,291.88 
6,445.06 
• ^ 
6,573.62 
2,860.55 
- » 
9,898*65 
18,265.80-
2,569.44 
1,474.31 
3f912*90 
— 
6,390.00 
Sotirces Official records of Registrar, 
CooperatiTe Societies, Bihar, 
Fatna* 
H.A* m i^ta not available* 
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farmers reeelired the loans rasping between E0»4» 299*78 
and 7f845i.26 per 1,000 hectares. Sueh medium loan area 
lies in the vestern margin and central part of the 
region and includes the districts of vest Champaran» 
Gopalganjy Siiran, Yaishali and Darhhanga. 'But dlJtricts 
of Vest Champaran, 0opalganj and Sivan foxm a 3?egion in 
the extreme vestern sargin and extend from north to south. 
She other tve districts namely, Taishali and Darhhanga 
are found in the central part of the region. She lov \ 
category of districts falling hetveen the range of 
Es.1,474.5t and Bs,5,912.90 per 1,000 hectares extend 
orer n o r ^ e m and eastern margin of the region and include 
East Champaran, Madhuhani, Saharsa, Pumia and Bhagalpur 
districts. 
Agricultural Vorkers 
fhe total number of agricultural vorkers directly 
or indirectly engaged in agricultural activities of 
Horth Bihar Plain is grad\2ally increasing* fhe total 
number of vorkers during I96I vas 74,25^000 in the region 
but it vent up to 95#02,786 vorkers in 1981 (Table XV). 
fhe total increase in the number over the base year vas of 
18,79,786 vorkers (25 per cent) for the region, an increase 
of 1.25 p«r cent per annom. 
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StMber of agricultoral worktrs In Forth Bihar Plaia 
Census years 196t 1971 1981 
Agrleultural vorkers 
(includes otLLtiyators) 
and agricaltural 24f23,000 81,06,286 93,02,786 
lahourexB 
Souroei Census of India« Hew Delhi, 
1961» 1971 and 1981, 
SSahle X7I gives distriotvise distribution of 
total vorkeri p9r 1,000 hectares of cropped land and 
Fig.12 shows their distribution in the region. Fig,12 
reveals an interesting picture of the distribution of 
agricultural workers in North Bihar Plain. 2he core of 
the region has a h i ^ concentration of agricultural 
workers in the districts of Muzaffarpur, Vaishali, 
Samastipur and Darbhanga« Here the number of workezw 
per 1,000 hectares ranges from 1670 to 1872. As one 
proceeds away from this central core the intensity of 
agricultural workers decreases gradimlly* A semi-circular 
block of medium intensity with 1551 to 1660 workers per 
iyOOO hectares surrounds the central block* fhese medium 
intensity districts are East Champaran, Hadhubani, 
SitamaxM, Saharsa, Hunger, Bhagalpur and Begus&rai. 
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DlBtriotwlse dis t r ibut ion of agrloul tural vorktrs In 
fforth Bihar Plain, 1980-81 
Same of th« 
Dis t r i c t 
7otal agrloultttral 
vorkers 
Agricultural workers 
per 1,000 hectares 
of cropped land 
Saran 
Slvan 
aopalganj 
East Chasiparan 
Vest Ohampaxan 
Husaffarpur 
Valshall 
SltamazM 
Darbhaaga 
Madhubanl 
Saioastlpur 
Begusaral 
Hunger 
Bhagalpur 
Saharsa 
Pumla 
Katihar 
5,92,829 
5t44,840 
3*16,469 
6,50,353 
5.69,202 
5»35,558 
3,48,535 
4,93»772 
4,48,780 
5,80,407 
4,81,952 
3,30,013 
8,04,208 
6,19,496 
9,09,301 
10,86,118 
3,90,953 
1,436.42 
1,352,68 
1,467.90 
1,551.63 
1,455.67 
1.670.54 
1,871.94 
1,641.19 
1,854.25 
1,660,28 
1,777,91 
1,656.53 
1,611.57 
1,586.99 
1,626.93 
1,460,43 
1,444,29 
IDotal 93,02,786 1,559.67 
Sourcet Oenaua of India. New Delhi, 1981. 
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Fartlitr avay oa tht •ztreme taaterxi aad vestem aargl& 
the ntialser of worktzv d«o:reM«8 to 1467 per tliousand 
lieotaroB la Puraia aad Eatibar distrlote of taitora part 
aad Vest Chaapaxaa, aopal^aa|, Sl«aa aad Saraa dletrlete 
of voBtora part of tho regioa. 
Laad Holdlags 
!&# effieioacy of agrlealtaraX produotioa, the 
margia of profit, aad the seope of their deTolopneat are 
•troagly iaflueaeed by the else of ladlTidaaX holdlags, 
fhe optimuiQ Biee of a hoXdiag is decided by faotore like 
fertility of 8oil» pro-miliJiig elimate aad ecoamalo 
eoaditioa of the farmer* fhe Agriomltaral Statistioal 
Departmeat, after aa lateasiTe ennroy ia t970-7t aad 
t9B0»81 oa eetimatiag the else of holdiage la lorth Bihar 
Plaia have suggested that a holdiag of 2,02 heetare i&ay 
he eoasidered ae aa eooaomio holdiag for a iBxtk feuaily ia 
the regioa* She eiarrey resQlts haTO also led tlie 
Bepartmeat to reoogaise fiye mala elassee of holdiagB as 
givea ia Tahle XTII, fhe data ladioate that the agricultural 
eooaony of the regioa is depeadeat oa Bisall BUhsistaaee 
holdlags tdiich oa the nhole eompriaed 92 per oeat of the 
total holdlags in the regioa la 1980-8t. Horth Bihar tlala 
has the sxnalleat siae of operatioaal holdlags la the 
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U3IM z r a 
IFuBtber of optratioaal lioldiBgs uader different 
eat tgori ts in Sarth Bihar Plain 
Size oXaes t9?0-71 1980-81 
)er feroentage Smber Percentage 
f roB the from the 
t o t a l t o t a l 
Marginal holdings 
(Below t*0 haTT 30,57»107 72.02 57,70,989 85.65 
Small holdings ( t . 0 - 2 . 0 h a . ) 5,62,337 13,34 5,81,111 8.42 
SKui-ffieditm holdings ( 2 , 0 * 4.0 ha.) 3,80,897 9.03 3,87,622 5.62 
Medii^ holdings 
(4.0 - 10.0 ha.) 1,91,631 4.54 1,39,721 2.03 
Ijarge holdings (10.0 ha, and above) 45,261 1.07 19,426 0.28 
Eotal categories 42,17,233 100.00 68,98,869 100.00 
Sources: i ) Agriotiltaral Censue. Bihar, 1976^77. 
i i ) Official records, Revenue and Land 
Befoms Cepartment, Bihar, fatna. 
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vikoXe Btate* Mor« than thrto-fourth of holdings here 
are marglaal holdings» i«e. helov one hectare* 
In 1970-71 there were 42,17 lakh operational 
holdings in the region of vhioh 72 per cent vere marginal 
or less tiian one hectare in size. But owing to increasing 
pressure of population and the preralent law of inheritance 
the holdings were suhdivided so that in 1980-81 their 
total nomher increased to 68.99 lakh. She marginal 
holdings were affected heavily and their percentage from 
the total increased to 84 in 1980-81, an increase of about 
12 per cent in a decade. She number of snail holdings 
of the size of 1 to 2 hectares increased from 5*62 laldli 
in 1970-71 to 5.81 lakh in 1980-81, Such holdings are 
small in number as they shared 13 per cent of the total 
holdings in 1970-71. Sheir percentage however decreased 
in 1980-81 when they represent only 8 per cent of the 
total holdings. Semi medium and medium holdings with a 
sise of 2 to 4 hectares accounted for about 9 per cent 
in 1970-71 and 6 per cent in 1980-81, IChere are rery few 
Imrge holdings of abore 10 hectares in size in the region, 
Iheir namber was one per cent in 1970-71 but it got 
further reduced to an insignificont 0*28 per cent in 
1980-81* 
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It l8 eXear from the alxir* deaeription tiiat 
only tvo oategoriet of holdings, riz» thoa* belov on* 
heotare and those vlth 1 to 2 hectares in size oonstitute 
ahout more than 92 per cent of the total holdings in the 
region* She other three categories eonstitate only 
8 per cent of the total namber of holdings* Iftijority 
of farmers in the region thus have to depend on marginal 
and small agricultural holdings for their liirelihood. 
Mteracy 
liiteracy has been seleeted as one of 1h9 indicators 
to measure agricoltaral derelopment because new ideas 
and tecbniqtues are adopted by educated fazmers, irhieh 
lead tovards the progress of agriculture, fhe rate of 
adoption of nev ideas and practices is higher among the 
literate faxmers than their illitemte oountezparts. 
In Tiev of its importance therefore the writer 
has tried to assess the extent of literacsr in Jforth Bihar 
Plain with the help of the number of literate persons 
present in different districts. Shore were 42*27 lakh 
literate persons in the region accounting for t6,9 per cent 
of the total population in 1961 (iTable XVIII), The total 
number of literate persons increased to 53*36 lakh or 
17.7 psr cent of the total population in 1971. Efforts 
of the government for expansion of educational facilities 
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U3IS X?III 
Siaabe^ of lit»mt« p*»0!ui in SOT^ Bihar IPlain 
Oensms ^ears fotal nuabtr of t«]ro«itftg« of Xit«xat9 
Xiterat«s persons to tho total 
(in lakhs) population 
196t 42,27 t6,9 
197! 55.56 17.7 
1981 85.82 22.9 
Sottrooi Oeaens of India. 1981, How Dalhi. 
in genaral and adoption of adult education prograainoa 
in particular farther inereaeed the nimher of educated 
pereens to 85.82 lakh in 1981 which vae ahout one-fourth 
of the total population of the region. 
fhe dietrietvise dietribution of literate persone 
in the study area is giren in Sable ZXX and their high^ 
aediua and lov concentration is shown in Fig.15« It is 
clear from the figure that the high oonoentration with 
literacy of 25 to 27 per cent is seen in the six districts, 
namely Saran» Taishali, Saoastipur, Begusarai, Manger 
and Bhagalpur. fhese districts making a linear pattern 
extend along the riyer San^. Host of the aoadeaio 
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UBX>S XIX 
Mstriotvifi* distr ibution of litezmt* ptrsons in 
Korth Biliar Plain - 198! 
ISfaaie of th« 
Dis t r i c t 
Saran 
divan 
Oopalgan;} 
Saet Ohaaparan 
Vsst Chanpaxiin 
Nttzaffarpur 
Vaithal i 
SitamarM 
I>ar1»ltanga 
MadJbubani 
Saaastipur 
Begttsarai 
Uvmger 
Bltagalpur 
Salmz^a 
fumia 
K a t i ^ r 
fotaX 
Sourottt 
SotaX mimlter of 
littZfttOB ( in lakhs) 
5.69 
4.22 
2.91 
4,69 
5.70 
5,72 
4.25 
5.78 
4.80 
5.05 
5.26 
5.80 
8,84 
7.20 
5.98 
6.93 
3.00 
85.82 
Cezuiue of India. 1981 
feresntage of l i t e r a t s 
psrsons to ths t o t a l 
popitlation 
27.3 
23.7 
21,4 
19.3 
18.7 
24.3 
25.5 
19.6 
23.9 
21.7 
24.8 
26,1 
26.6 
27.4 
20,2 
19.2 
21.0 
22.9 
, Ktv Dslhi. 
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izistitiitioiif of th« vgion a3?« located her* and have 
)»e«n r«0pozi8ibl« for givixig a liigli literaey rat* to the 
ar«a» 
MtdliBi eone«&tzmtio& of Xlt«x«.te peraoas is 
foimd ad^aeent and lying to tka northvast of hi.^ 
ooacantratioa ragioa in the distriota of Siiran^ Mosaffarpiar, 
Baz^banga aad Madhiifeaai* fha paroaataga of litarata 
paraoae to tha total population h9v rangaa tttm 
22 to 24 par oeat« 
Tk& remaining seven diatriats fall under lov 
eonetntratioB of literate peraona where tlie nuaber of 
literate peraona raagea frota t9 to 2t I^9T eeat of the 
total population* Loir ooaeentratioa areaa extead in two 
separate blooka • one in the aortheast ineludea the 
diatriota of 3aharaa> Fux&la and Katihar and the other in 
the aorthveat ineludea &opalganj« Meat Chaaparaa> 
Saat Champaran and Sitasarhi diatriota. 
Agricultural iBplementa and madhiaery are atrong 
inputa for hatter pjroduotivity of land becauee their use 
inereaaea fam effioienoy, saves tine and i&iBiiiisea 
produotion eost. She type of machinery is changing fast. 
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tht old«r ozwB are replaced by better perfozniag aev 
oaee leading to farther iaoreaee in fazm effloienoy and 
fazn output* It la therefore better to kaov the position 
of farm maohinery in different periode of time for 
aaseeaiag the nature of agricultural deyelopment of 
thoae periods* She agricultural machinery uaed in Horth 
Bihar Plain relates to tractors and pump sets and 
Table X3C points to their availability in the region in 
the years I96I, 1971 and 1981, 
Zhe aTsrage nomber of tractors was 2 per 10*000 
hectares of cropped land for the region in 1961» vhieh 
vent up to 13^  tractors per 10,000 hectares in 1931* She 
increase was at the rate of 27 per cent per annum during 
this period* ^ e use of pump sets for irrigation recorded 
a sharp increase during the period between 19 61 and 1981, 
The total number of pump sets vent up to 1»01f008 in I98I 
from 1672 of I96I. Sheir intensity of use in relation 
to the cropped land on an average stands at 3 pump sets 
per 10*000 hectares in I96I rising to I69 pump sets 
subsequently in 1981* She increase in the number of 
pump sets during the period vas at the rate of 262 T^9r cent 
per annum. 
She distribution and density of tractors used 
in each distriot of iror-Kh Bihar Plain is shovn in Pig* 14. 
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ATaHabll l ty of agrieuXtttral taplemtnts and 
aaeMatry i n Horth Bihar Pla in 
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C«xuiu8 y«ar 196t 1971 1981 
ITama of th« 
aaehinery 
Iraetors 
groa\>>ra Hamlaara Hual>ars 
Total per 10,000 Total Par 10,000 Total Par 10,00 
ha0tarts htotaraa heotaraa 
of oroppad of croppad of croppi 
land la&d land 
1.174 2.26 
Ptaap seta < ct^ % oo 
(for irrigatioxO * ^  ^ 
5,691 6.55 8,071 13.53 
41,200 72.90 1,01,008 169.35 
Souroagf i) Annual Seaaon and Prop Rtporte. 
1965-66 and 1970-71, Dirtctorata 
of Statistioa and Byaluation, 
aoTamment of Bihar, Patna* 
' ii) Official reeorda of Stat a Agrtaiiltural 
Canans, Bihar, Patna, 
It is posaihla to raoognise thraa ragiona of high, medium 
and low tractor danaitjr in the area. High concentration 
of traotora iril^  a density ranging betveen 18 and 37 par 
10,000 hectarea of cropped land in 1981 is ©htained in 
four diatriota namely. Vest Chaaparan, Eaat Champaran, 
Gopalganj and Beguaarai, The highest concentration is 
recorded in Veat chaaparan vith 37 traotora par 10,000 
hectares. This diatrict together with East Champaran and 
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aopalga&J distrlats makes a compaet r«gion la th« 
Borthvcatem part of tli« ITortli BlMr Plain. Tk9 oth«r 
high ooaotatratioa distriot B^gosarai, lice far away 
from til* maia high traetor doasity rogioa. 
Medium density distriote are Sivaa, SarcLa, 
MussaffarpuTf Sitaaarhi, Katihar, Puraia aad Bhagalpar 
vhere the deaeity ranges hetweea 10 aad t4 per tO»000 
heetares. Of these four distriets namely, Sinaat Saraa» 
Husatfarpnr aad Sitamarhi make a 8emi-»oiroalar shape in 
the oeatre idtiile the remaining three aamely, Puraia t 
Eatihar and Bhagalptir oeerapy the vhole eastern part of 
the region* la this category greater ooaoeatratioa of 
tractors is recorded ia Sivaa and Puraia (14 tractors 
per lOyOOO ha.}* Sivaa lies ia the extreme vestera 
margia vhereas Puraia lies ia the extreme eastern margia 
of the regioa. 
liov ooaoeatratioa of tractors vith a density of 
S to 9 traetore per tOtOOO hectares is fouad ia Hunger, 
Saharsa, Kadhuhaai* Taishali^ Samastipur aad Barbhaaga 
districts, !£he lov deasity regioa extends ia the middle 
of Iforth Bihar Plaia. 
fkB distriotvise distrihutloa of pmp sets for 
irrigation in ea<^ district of Forth Bihar Plaia is givea 
ia fahle XXI aad shova ia Pig, 15. It may be seea from 
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TABLE 2XX 
BietriotviBt diBtrlMtion of agrieultuml aaoMziozT 
in Horth Bihar Plain «> 1981 
Hait« of tht 
S i i t r i e t 
fftsBber of tractors 
p t r 10«000 hoetarea 
of eropptd land 
ITumbar of ptmp seta 
p9r 10,000 htotarea 
of oroppsd land 
Saraa 
0ivan 
Oopalgaa^ 
East Chaaparan 
Vest Ohaaparaa 
MussaffarpTW 
Taishal i 
Sitanarki 
Sarbhaaga 
Hadhubaai 
Saaaetipur 
Bagosarai 
Htinger 
BhagaXpur 
SaliaziEia 
fttxnia 
Katlhar 
10.0 
14.7 
24.1 
16.7 
37.6 
11.5 
8.4 
5.4 
i n i 
5.4 
8.8 
21.6 
9.7 
11.3 
8.9 
14.4 
10.1 
343.3 
317.2 
158. t 
177.6 
79.3 
250.4 
320.3 
138.3 
212.7 
92.1 
212.0 
147.1 
106.9 
162.2 
98,8 
105.9 
209.9 
ISotal 13.5 169.4 
Sourcof Official rsoorda of State Agrieiiltuml 
Census, Biliary Fatna. 
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Fig. If th&t tli»r* ar« four distrtete namftl^ t Saxan, 
Sivan, Talaliali aAd Musaff&zpur vhieh maka a oompaet taalt 
of M g h denaitf of ptiap sats uatd for irrigation, fht 
nimber of pimp aata hare ranges from 250 to 343 p«r 
lOfOOO liaotar«B of cropped land. 
!Qie mediiim deasitF of tlie number of puKp sets 
ranging betveen 147 and 212 per 10^000 lieotaree ie found 
in Carbhanga, Sastastipur* Katibar, Bast Cba&paran, 
Bhagalpur* &opalganJ and Begusarai diatriots. She medium 
densitj area in Horth Bibar Plain liee in "^ iree separate 
plaoes. !Sie first one X^ing in the eastern part extendi 
OTer tbe districts Eatihar and Bbagalpur, tbe second area 
occupies the middle portion in districts Darbhanga, 
Samastipur and Begusaraif vhile the third area lies in the 
vest and includes Gopalgan^ and East Champaran districts. 
fhe conoentsation of pump sets is low in 
Vest Champaran, Sitamarhii Madhubani, Saharsa, Puraia and 
Hunger districts. In these districts the number of pump 
sets for irrigation ranges between 79 and 138 per 10,000 
hectares, fhe low concentration area lies in the eastezn 
parts of Sorth Bihar plain but a small area is also seen 
in 1 ^ extreme northwestern corner of the region, fhe 
intensity of pump sets used for irrigation purposes is low 
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of cours* la those artas ifli6r« oanaX irrigation is a 
malor eooroe sspeoii^Xy in tlis districts of Vsst Champaran* 
iwnaitif Saharsa^ Hanger and Hadlmbani. 
High Yielding Varistiss ojC Sssds 
A minlofr of high yielding varieties of seeds 
relating to aajor eereeds hKre been dereloped at various 
agricultural resear<^ institutes sinee 196€<»67 and 
released hf rarious Aipricultural Departments to the 
farmers for use! !!!able HIl shove the distrietvise 
area corered by HTV of idieat and riee in the years 1975-76 
and 1980-81 in Horth Bihar Flain and l&eir percentage to 
the total erepped area are shovn in Fig, 16. !Che use of 
high yielding farieties of seeds # a major new strategy 
for inoreasing agrioultoral produotion« was veil adopted 
hy the farmers of lorth Bihar l?lain« She areas lying in 
the vestem part hare taken lead in the adoption of such 
seeds vith greater enthusiasm. In 1975-76 there vere 
She folloving HTT of seeds of major 
cereals are reeommended for different 
regions of the Statej MBSL^ I.R*Q$ 
Ratnat X*£*20| Mahsuri^ t^ aya, Padma, 
fusa^ 2-2!» 
Wheat m E,fi*21, 1555* 227» K68, Sonrft-64, 
Sonalilca (S-jas)^ Janak, DP-262. 
Maize « C^ aoga Safed - 2, 0anga*4 HimalayaUi 
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Dt«trlotirl»t ar«a oortrtd imd«r hlgii yitldiag Vari«tl«i 
of 8ted0 in irorth Biliar Plain 
Haj&9 o f th« t975-76 t980-81 
Sis t r lo t 
Sai«a 
Sivan 
Oopalgaaj 
Eaet ChaMpaz^ an 
Vest C9miipa7aii 
Musaffarpur 
Valshali 
S i taaarhi 
Sarbhaaga 
MadOtiuba&i 
Saaastipur 
Begaaasai 
Hanger 
BlmgaXpur 
SaJiaraa 
Pmmia 
Eatiliar 
Araa in 
h6otarts 
91.554 
70,003 
75,068 
89,085 
65,902 
68,085 
54,756 
47,972 
44,615 
51,268 
57,919 
42,819 
76,355 
39,842 
1,09,585 
90,578 
35,952 
ftreantag* 
5U89 
44.52 
49,82 
30.25 
21.80 
35.05 
^ • 4 4 
24.09 
37.39 
20.26 
46.30 
61.10 
29.35 
18.57 
37.82 
19.04 
25.17 
Area in 
baotares 
1,06,374 
84,498 
88,577 
1,17,567 
1,04,500 
87,602 
51,643 
51,328 
44,805 
54,340 
65,592 
57,517 
74,061 
60,390 
1,30,861 
1,03,281 
37,450 
Paireentaga 
58.69 
51.04 
59.69 
40,59 
56,00 
45.94 
53.45 
24.02 
27.58 
22.06 
49.59 
65.85 
19.84 
27,96 
48.45 
22.62 
25.09 
SotaX 10,89,156 51.00 15,20,566 55.71 
SoiiroaBf i) ^tatAaticaa. Hand Book. 1978 
Directorate of Statiitioa and 
^Taluation, aorernmant of 
Biliar, Pataa. 
i i ) Offieial record* of Direetorate of 
Statiatici and Braluatioa, aoremment 
of Bihar» Patna. 
ITotei pereentagee indicate to the total area 
under the orope oenoemed. 
m 
flTe distrlotfl naoielr* Begusaral, Saran» GopaXganj, 
Saaiastipur and Sivan wMeh devottd •xtenslT* arsa to 
HIV Bt9d8. Of thB total oropptd ar«a under irb»at and 
rioa about 60 p«r cant used ET7 8«td8 in Bugusarai and 
32 per cent in Saran distriots, vkile aopalganj» 
Samastipur and Sivan had respeotiyely about 50 per cent, 
46 per oent> and 45 per cent of their cropped area under 
improTed varieties, 
She districts vhioh fiaXl in the medium grade of 
the spread and utilisation of improved seeds are Saharsa, 
ParbhEmga, Taishali, Hueaffarpur^ East Champaran and 
Hunger, Zhese districts have devoted 50 to 56 per cent 
of their cropped area to high yieldizig varieties of seeds. 
She area lying in the eastern part of the region 
has seen a SIOY impact of this nev technology. In the 
year 1975-76 only 19 to 25 per cent of the cropped area 
was under hi{^ yielding seeds in the districts of 
Eatihar, Sitamarhi, Vest COiamparany Hadhubani, Pumia and 
Bhagalpur* 
She performance of cereals under this programme 
vas far better in 1980-8t in comparison to that of 
1975-76, £he area of EH* seeds iras vry high in seven 
districts* namely, Beguaarai, aopalganj, Saran» Vaishali, 
Sivan, Saoastipur and Saharsa, District Begusarai, 
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QopaXgaaJ a&d Saran had as earXi«r« larg« area or 
64 per centt 6o per cent and 59 ptr eent resptotiTelj of 
their oultivated area imder ImproTed eeede of rioe and 
wheat. Besides these, districts TaishaXi vith 53 psr eeat 
and Siva&t Saiaastipur and Saharsa wii& 51» 49 and 43 
per cent respeotirely irere other dittriets of importance 
where extensire application of HTiT seeds vas recorded. 
Medium adoption of iaprored seeds, like high 
application areas, vas noted in the vestem part of the 
region. District Muzaffarpur and East Chaaparan with 
44 and 41 psr cent respectively and ¥est Champaran with 
36 ^QT cent of their cropped area under improved seeds 
make a medinm spread region* 
She areas which have witnessed a low areal spread 
of high yielding seeds lie in the eastern part of the 
region and include the districts of Bhagalpur, Darhhanga, 
Sitaiaaz^i, Eatihar, Fumia, Hadhubani and Hunger. (Ehese 
districts haire recorded a percentage ranging between 20 
and 28 of their cropped area under these varieties of seeds. 
Fertiliaers 
She findings of Hrst and Second Fire Tear Plans 
point out that, under conditions prevalent in India, 
fertilizers are responsible for an increase of about 
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45 V^ otat in -fcht agrioultoral product ion. In •!•« 
of i t s 0T«rtfhe3aing inpaet on agrieoltoral production, 
i t vas thought irort1ii&iX« to know ih9 eonsumption l«vol 
of fe^tilisozv in Horth Bihair flain. 
fable 2XIXI indieat«« '^at the eonsuaption of 
f ertiXieers has suhetantiaXly inoroased in the region 
since t9^*^^* liiUtrientvise oonsuffiption shovs that the 
application of nitrogen iras 4Of 196 metric tonnes in 
1965*66 but i t s quantity rose four times to 40,9*70 metric 
tonnes in 1970*7ty a figure irhich further doubled in the 
next ten years to 81,765 metric tonnes in 1930-*81« She 
* 
other nutrient, phosphate, has shoim a similar pattern 
of increased utilization* In 1965-66 2,456 metric tonnes 
of phosphate was distributed to the fazmers but in 
subsequent years it increased to 8,859 metric tonnes in 
1970-71, 9»5t7 metric tonnes in 1975-76 and 17,984 tonnes 
in 1980-81* Potassium application vas 4,900 metric tonnes 
in 1970-71 €Uid went up to 5,224 metric tonnes in 1975-76 
and to 10,084 metric tonnes in 1980-81. !£he oTsrall 
consumption of HPK has oonsideirably increased in the 
region in ten years period from 54,729 in 1970-71 to 
1,09,835 metric tonnes in 1980-81. 
TkBM XXIIX 
£rutrientwijB0 afallalsillty of ftrtiXiistrs in 
Sor&L Bihar Plain 
(in B0triQ tonnei) 
T « , 
1965-66 
1970-71 
1975-76 
1980-81 
h 
10t196 
40,970 
51,182 
81,765 
P^ Og 
2,456 
8,859 
9,317 
17,984 
KgO 
•w 
4,900 
5,224 
10,084 
Total 
12,652 
54,729 
65,723 
1,09,835 
Soureei Official records of Agrioultural 
Dtpartmoat, Bihar, Patna* 
Sh« total eonsuiBption of ftrtilizers in kilograme 
per h«etar« of oropptd land is giT«a in Sahl* XXr7« It 
i0 ol«ftr froit th« !I!abl«, that th« famtr has gradually 
htcom* eontoioiis of Urn benefit of fertiliser application 
and has therefore progressively increased its per hectare 
oonsuaption in the region* She actual quantity of 
fertilieers applied in 1965-66 was 2,44 kg ptr hectare 
but it shot up to 18.5 kg per hectare in 1980-81. 
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TkBM XXXV 
OonsuaptioQ X«T«XB of fvrtiXietre in ITorl^ Bihar Plain 
(leg $«r kttotart) 
Tear H^ ^ 2 % ^2^ fo'^d. 
1$65*i6 
19T0-7t 
nn^n 
1980*81 
t,96 
7,24 
8*80 
13.77 
0,47 
1.56 
1.60 
3.oa 
«• 
0*86 
0.89 
t.69 
2.44 
9.68 
11.30 
18»50 
Source! Official records of Agrieultoral 
DepartmentI Bihart Patna* 
Ihtre are hoirerer local fazlationa izi the extent 
of fertilizer eoneuaptioa in the region, A perusal of 
fahle Wf 3?0TealB that in 1975-76 the application of 
fertilisers sanged from 4.7 kg per hectare in district 
Saharsa to 21.67 kg per hectare, the highest regional 
figure in district Begusarai, BoirCTert in 1960«>81 the 
use of fertilizers increased from a lowest figure of 
5.66 kg per hectare in district Katihar to 47.97 kg per 
hectare in district Gopalgan^, 2he dlstributiom of 
fertilizer consumption as depicted in ?ig«17 for the jrear 
1980«81 shotrs that Begusarai^ Muzaffarpurt Oopalganj and 
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TASIM 2X? 
Z)i0triotvis« f*rtlXis«r eoasiaaiptioii 1«T«1 i a 
Mrih OMT Plain 
(l;;g p«r b«otar«) 
]7am0 of iihe 
Dietr lot 
Saran 
Sivaa 
Cropalganj 
Safit Champarail 
Vest Cbaapaaras 
Husatfarpur 
TaisbaXl 
SitaffiarM 
Darbhanga 
Madhttbaai 
Samaetipur 
Begusarai 
Hunger 
BliapuLpur 
Sahax«a 
fumia 
Katihar 
Sotal 
1975-76 
Hetrio 
tonnes 
5,790 
4,218 
3,726 
5,292 
4,382 
6,929 
2,822 
2,613 
2,399 
1,701 
4,023 
4,036 
5,997 
4,249 
2,450 
3,715 
1,381 
65,723 
ISBK 
kg/lieetare 
19.97 
16,42 
15.62 
1 <• 2 ^ 
10.67 
20«69 
14.23 
9.06 
12.74 
4.94 
14.20 
21.67 
12.71 
10.60 
4.70 . 
5.06 
5.83 
11.31 
HetrlQ 
tonnes 
8,974 
5,93f4 
10,342 
10,469 
7»045 
10,412 
3,647 
4,150' 
2,624 
2,413 
7,029 
6,184 
8,850 
10,080 
4,158 
5,934 
1,590 
1i09,835 
1980*81 
NFS: 
kg/heotare 
32.81 
20.12 
47.97 
24.97 
18.01 
32.47 
19.58 
13.79 
10.84 
6.90 
25.92 
31.04 
17.73 
25.82 
7.43 
7.97 
5.66 
18.50 
Sources Official records of Agricultural 
Department^ Biliar, Patna. 
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Sazua dlstriotB have h l ^ dtaslty of f«rtiXle«r us* with 
a oonsuBtption leirel ranging bttveen 3i»04 and 47.97 leg 
p«r beetaare* (Elic iiighest oonstaQptioa in tht region as 
pointed out earlier vae recorded at Oopalgan^ dietriet 
followed by Begusarai vit^ 5t*04 ^ » Mmzaffarptir ?2.47 kgt 
and Saran nff&i. ?2*81 kg per hectare. It m&y he seen 
from Fig. 17 that with the exception of a few poekete of 
hi|^ oonetimption areas ^  the whole of wee tern and southern 
part of JETorth Bihar Plain is a region of meditm consumption 
of fertilizers where the actual eonsuHption ranges from 
17*7? kg per hectare in district Hunger te 25.92 kg in 
district Saaastipur. fhe other intermediate districts 
with a medium consumption of fertilisers are Vest Chanparant 
Taishalit Siwan, Bast Chaaparan and Bhagalpur. 
SIhe remaining six districts lying in the 
northeastern part of the region hare low consumption of 
fertilisers. Six districts of low fertiliser consumption 
are £atihar» Jfadhuhanit Saharea, fumiaf Sarbhanga and 
Sitamarhi where the rate of consiaiption varies from 
5*66 to 1?»79 kg per hectare. Amongst thesSf two districts 
namely Darbhanga and Eatihar have howerer witnessed a 
decrease in their fertilizer consumption as ccmpared to 
earlier years. 
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Irrigation 
Irrigation in ITorth Bihar Plain is proTidtd 
throu^ two difftr«nt touroMi firttlyit is praotic«d h^ 
tapping subsoil vatsr through YSIIS* tubt^vslls and pumps 
and seoondly* t>j ehannslising surfaos mtsr froa riysrs* 
tankst walls and othsr souress. The main sourots of 
irrigation in tht rtgion ars canals» tubs-vtUs and othsrs 
liks YSlls and tanks. Shs progressiva inoreass of tht 
nst arsa irrigated by diffsrtnt soureas in *&# Iforth Bihar 
Plain is giTan in ilteblt XXVI. 19nb figurts in Tabls rsfar 
to four points of tims i.e., t965-66t 1970«7t, 1975-76 
and 1980-81, It nay bt sssn from ths Table that more than 
89.58 par osnt of ths nst irrigated area of Horth Bihar 
Plain in 1980*81 vas irrigated by eanals, tube*vells and 
other sources. 3hibe»irell8 alone irrigate 38.11 per cent 
of the total irrigated area whereas canal irrigation 
stands at second position with 37*31 per cent of the total 
irrigated area of the region. 
Shere has been an appreciable increase in tube-well 
and canal irrigated area during the four points of time. 
It may be seen from Sable XXVI that 7.21 lakh hectares of 
irrigated area was added between 1965-66 and 1975-76 and 
about 0.49 lakh hectares from 1975-76 to 1980-81. It is 
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also noticeable tliat there iras a significant increase 
in net irrigated area of about 7*70 lakh hectares between 
the periods 1963*66 to 1980*61. Ihere has been a gradiaal 
decline in irrigation from tanks» veils and other sources 
vhile irrigation from tube-veils and canals has 
progressively increased. 
!fiBible ZXVII shovs the districtvise irrigated area 
under the three aajor sources i.e., proportion of area 
irrigated by canals, tube*vells and other sources. Xhe 
Table also shovs intensity of irrigation with respect to 
the net irrigated area in each of the serenteen 
districts of Horth Bihar Plain for the year 1980*81. She 
OTSxall intensity of irrigation on the basis ef percentage 
share of the net irrigated area to the districtvise 
total cropped area can be jtidged from Fig. 18 and 19 in 
vhich the share of all the serenteen districts vith 
respect to different sources of irrigation is presented. 
The districts having acre than 28 per cent of the total 
cropped area under irrigation fall under h±^ grade of 
irrigation aTailability. !£he districts having an irrigated 
area betveen 17«? and 27*34 per cent of the total cropped 
area are considered as of medium grade vhile the areas 
vith lees than 17 per cent of the total cropped area under 
irrigation are placed under lov grade in terms of irrigation. 
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nsm xxvxx 
Blstrietwlfi • distribution of irrigattd ar*a by 
v&rloxtB sources in Korth Bihar Plains 1980-81 
(Figurts in perosntages) 
Hame of the 
District 
Saraa 
Sivan 
GopaXganj 
East Champaran 
¥cst Cbaaparan 
Musaffarpur 
TaishaXi 
Sitamarhi 
parbhanga 
Madhubani 
Saaastipur 
Bsgosarai 
Hunger 
Bha^Xpur 
Saharsa 
Pumia 
Katihar 
SotaX 
CanaXs 
6,01 
36.58 
40,58 
45.64 
82.95 
14.9« 
11.15 
-
« i 
28.43 
0.81 
• 
60.60 
47.94 
49.88 
51.36 
14.78 
37.31 
!3hibe*veXXs 
17.33 
47.44 
52.52 
45.51 
12.12 
64.81 
39.31 
80.97 
53.52 
24.66 
72.31 
87.06 
16.10 
13.14 
38.57 
42.26 
76.53 
38.11 
Other 
sources 
76.66 
15.99 
6.91 
10,77 
4.66 
20.20 
49.54 
19.03 
46.48 
46.91 ' 
26.88 
12.94 
23.10 
38.92 
11.54 
6.38 
8.69 
24.58 
Fet irrigated 
area to the 
totaX cropped 
area 
37.49 
33.74 
39.26 
24.58 
29.10 
19*45 
22.41 
9.24 
10.25 
8.91 
21.07 
26.00 
26.09 
33.56 
20.18 
8.98 
9.17 
21.34 
Sources OffioiaX records of Directorate of 
Statistics and STaXuationy&OTarnment 
of Bihar* Fatna. 
ITotet Other souz^es include irrigation tj 
tanks, veX3B and ponds etc. 
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2h«r« are flTe dijtriotst namtly Oopalganj, 
Saran, Slvan, Bha^Xpur ani West Chaapaaran idiich hava 
high eactant of irrle^tad araa, 52it Irrigated area in 
these diitriota wriee from 29 to 59 per cent of the 
total cropped area. The h i ^ apread area if seen lying 
in extreme ueetem part of the region together ¥ith a 
email area seen in the southeastern part, She area vith 
medium extent of irrigation is a large one in -^e south 
central part of the region and is made "by the districts 
Hunger^  Begusarai^ Taishali, Samastipur» HueaffazpuTi 
and Saharsa* Lov irrigation spread i s found in a email 
area in the north and northeast idiere Darhhanga^  Sitamarhi^ 
Madhubanif Eatihar and Fumia districts hare less tban 
10 per cent of their cropped area under izrigation* 
Canals • Share are many ^mals in the Horth Bihar Plain 
hut the important ones are S?riheni canal and Vest em Kosi 
canal. Illriheni canal takes i t s water from the left hank 
of the river Oandak at Tribeni (Bhainsa Lotan). It 
irrigates nearly about 2.02 lakh hectares of land in the 
region. She Vestem Kosi canal l ies in the western part 
of the Kosi riTsr and provides irrigation to about 2.74 
lakh hectares in Saharsa and Pumia districts. 
It is evident fxom !i!able XXVI that the area 
irrigated by canal in t9&0«8t was 4.76 lakh hectares or 
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37.51 per ctat of the total irrigated area ia the region. 
Canal irrigation is ezteiaBive in Vest Champaran district 
vhtre more than 80 per cent of the cultivated area 
reoelTes vater 'Uirough this source* Beside it» there are 
six more district rlz», Hunger, Purnia» Saharsa, Bhagalpur, 
East Champaran and Gopalganj vhere canal irrigated area 
ranges from 40.58 to 6o.80 per cent of the cropped area. 
The district of Sivan reoeiTSS canal irrigation oyer about 
56.58 per cent of agricaltvorEil land idiile the remaining 
six districts namely Samastipur, Saran, Vaishali, Katihar, 
Musaffarpur and Hadhuhani haye a lover share with less 
tlmn 50 per cent of their cultivated area under canal 
irrigation. (She canal irrigation is absent in Begusarai, 
Darbhanga and Sitanarhi districts. 
Tube»>ifells * Tube-veil irrigation is of recent origin 
in India and the rate of its diffusion to every comer of 
the countzy has been very fast. It has changed the 
cropping pattern of many parts of the country vhich vere 
earlier beyond the search of irrigation vater. 
The net area irrigated by tube-veils in Uorth 
Bihar Plain vas 4.86 lakh hectares or 58.11 per cent of 
the total irrigated area in 1980-81, The districtvise 
variation of tube-veil irrigation hovever is very large 
as seen from Table 11711 and ?ig.18 and 19. Three districts 
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of the region namelgr, Btgusaraiy Sltamarhi and Eatihar 
recelTe aor* than 75 per eent of the i r i r r iga t ion vater 
froa tuhe*veXl8* I r r igat ion from tuhe-vells i s not 
extensive in the d i s t r i c t s of West Champarant fihagalpur, 
Mi2nger» Saran and Madhubani vhere l&ey provide i r r iga t ion 
to less than Z5 per o«it of the net i r r igated area, 
Xn the remaining nine d i s t r i c t s namely, Saharsa, 
?aishaXi» Pumiai^ East Champaran, Sivan, ilopalgani, 
Barhhanga, Muzaffarpur and Samastipur tuhe-vells command 
58 to 72 per cent of the to t a l i r r igated area. I t may he 
seen that tuhe-well i r r tga t ion , though varying in extent, 
i s prac t ica l in 9vm^j d i s t r i c t of the region. 
Other Sources - Wherever i r r iga t ion from <^nal and 
tuhe-irells is inadeqtuate, i r r iga t ion from other sources 
acts as a good supplement. !Che other sources including 
tanks, Yells and ponds i rr igated 3*04 lakh hectares or 
about 24«$@ per cent of the to ta l i r r igated area in 1980-81 
in Forth Bihar Plain . Shere i s only one d i s t r i c t Saran 
v h i ^ depends heavi3^ on i r r iga t ion from other sources 
vhioh command three-fourth of i t s net i r r iga ted area, 
Vext in importance are the d i s t r i c t s of Vaishali , Madhuhani, 
Darhhanga and Bhagalpur where i r r iga t ion from other sources 
ranges from 58 to 50 per cent of the net i r r iga ted area. 
In the remaining d i s t r i c t s less than one-fourth of the tota] 
cultivated area i s i r r igated hy other sources. 
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CHAPTER XX 
fhe Btag« of agriooltuxal d«T«lopaent in 
North Bihar PXaia, has httn asaeaaed in thraa vaya, 
Firatly an attempt la isade to detarmina tha px^oiat role 
Indicatora 
of varioua/of agricultural development through faotor 
analyaia and thereby indicating the actual development 
of agriculture duflng the period from 1970-71 te 1980-81, 
Secondly the agricultural productivity differentiala 
influenced by technological and inatitutional variablea 
are analyaed and diecuaaed by applying multiple regresaion 
techniquea. Thirdly the actual levela of agricultural 
development ia highlighted aa obtained through the 
application of a eompoaite index of agricultural 
development. 
Factor Analvaia 
lector analyaia ia considered to be a aound 
technique in aaaeasing the role of varioua indicatora in 
the agrioultaral development of a region beeauae with ita 
help independent variablea can be adequately be deacribed 
by amaller aet of faotora, Theae factors are infaot aome 
linear combinations of original variables and between the 
faeton the variations are more than those present in the 
faetozv thomselTes. She prooedure of f&etor waBXyaiM 
attempts to estimate the ^mluea of regression ooeffici^its 
where the origioaX variables are regressed on the factors. 
fhest coeffioients of regression are termed as factor 
loadings. 
4 
Hany authors, like Harman (1967)» Morrison 
(1967)? Kaiser (1958)? Ahmad (1965)1 etc, have used 
this method in their studies* She factor loadings can he 
ftirther processed hy factor rotations which give a set 
of new factor loadings for better explanation. 
In the present analysis the tvelre variables^ as 
given in Sable XX7XII, and considered to be suitable 
indices of agricultural development are collapsed into 
each other and are rotated further to form precise and 
new variates for agricultural development of the three 
major agricultural productivity regions of Uorth Bihar Plain 
Harman, H.H,, l^odem Factor Analysis. 
University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1967. 
Morrison, D.P., Multivariate Statistical 
Methods. McGraw Hill Book Co.. 
Hew York, 1967. 
Kaisert H.P., She Tarimax Criteria for 
Analytic Rotation in Factor Analysis, 
Psychometrika. Vol.13» 1958. 
Ahmad, Q, Indian Citiest Characteristics and 
Correlates. University of Chicago. 
Research Paper Bro.102, 1965. 
TABIE XXVIII 
Variables of agrlcultaral dttvelopment 
Variable Definition 
X| Productivity baaed on Tang's Yield Index 
Xp Percentage of canal irrigation to net 
irrigated area 
X. Percentage of tube->irells irrigation to net 
'^  irrigated area 
X^ Percentage of irrigated area by other 
^ sources to net irrigated area 
Xc Percentage of area under HIV to crop 
^ consemed 
Xg Consumption of fertilissers in kg per beetare 
Ij Traetor power per 10,000 hectare of 
' cropped land 
Xg Pump sets for irrigation per 10»000 hectare 
of cropped land 
Xq Percentage of gross cropped area to total 
^ area 
XsQ Percentage of literate persons to total 
population 
X|. NoBber of agrioultuxal vorkers per 1,000 
hectare of cropped land 
XA2* Agricultural loan in Bupees per 1,000 hectare 
of cropped land 
«Since the data of the variable agricultural 
loan for four districts of Saran, Sitamarhi, 
Samastipur and Katihar are not available, 
they have, therefore, been interpolated from 
previous records and from contiguous districts. 
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and the study region as a whole. Thene ealeulatlons 
hare been done through Factor Analysis Packetge f rograime 
on Computer TAX-11 ••system. Shese analyses are carried 
out in two points of time i . e . 1970-71 and 1980-81. 
I t imy be pointed out that there i s an increase in the 
number of d i s t r i c t s from i n t i a l year to the f inal year. 
Therefore^ similar variables of the former year are 
collapsed into 12x8 data imtrix and of the l a t t e r year 
in to 12x17 data matrix. 
She analysis of the variables for the year 
1970-71 indicates tha t 86.71 per cent of the to t a l variance 
i s explained by three factors (Sable 2XIZ), factor ?. 
which explains 34*0? per cent of the t o t a l variance i s 
s t r o n ^ y loaded on X2* ^i* ^ « ^5> ^g> '^ 10 ^^^ ^^ 12* Only 
the fozmer one records negative loadings. Factor f^ 
accounts for 27.64 per o ^ t of the to ta l variance aM i s 
more strongly loaded on about f if ty per cent of the 
var iables , fhe variables whidi have the positive loadings 
of more than 0.6$ are 
X, i r r iga t ion by tube-wells (0.91) 
X» t rac te r power (o.65) 
XQ perctntage of gross cropped area (0.97) 
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7ABX.S XIIX 
Factor strueture of agr icul tural development in 
the Iforth Bihar Plain through Eotated 
Factor Matrix, 1970-71 
Variable ^ 
^1 
h 
- * • « 
^4 
**c 
^6 
*7 
^8 
Xg 
^10 
^11 
^12 
Variance explained 
i n per cent 
1^ 
0.387 
-0.848 
0.077 
0.881 
0.700 
0,603 
-0.339 
0.889 
0.049 
0.695 
0.226 
0.537 
34.03 
Comulatiye variance 
explained in 34•03 
p e r cent 
l e c t o r loadimrs 
^2 
-0.025 
0.069 
0.909 
-0.359 
0.179 
0.343 
0.646 
0.048 
0.976 
-0,655 
-0.351 
0.197 
27.64 
61.67 
F , 
0.838 
0.473 
0.279 
-0.149 
-0.614 
0.041 
0.662 
-0,027 
-0.049 
0.217 
-0 .792 
-0.781 
25.04 
86.71 
h2 
0.853 
0.947 
0.910 
0.926 
0.900 
0.580 
0.970 
0,794 
0.957 
0,959 
0.801 
0.936 
0 
h a Communalities 
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Factor F- aoeomnts for 25*04 per eent of liie to ta l 
yariaaoe and is more stro&gLy loaded on a large number of 
vaxlablee but the variables idiidi are having the loadings 
more than 0*61 are 
Z^ agricultural productivl t j (0<84) 
I^ t rac tor power (0.66) 
X^. agricultural worker (•0*79) 
Xe area under HI? seeds (-0.61) 
X,2 agr icul tuial loan (-0.78) 
Onlj tvo variables namely X| and X» have posi t ive loadings 
and the r e s t have negative l o a d i n g , 
She valura of twelve variables during 1960-81 
have been computed for 17 d i s t r i c t s result ing in a 12x17 
data matrix for tiie study region* Shis data matrix 
collapsed into each other leads to four factors of 
agr icul tural development. In fact, the analysis indicates 
that 60*98 per cent of the variance i s explained by these 
four factors shown in lable XXX* lec to r F| accounts for 
23*35 per c m t of the t o t a l variance and i s heavily 
loaded on follONing four variables j 
X^ i r r iga t ion by ottor B o a r c . (0.95) 
X- tractor power (-0*67) 
Xg pump sets (0*54) 
X^O percentage of literate persons (0.81) 
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Faotor stracturt of agrlooltural developmtnt in th« 
Horth Bihar Plain througli Rotated Factor Matrix, 
1980-81 
VBZ^&DXfl *^  
^1 
Xj 
h 
h 
h 
h 
•an 
^8 
^9 
-^ 10 
1^t 
^12 
Tarianoe explained 
in per cent 
1^ 
-0,137 
-0.341 
-0.194 
0.949 
-0.036 
0.134 
-0.671 
0.539 
•0.241 
0.809 
0.462 
-0.253 
23-35 
Guaulative variance 
explained in 23.* 35 
per cent 
Eactor 
^2 
0.265 
-0.077 
0.084 
-0.036 
0.864 
0.872 
0.577 
0.563 
0.063 
0.417 
-0.174 
0,168 
20.65 
44.00 
loadings 
h 
0.006 
-0.557 
0.756 
-0.095 
0.199 
-0.206 
-0.301 
0.454 
0.831 
-0.166 
-0.054 
-0.668 
20^ 31 
64.31 
^4 
-0.846 
0.675 
-0.420 
-0.152 
-0,098 
-0.125 
0.079 
0,106 
0.004 
-0.055 
-0.757 
-0.106 
16.67 
80.98 
1.2 
. 0.804 
0.887 
0.793 
0.933 
0.798 
0.836 
0.880 
0.826 
0.753 
0.859 
0.820 
0.550 
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Ifeetor Pg which explains 20.65 per cent of the 
total variance is composed of foiir 'variables of high 
loadings of more than 0«56. (Ehese variables aret 
Xc ^rea under HT7 seeds (0.864) 
Xg fertilisser consimption (0.872) 
X.^  tractor power (0.577) 
X Q pump sets (0.563) 
Factor F« which accounts for 20.3t per cent of the total 
variance is comprised of four variables of h i ^ loading 
of more than 0.55. It includes three variables of high 
poeitire loadings, vis, X, (irrigation by tube-wells), 
X Q (pump sets) and Xg (gross cropped area). Factor F^ 
explains for 16.67 per cent of the total variance. It has 
three variables of high loadings; X, iafrigation by 
canal (0.67)t X* productivity (-0.84) and X^^ agricultural 
workers (-0.75)• 
After analysing the factors on a macro level 
in the region as a i&ole» it is further analsnied on a 
micro level in the three ma^or agricultural productivity 
regions of the Horth Bihar Plain for the year 1980-81. (pig.20). 
fhe rotated factors matrix for each of the three regions 
record three factors but the per cent of cumulative 
variance explained are dissimilar. • In high agricultural 
productivity regions, it is observed that the three 
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factors combinedly explain 100 per cent of varianoe as 
depicted in Table XXXI, The first factor P^  which 
explains 55.71 per cent of the total -mrianoe is mainly 
composed of high positiye loadings of variables X^^ 
percentage of literate persons (0.98), X^ gross cropped 
area (0.96), X- irrigation by tube-wells (0.80), X^| 
agricultural workers (0.65) and one high negative loading 
of variable Xg irrigation by canal (-.0.94). Ihe second 
factor Pg explains 54.15 per cent of the total variance. 
There are two variables which show high positive loadings. 
They are X, irrigation by other sources (0.79)# Xg pump 
sets (0.67) and there are three variables of negative 
loadings Xg, Xe and X,. The third factor P, accounts 
for 50.14 per cent of the total farianoe. The two 
variables which are strongly and positively loaded are 
X^2 agricultural credit (0.97) and X» tractor power 
(0.88) and the negatively loaded variables are X^ 
agricultural productivity (-0.91) and Xg pump sets (-0.74). 
In medium productivity regions the three variates 
explain 76.19 per cent of variance as given in Table XXXII. 
Paotor P. explains 28.98 per cent of total variance and 
has lonely variable of h i ^ positive loading X^ agricultural 
productivity (0.98). But there are three variables which 
TABLE 3CXXI 
Factor stzuoture of agricul tural development in 
the North Bihar PlajLn through Rotated Factor 
MatrixJ high productivity region,1980*81 
Variable Factor loadings 
1 
I9| 
^1 
^4 
h 
H 
X 8 
X, 
X 
X 
10 
i t 
12 
0*385 
•0.944 
0.800 
0.423 
0,248 
I 
-04114 
•0.166 
-0i102 
0.958 
0.984 
0.652 
0.047 
0.158 
-0.093 
-0.592 
0.791 
-0.967 
-0.993 
-0.437 
0.671 
0.259 
-0.146 
0.418 
0.248 
-0.913 
0.317 
-0.097 
-0.441 
0.052 
-0.006 
0.884 
-0.735 
0.123 
-0.100 
-0.440 
0.968 
Variance explained c^ ..^  
In per cent ?:>•(} 
Cunulatire variance 
explained in 35.71 
per cent 
34.15 
69*86 
30.14 
100.00 
1991 
aSABLE MXll 
Factor s t racture of agr icol tara l development in the 
HortJi Bihar Plain through Rotated Factor Matrix: 
asditun productivity region, 1980-81 
Variable 
^1 
*2 
h 
\ 
h 
h 
h 
H 
^9 
^10 
^11 
^t2 
^1 
0.888 
0.157 
0.100 
-0.760 
-0.482 
-0.365 
0.509 
-0.768 
-0.154 
-0.986 
0.042 
0.192 
Variance explained 
in per cent 28.98 
Cumulative 
variance explained 
in per cent 28,98 
Factor loadinfiB 
^2 
-0.177 
0.580 
-0.194 
-0.494 
0.8^ 
0.743 
0.811 
0.375 
0.306 
0.097 
-0.868 
0.108 
28.27 
57.25 
h 
0.274 
0.790 
-0.029 
-0.353 
0.147 
0.108 
0.412 
-0.172 
-0.551 
-0.008 
0.036 
0.954 
18.94 
76,19 
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have high negative loadings X.Q percentage of literate 
persons (-0.99), XQ pump sets for irrigation (-0.77) 
and X* irrigation by other sources (-•0.76) • IChe factor 
Pg accounts for 28,27 per cent of the total variance 
and is comprlBed of three variables of high positive 
loadings -* XR area under HIV (0.85)» X« tractor power 
(0.81) and Xg consumption of fertilizers (0.74) and one 
variable of negative loading — X.. agricultural 
trorkers (-0.87). She third factor, i.e., ?- explains 
18.94 per cent of total variance and includes three 
variables of more than 0.53 loadings. (Chey are I.^^ 
agricultural credit (0.95)» Xg irrigation by canal (0.79) 
and Xg gross cropped area (-0.551). 
Xhere are three factors which explain 92.31 
per cent of variance recorded under lov productivity 
regions of Iforth Bihar Plain as shovn in ITable XXXIII. 
The factor P^  accounts for 39.81 per cent of total 
variance and has a large number of variables vhieh record 
the high loadings of more than 0.87. They are X^Q 
percentage of literate persons (0.966), X^ consumption 
of fertilizers (0.924) and X^ irrigation by other sources 
(0.692), X, Irrigation by tube-wells (-0,67) and Xg gross 
cropped area (-0.94). 
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fABTM XXXIII 
Factor strueture of agrloultural dtTtXopme&t in th« 
North Bihar Plain through Eotatoa Eaotor Matrixs 
low productivity region, 1980-81 
Variable 
1^ 
Xg 
^5 
h 
h 
h 
h 
H 
h 
ho 
h\ 
J»< A 
Variance explained 
in per cent 
Factor 
1^ 
0.118 
0*102 
-0.873 
0,892 
-0.161 
0,929 
-0.172 
0.191 
-0.944 
0.966 
0.458 
0.473 
39.81 
CuamlatiTe variance 
explained in 59*81 
per cent 
loadimcB 
2^ 
-0.199 
0.565 
-0.185 
-0.451 
-0.913 
-0.229 
0.785 
-0.559 
-0.190 
-0.227 
-0.887 
-0*234 
27*83 
67.64 
^3 
0.930 
0.762 
-0.433 
-0.006 
0.110 
0.137 
0.201 
-0.743 
-0,170 
-0.110 
0.137 
0.803 
24.67 
92.31 
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Factor Pj explain. 27.83 per o«it of the 
tols&X irarlaaoe* In this factor oalsr two 'variabl«a h&r% 
relatively M g h magziitude of positive loadings and three 
the negative loadings. They are X- tractor power (0.79) 
and Xg irrigation by canal (0.57) • Xe area under HTV 
seeds (-0.915), Xg pump sets for irrigation (-0.559) and 
X|2 agricultural workers (-0.887). The third factor P-
acoounts for 24*67 per cent of the total variance. It has 
high positive ^ loadings on X^ agricultural productivity 
(0.93)» X.g agricultural loan (0.80) and Xg irrigation 
by canal (0t76). 
Regression Analysis 
It is one of the sound techniques for establishment 
of a mathematical relationship in the form of a single 
equation to explain the effect of variables on a single 
dependent variable. Here a large number of variables 
arranged into the significant combinations, in order of 
preference, have been taken as independent variables and 
the agricultural productivity the dependent variable 
because it it one of the vital aspects of agricultural 
development; 
Xrishan, &«, !I!he Concept of Agricultural 
Development in Mohammad, S, ( M . ) , 
Pfrspectives in Agrioiiltural Geography. 
Hew Delhi, 1981, Vol.4, pp.291-92* 
Farimala, 0. and Qureshi, H.H., Levels of 
Agricultural Development in Tamil Nadu, 
The Indian Geographical Journals. Vol,58, 
No.2, 1983, pp.119-126. 
?M 
Shis analyoie is attempted fixntly for the 
atady region ae a whole and secondly for three agrloultaral 
produotlirlty regions of hl^» aedium and loir grade* 
In this regard, the relevanoe of Cohh<«>Doiigla0 type of 
function has sound validity due to its irarloua advantages. 
Xhls function glTes a single equation, when attempt is 
made to test the sensltlTlty of equation in determining 
the effect of selected variables on agricultural 
productivity. It suitahly aids geographers in the study 
of spatial variations of the phenomenon. On the basis 
of selected groups identified through packages and 
combination of variables having high degree of significance 
in tezms of loadings in each group of factor, multiple 
regression technique is applied to established the 
Cobb-Douglas type of function, Por the improvement of 
function, the values of each input variable were converted 
into logarithm for the analysis of each dependent 
variable to accommodate *n* variable. Por this puzpose, 
the Cobb«>Dougla8 function may be expressed ass 
b e d y 
faking log of the both side equation, the same equation 
provides the linear equation and may be expressed ass 
log T^ « log A + b log Xg ••' 0 log X« ......Xj^ 
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The notable advantages of this type of fanotlon ere 
two-fold. Firstly, the coefficients of the function 
are e^ual to the elasticities of productivity with 
respect to different inputs. In other words, h, o, d..«y 
in the ahove equation are the elasticities of productivity 
related to inputs, which loay symbolically be defined as 
variables (inputs) in the foim of X,, X,, X^..,#Xj^ 
respectively. On the other hand, I* refers to output, 
which is dependent on input faotDm, Secondly, the 
function stakes it possible to Imow the principle of 
diiainishing returns operating within the seal*. 
fhe results of multiple regressions of I^ on 
I to XXI combinations of inputs, as shown in Table XXXIY, 
have been computed in logarithm values of the variables. 
The values of coefficients of regression, the standard 
error of estimate and of standard errors of the regression 
coeffioimts for the study region as a whole and for 
different productivity regions are arz^nged in Sable XXX7, 
She Sable reveals that there are three combinations in 
high productivity region, two combinations in aeditim 
productivity region and t&ree combinations in low 
productivity regions} whereas four combinations are 
recorded for the entire North Bihar Plain. 
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TABIM XXXIV 
Productivity5 regiontriee combiaation of variables in 
the fforth Bihar PXaia, 1980-8t 
Product iv i ty 
reg ion 
High 
s 
Medium 
Zonf 
Horth Bihar 
P l a i n 
Combi-
na t ion 
I 
IX 
I I I 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
Variables 
se lec ted in 
the combi-
na t ion 
bo 
^9 
P 
X* 
x|2 
Ac 
x2 
H 
5io 
x^  
Am 
^2 
ft 2 
^2 
iio 
^8 
3 
^2 
^1 
0*984 
0.958 
0.800 
0.652 
• 
•IH 
0.966 
0.929 
0.892 
MR 
0.949 
0.809 
0.539 
m 
Paotor 
^^ 2 
0.791 
0.671 
<•* 
0.849 
0.811 
0.745 
•» 
•* 
no 
0l785 
0.565 
mm 
0.872 
0.864 
0.577 
0.563 
• -
loadiniaB 
3 
-
•» 
0.968 
0.884 
<•> 
0.945 
0.790 
mm 
0.803 
0.762 
0.831 
0.756 
-
^4 
-
4H» 
• 
mm 
mm 
mm 
mm 
9m 
mm 
«>>> 
0.675 
Values of eoeffieients in aomlaisatiose i n d^  
Independent Variable 
Symbol 
of -
eoeffi-. 
e i tn t 
Value 
Combination 
JUL ML. 
Medium 
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Oomb: 
l Y 
Xr 
X 
8^ 
9 
X 
10 
11 
12 
Conetant texsi ( in log* 
Constant texm 
( i n rea l unit) 
Coefficient ©f 
multiple correlation 
Standard error of 
estimates (S in log-
ritbms) 
Standard error of tbe 
coefficients 
B 
0 
B 
M 
f 
a 
fi 
I 
I 
X. 
) A 
A 
B 
C 
D 
B f 
G 
H 
I 
£ 
0.05247 
0.02331 
-*0.054J 
-*0.0141 
-0,10079 0*0335 
0*17850 
-0.35622 
0.50220 
1.01578 
-1.48609 1,62917 
30.62598 42.57650 
•*0.00443 
2.19299 2.0738 
155.95166 118.522 
1,03616 0.73892 0.95472 0.8922 
0.24731 0*61416 0.27119 0.1792. 
2.38023 
2,24682 
5.77606 
1.23233 
2.29103 
t.41843 
0.46845 
1.1869: 
2.11965 
0.3116] 
0.40282 
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BLI XXXV 
®ftt productivity regioJM of tii« mrth Bih&r Plain, 1980-81 
oftffioient l a different equations with 
:ion 
on 
,T IL. 
XiOv region 
OomlJlnatlon 
Tf 
North Bihar Plain 
IX X 
as a 
XI 
whole combination 
XII 
.00451 - 0.05958 0,0123 • - « -0.03655 
• - - * • • 0.07463 
0.11062 . * 0.01541 .. -
- - - - - 0.06231 
0.12102 ^ m ^ 0.05005 
•0.10264 - - -0.01675 
- * - - 0,00017 -0.05594 
• • » — — — •• 0.10663 — 
-1.03782 • - -0.07287 * . 
.00455 -. - 0.013T8 - • . 
,99746 3.09800 1,96946 t.89472 2.08002 1,98410 2.03884 2.04213 
5.4168 1253«U12 93*2095 78,4729 120,2320 96.4051 109.3553 110,1869 
,43802 0.73423 0.60190 0.89410 0.07812 0.38039 0.36506 0,55245 
30000 0,45161 0,43173 0,24325 0.053^4 0,05169 0.04818 0.04167 
61H5 - 0,73832 0.40215 - • - 0.06078 
- - - - - • 0.12147 
2« 47723 - - 0,22699 - . 
- * - - - 0,34426 
1..57891 • - ^ 0.20913 
2.52589 - - 0,09999 
- - 0.1344 0.13119 
^ • --_ - • * ^ 0,11726 
2.81)538 - - 0.35099 - • 
56234 - • 0,27543 I I I I 
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'Bie high agzlculturaX productivity r«gloa gl-ves 
most Intere&tlng results for ths combination X vlth high 
dsgret of oosfflclent of noltlplc oorrslation (1•05^16) 
and ths high standard errors of regression coefficients 
of variables X, tuhe-Trell Irrigation (2.38023)» XQ gross 
cropped area (2,24682), X^Q literate persons (5.77606), 
and X^i agricultural vorkers (1.23233)* I& the combination II 
the coefficient of multiple correlation is found to be 
0.73392 and the standard errors of regression coefficients 
are reported to be X^ irrigation by other sources 
(2.29103) and Xg piamp sets (1.41843) respectively. In 
the third combination, the analysis yields the multiple 
correlation of 0.95472, and the standard errors of 
regression coeffld^ts of 0.46845 and 0.40282 respectively 
for the variables X„ tractor power and X.„ agricultural 
loan. 
In the medium productivity region the highest 
value of multiple correlation (0.69222) is q.uite less than 
the value of similar grade of high productivity region. 
2he standard errors of regression coefficients are 
I.I8693, 2.11969 and O.31I63 respectively for the variables 
Xe area under HIV seeds, X^ fertilisers consumption 
and X^ tractor power. In combination V coefficient of 
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multlpl« eorrelation IB obserred to be 0.48802 and the 
standard errors of regression ooeffieient for the two 
variables to be 0.61145 (Xg) irrigation by canal and 
0.56234 (X^2^ agricultural loan. 
fhis analysis also gives the notable results 
for the combination VI in low agricultural productivity 
region as coefficient of multiple correlation accounts 
for 0.75423» and high standard errors of regression 
coefficients i.e., 2.47T23 on variable X^ irrigation by 
other sources 1.57891 on Xg fertilizers consumption and 
2.85558 on X.^ literate persons, m combination 7X1, 
the anailysis yields the multiple correlation of 0.60190, 
and the standard errors of regression coefficients of 
0.73852 and 2.52589 respectively on Xg irrigation by 
canal and X» tractor power. In combination Till, the 
ooeffioient of multiple correlation is 0.89410, and the 
standard errors of regression coefficients of the irariables 
X^ irrigation by canal and X^g agricultural loan are 
0.40215 and 0.27543 respectively. 
^ e analysis relating to entire North Bihar Plain 
gives least significant results as the coefficient of 
multiple correlation for combination IX is calculated to 
be 0.07812 and the standard eirors of regression 
coefficients of variables X^ irrigation by other sources^ 
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ZQ |>tu&p 8«t* ai^ IQ gross oropptd area are recorded to 
be 0*22699» 0*12544 and 0,35099 respectively. In the 
eombinatloQ X, the coefficient of imltipXe correlation 
accounts for 0*36039* with the standard errors of 
regression coefficients of 0,34426, 0.20913* 0,09999 
and 0.13119 for the variables X^ a^ rea under HIT seeds, 
Xg fertilizers consumption, X» tractor pover and ZQ pump 
sets respectireljT, In the combination XI, the 
coefficient of multiple correlation is 0,3^506 and the 
standard errors of regression coefficients for the 
variables X^ irrigation by tube«>vell and Xg gross cropped 
area are 0,12147 and 0,11726 respectively, !Ehe last 
combination i.e., XII has 0,55245 coefficient of multiple 
correlation irlth the stcmdard errors of regression 
coefficient for a sizigle variable X^ irrigation by canal 
(0.06078). 
fhe above description indicates that the 
multiple regression analysis for the Sorth Bihar Plain as 
a vhole has less significance than the analysis perfozmed 
for three agricultural productivity regions of this 
plain, She results further substantiate the earlier 
hypothesis that the regional sensitivity of packages of 
variables have different influence in different 
agricultural development regions, but this does not mean 
that these packages vill not have similar effects in the 
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regions, izuitead it rttre&lB tho causes of ^ mriations in 
regional development of agriottlture especially vith the 
dependent variables and their interaetions. 
fhere are tliree combinations II^ Till and.XI 
vMoh are fotind to be the best representative of multiple 
regression analysis as depicted in ^ble XIX7I* 
^ e impact of input variables on agricultural 
productivity regions are recorded by equations of 
combinations II, VIII and XI nhich carry positive 
relationship. In the equation of combination II, t per cent 
increase in irrigation by other sources (X^) brings a 
change of t0.023 per cent in agricultural productivity, 
keeping the other inputs constant, vhereas I per cent 
increase in pump sets irrigation (X3) vould bring a change 
of '•0,119 per cent in agricultural productivity. In the 
combination 7III, 1 per cent increase in canal irrigation 
and agricultural loan vould bring a change of -(O.Oia 
and ^.014 per cent in agricultural productivity. In the 
combination XI, 1 P<BT cent increase in tube^veUs 
irrigation and gross cropped area vould bring a change 
of ^.075 and •0.107 per cent in agricultural productivity. 
In the equation of combination I, there are 
three variables vhioh give positive results and the one 
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Results of multiple regression of variables with 
productivity (T^) 
Produot i f i ty 
re«:ioiui 
H i ^ Product iv i ty I 
Region 
Hediuffl Produc-
t i v i t y l e g i o n 
Itov Produo« 
t i v i t y Region 
I I 
I I I 
17 
V 
? 1 
VII 
? I I I 
^1 
^1 
^1 
^1 
^1 
^1 
t, 
^1 
» 30,62598 • 0.05247 X^ 
-0.35622 Xg+ 0.50220 X,Q 
•1,0t578 X., 
m 42,57650^^+ 0.02331 X^ 
•¥ 0.17850 XQ 
« t55.95166 - 0,10079 X^ 
- 0.00443 X^2 
e 118.5223 - 0.05428 X^ 
• 0,01475 Xg ^ . 0 3 3 5 5 X^ 
« 99.4168 - 0.00451 \ 
+ 0,00455 X,2 
a 1253.1412 • 0.11062 X^ 
t 0.12102 Xg» 1.03782 X^^ 
» 93.2095 • 0.05958 Xg 
- 0.10264 X^ 
« 78.4729 • 0.01225 Xg 
• 0.01373 X^2 
Multiple 
c o r r e l a t i o n 
U036t6 
0.73892 
0.95472 
0.89222 
0,48802 
0.73423 
0.60190 
0.89410 
Horth Bihar Plain 
As a Vhole 
IX 
X 
XI 
XII 
m 120.2320 + 0.01541 X^ 
• 0,00017 XQ • 0.07287 X^Q 
« 96.4051 * 0.0623 X5 
+ 0,05005 Xg • 0.01675 X^ 
- 0.05594 Xg 
« t09.3553 + 0,07463 X^ 
1- 0.10663 Xg 
« 110.1869 - 0.03655 Xg 
0.07812 
0,38039 
0.36506 
0.55245 
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aegatife reiiilt. fhey are Z. irrigation by tube-veils 
(0*052)> XaQ percentage of literate persons (0.302)t X^^ 
agzlcultural workezti (1«0t6) and XQ gross cropped area 
(--0«?56}. (Combination III vliieh is under bi#i agricultural 
productivity region indicates that 1 per cent change in 
tractor power (X»), leads to a negative effect on 
agricultuial productivity in order of -0,101 per cent 
whereas the effect of this variable is negative in Aediua 
agrieultux«il productivit^r region of combination 17 where 
it is accounted for •f0«054 per cent, Th* other variables 
in this combination are censidered under negative effect. 
In the equation of low combination VI, there are 
two variables which show positive impact on agricultural 
productivity whereas one variable (X^Q) literate persons 
shows negative effect. £he sensitivity test indicates 
that 1 per cent change in irrigation by oldier sources 
(X^) would bring a change of •*<>.lit per cent in 
agricultural productivity while 1 per cent change in 
consumption of fertilizers would have a change of •K).121 
per cent in agricultaral productivity. In the eqimtion 
of combination VII,canal irrigation is found to be directly 
proportional and the use of tractors is invearsely 
proportional to agricultural productivity. 
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The entire region of JSTorth Bihar Plain, in the 
equation of eomhination £I» i r r iga t ion lay tube*>vell8 and 
gross cropped area i n d i ^ t e positive impact on 
agxloultural prodaotivity^ In combination IX, i r r iga t ion 
by other sources and pomp sets i r r i i ^ t i o n indicate posit ive 
impact on agricxiXtural productivity. In th i s combination 
percentage of l i t e r a t e persons shovs negative effect on 
agr icu l tura l productivity* In the equation of combination 
X, the area under HY7 and consumption of f e r t i l i s e r s 
i n kilograjm per hectare shove a positive impact on 
agr icul tura l productivity, whereas t rac tor power and 
pump se ts indicate negative effect. In the equation of 
combination XI, tube-wells i r r iga t ion and gross cropped 
area highlight positive impact on agr icul tural productivity. 
The variable canal i r r i ^ t i o n which l i e s in the l a s t 
combination of the study region has i t s e l f the negative 
effect on agricul tural productivity. 
Levels of Agricultural Development 
In t h i s part a l l the variables idiich are 
considered as the indicators of agr icul tural development 
are collectively and spat ia l ly analysed with the aid of 
composite index to com^re relat ively developed and less 
developed regions of Horth Bihar Flain. As a l l variables 
selected to analyse agricul tural development do not have 
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an 6qml share, each variable has been assigned a weight 
which is calculated b^ {• To obtain the Composite 
S 
Index in order to assess the agricultaral development, 
the e(|uation may algebraically be expressed ass 
C.I w 
A j A M A.V At M 
T mJL O. Y —&• 4 . 7 ••? 7 ••iniiVf 
''l Si 2 S^  * ^3 gi ^12 W-
A A A n A<j> A 4 n 
Sj Sz S3 • • • • • • • • • g^^ 
where 
e x . 1* the composite index 
Xat X^ ... X^2 ** '^'^^ number of variable considered 
Z St the mean value of the variable in the 
entire region 
S» the standard deviation of each variable. 
fhe computed composite indices of the variables 
have a wide range of variation among the districts of the 
region, fhey vary between 407 and 556 with a maximom of 
555.56 in Muzaffarpur district and a minimum of 407.65 
in Puroiat whereas the regional avez^tge stands for 
463.25. SIhe inter*districts variations may conveniently 
be grouped into three grades of high, medium and low 
levels of agricultural development with the help of their 
standard deviation from "^e mean. 
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In the region as a irhole there are six distriots 
shoving a high lerel of agricultural deYelopmeat» four 
fall under medima level and the roiaining seven have 
lov level of development (Sable XXXTZI}* !Ehese are 
recording high level of development forms a solid» compact 
block in the south*centz^ part of the North Bihar Plain 
(llg.21). It extends over the districts of Husaffarpur 
(555.56), Manger (540.91), Vaishali (530.39), Darhhanga 
(527.70), Begusarai (506.15), and Samaatipur (503.37). 
fhis region is relatively advance agriculturally and separates, 
vith the exception of Saran district, two distinct regions 
of lov grade. One of the lov grade regions of relatively 
large size lies in the eastern part and includes the 
districts of Saharsa (427.77), Bhagalpur (424.73), Katihar 
(413.67) and Puamia (407,65). The other region of this 
grade composed of three districts of West Champaran, Siimn, 
and Go|>algan^ is located in the vestern part of the study 
» 
Medium grade developm^it i s noticed in only four 
districts, viz. . Bast Champaran, Sitamarhi, Madhuhani 
and Saran. Shey jointly fozm a distinct region in the 
northen margin of tiie North Bihar P3Lain vhioh stretches 
east^vestvard and ultimately curves southvard to include 
district Sai«m. 
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fABLl ZXXVII 
Lerels of agrioultural deT^lopment in the Horth 
Bihar Plain, f980-81 
Raolc of the Bistriet Composite Indices 
Index 
Muzaffarpur 
Hunger 
Vaishali 
Darbhaaga 
Tegusarai 
Samastipmr 
Sitamarhi 
Madhuhani 
Saran 
Sast Ohamparaa 
Saharea 
Siifan 
BiiagaXpur 
Gopalganj 
Vest Champazmn 
Katihar 
Fumia 
Horth Bihar n a i n 463«25 48.31 
555.56 
540.91 
530.39 
527.70 
506.15 
503.37 
461.01 
445.37 
444.94 
439.45 
427.77 
426.97 
424.73 
420.44 
416.51 
413.67 
407.65 
57.94 
56.41 
55.31 
55.03 
52.78 
52.49 
48.08 
46.45 
46.40 
45.83 
44.61 
44.53 
44.29 
43.85 
43.44 
43.14 
42,51 
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fha dietrletvise distribution of indices rtYoal 
that the lerels of agrioaltuiBl developaent in the ITorth 
Bihar Plain are clearly marked and the regional pattern 
corrohoxatee the earlier findings that the south-central 
districts are agrieoXturaXIy more adfanoed while the 
impact of institutional and technological factors i s 
coffiparatiYely low in the eastern and western margins of 
the North Bihar Plain. 
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CHAPTER X 
COHCLUSIOHS km SUGGESTIOHS 
Horth Bihar Plain is a fertile area where 
agriculture shares 46 per cent to the total economy of 
Bihar and 42 per cent of that of India, Ihe groning 
population of the area engaged directly or indirectly 
in agrict2lture demands more and more foodgrains and 
the farmers are forced to pay special attention tOT»ards 
the improvement of their agricultural output with an 
increased use of irrigation, fertilizers» high yielding 
varieties of seeds and the improvement in infra-structural 
facilities* Shere has been a siseahle increase in the 
available food resources. However the distributional 
patteri^ of all thepairameters are not eq.ual in all the 
parts of the region leading to regional disparities in 
the agricultural development. 
H^ he net sown area in 1965-66 accounted for 
62.?4 per cent (40.16 lakh hectares) of the total area of 
the region and increased to 64.27 per cent (41*40 lakh 
hectares) of the total area in 1980-81. Similarly the 
area sown more than once in 196!^ -66 was 11.14 per cent 
(11,68 lakh hectares), which increased to about 28.32 
per cent (18,24 lakh hectares) in 1980-81. The gross 
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cropped area being,80.48 per cent (51*85 lakh hectares) 
in 1965-66 and increased to 92.58 per cent (59*65 lakh 
hecl^res) in 1980-81. 
Ihe production obtained from the food crops 
also recorded a simultaneous increase from 85*09 lakh 
tonnes in 1965-66 to 93.26 lakh tonnes in 1980-81. All 
these aspects point out to general airakening of the 
farmers and the use of modern institutional and 
technological inputs»the outcome of the phase known as 
••green revolution* that started in 1966-67. The region 
has witnessed improvement in general agricultural 
situation of the area as revealed from the increase in 
net sown area, in area sown more than once and in gross 
cropped area* 
She growth rates in area and production of 
individual crops in the region indicate that among the 
cereals rice is the leading crop that occupied 22*68 lakh 
hectares in 1965-66, rising to 24.58 lakh hectares in 
1979-80. The production of rice has recorded a continuous 
rising trend from 17.84 lakh tonnes in 1965-66 to 51.55 
lakh tonnes in 1979-80* The aggregate linear growth rate 
of the area under rice increased by 10*84 per cent, while 
production increased manifolds, being 87.85 per cent 
/C w 1 
during atM stmdy period. After rie« wheat is a second 
ranking crop in this region. Its areal extent has increased 
sharply from a meagre area of 3.^4 lakh hectares in 
1965-66 to 9.97 lakh hectares in 1979-80. fhe phenomenal 
increase has been owing to the introduction of better 
seeds, expansion of irrigation and use of fertilizers» 
mechanization and pesticides. She application of modern 
agricultural strategy is highly suitable for wheat 
cultivation, fogether with the increase in area, the 
production of wheat has recorded an increase from 2.19 
lakh tonnes in 1965-66 to 11.16 lakh tonnes in 1979-30. 
But the highest production of wheat of 15.10 lakh tonnes 
was obtained in 1976-77 in the study area. She crop was 
however affected by the prevailing dry conditions during 
1979-80 owing to which the production suffered a loss. 
On the 'whole wheat has registered a gradual linear 
growth in area and production in the region. 
She area under maize was 5*52 lakh hectares 
in 1965-66y which increased to 6.17 lakh hectares in 
1979-80» while the production of maize increased from 
4.5 lakh tonnes in 1965*66 to 6.20 lakh tonnes in 1979-80. 
The increase in area under maize has been possible by 
growing two crops in a year, i.e., a variety grown in 
Ci Q hi 
tka kharlf season and th« other grown in the rabi 
season. !!!33.e inorease in maize production lias mainly 
due to the use of high yielding varieties of seeds, and 
also due to '^e introduction of winter maise in the rabi 
season, 3?hU8 it is obvious that this orop has registered 
a positive linear growth rate in area and production 
in the region, ^ e increase in area under wheat has 
been at the cost of barley which has recorded decrease 
in its areal extent from 1965*66 to 1979*80 while 
production has also declined during the same period. 
She area under pulses hsus decreased in the 
fifteen years excepting that under masoor (lentil). 
Similarly the production of pulses has also declined 
in the entire region with the exception of masoor. 
Masoor thou^ occupying a small area in the region, 
has improved its position both in areal extent and 
production. She total area under masoor was 0.6? lakh 
hectares in 1965-66, which went up to 0.66 lakh hectares 
in 1979'-80. !£he total production of imsoor increased 
from 0.27 lakh tonnes in 1965*66 to 0.5? lalch tonnes in 
1979-80. Pulses are the main source of protein and 
therefore, in the light of their decline year after year, 
require serious attention of the farmers and governmental 
agencies. If fords shotild be directed towards the increase 
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Of area and production of pultes. It can b« aohleYcd 
through the adoption of new Tarittiee of seede and hy 
safeguarding the interests of the farmers. 
Amongst oilseeds» linseed^ rapeseed and mustard 
hold an important position in the region, (Che area 
under linseed recorded a linear growth of 119*04 per cent 
while production increased by 251,52 per cent in the 
fifteen years, fiapeseed and mustard have a leading 
position than any other oilseeds in the study area. lEhe 
area under rapeseeds and mustard was 0.53 lakh hectares in 
1965-66 which increased to 0*55 lakh hectares in 1979*80. 
So far as the production is concerned, it shows an 
increase from 0.20 lakh tonnes in 1965-66 to 0.27 lakh 
tonnes in 1979*60. The area of sesaaum has declined 
during the fifteen yeax« while production has recorded 
an increase during the same period* 
Horth Bihar Plain was once an important producer 
of sugarcane in Bihar hut its area and production has 
gradually declined because the increasing pressure of 
popiilation requires food for survival from their limited 
land. Potato is getting popular in North Bihar Plain 
and its area and production botii are gradually increasing. 
She area under potato was 0.49 lakh hectares during 
1965*66, which rose up to 0.72 lakh hectares in 1979*80. 
2?J 
She production has also recorded a rise from 2.92 3akh 
tonnes In 1963*66 to 6»07 lakh tonnes In 1979-80* The 
area under potato increased by 75*48 per cent vhile 
production increased by 128*68 per cent during the study 
period. 
With the expansion of Izrigatlon fac i l i t i e s the 
area under food crops reoeiying irrigation has also 
increased in the study area* She food crops area under 
irrigation vas 5*28 lakh hectares in 1965*66 which 
increased to 14*60 lakh hectares in 1980-81, Among a l l 
the food crops wheat vas extensirely irrigated and about 
three-fourth of the total sirea devoted to i t received 
irrigation* The area increase under irrigation i s due to 
increase in the number of pump sets , tube-veils and 
canal irrigation i n the region. In the year 1965-66 only 
a small portion or 12 per cent of the total area under 
food crops vas irrigated in the region. But later on 
with the oonciousness of l^e famers and with the 
encouragement of govemmental agencies and expansion of 
irrigation fac i l i t i e s large area of food crops began to 
be put under Irrigation* In the year 1965*66 irrigated 
area was 12 per cent but i t increased to 17*45 per cent 
in 1970-71, 27.82 per cent in 1975-76 and ultimately to 
50*07 per cent in 1980-81, 
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I9ie n«t area irrigated by different means was 
5«0^>665 lakh hectares in 1965-66, rising to 12,76*326 
lakh hectares in 1980*81. She high percentage of 
increase in the net irrigated area was reported in 
western part and the medium inange increase was reported 
in the Bouth^centxal part of the region. Shis increase 
is the outcome of an increase in the munher of pump sets 
and tube*inills and the construction of a new canal in the 
western margin of the region. But in the central part 
the increase in number of pump sets and tube->wells was 
quite h i ^ owing to better supply of electricity. She 
increase in the irrigated area may be seen as a sign of 
farmers' awakening and the beginning of a re^rolution 
which is silently'taking place in the agricultural 
development of the North Bihar Plain, 
On the basis of crop yield index, the districts 
of Iforth Bihar Plain were demarcated under high, medium 
and low agricultural productivity regions for four points 
of time, i.e. for 1965-66, 1970-71, 1975-76 and 1980-81, 
During first two points of time agricultural productivity 
region more or less remained the same throughout the region. 
During this period the area of high agricultural 
productivity was located in the northwestern part in 
Champaran district, and in the southern part in Hunger 
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and Bhagalpur diatriots* It has been observed that 
inter-district variations under agricultural productivity 
in the new districts of the Bbrth Bihar Plain spatially 
changed in due course of time with the adoption of 
modem inputs. During the year 1975-76 the high 
agricultural productivity region found to be scattered in 
the region, but in 1980-81, it got established in the 
central part of the region. It has been observed that 
the northeastern part has always rtniained a low 
agrioultuml productivity area. 
It has been obsearved that there has been a 
considerable increase in the indicators of agricultural 
development from 1963-66 to 1980-81 in the study area. 
The total loan advanced by cooperative banks in 1970-71 
was Be.13,431»000 which increased to Rs.30,792,000 in 
1980-81, However its rate of distribution in the region 
is uneven. She number of agricultural workers have also 
increased from 74,73*000 in 196I to 93»02,786 in 1980-81. 
The large concentration of agricultaxal workers has been 
reported in the central part of the region, medium 
concentration is found in the north and south of the area, 
and western and eastern margins are reported to have low 
concentration of agricultural workers. 
2Z1 
fh« number of operational holding are decreasing 
ovlng to inoreaelng pressure of popiaation and the 
prevalent lavs of inherltanee responsible for the 
subdiYislon of holdings amongst Hhe heirs< Hore than 
15 per cent of the f aimers belong to the marginal class 
vlth less than one hectare holding. It is clear from 
this studjT that only two categories of holdings« riz., 
those below one hectare and those between 1 to 2 hectares 
In size constitute about 92 per cent of the total holdings 
in the region^ Ma^ozity of farmers in this region thus 
hare to depend on marginal and small agricultural holdings 
for their livelihood and agriculture is purely subsistanct 
type. 
39iere has been a considerable incz^ase in 
percentage of literate persons to the total population in 
the study area* She percentage of literate persons to 
the total population during 196t was 16,9 per cent while 
it increased to 22*9 P®r cent in 1981* ^ « large 
concentration of literate persons have been recorded in 
southern part along the river Gangs where maximum 
educational institutions are located* But it is lesser 
in northwestern and northeastern part. 
It has been observed in t&e region that there is 
a coi^iderable increase in the use of agricultural 
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implementB amd loadbiinery, fh« arexage nuabei* of tractors 
la 196t was 2 per tOfOOO hectares of cropped laad but it 
vent up to \3 taraetors per 10,000 hectares of cropped 
land in 1981* She use of pump sets for irrigation 
recoarded a sharp increase during the period from 196I 
to 1981. She average soraher of pump sets vas 3 per 
10,000 hectares of cropped land in 196I which rose to 
I69 pump sets in 1981* All these indicators point to 
the level of agrictiltural development that is taking 
place in l^e region. 
& e total area covered under HUT seeds during 
19T5-T6 was 10,89#156 lakh hectares which went up to 
13»t20,366 lakh hectares in 1980-81* fhe use of HTT seeds 
are rsry common in south-central part and western part 
of the regien, while the area lying in the eastern part 
of the region has been slow in adopting this technology. 
As far as consumption level of fertilizers is 
concerned I the overall consumption of WK is reported 
t6 record eonsiderahle increase in the region in the 
fifteen years period i.e. from 12,632 metric tonnes in 
1963*66 to 1,09»833 metric tonnes in 1980-81. She total 
consumption of fertilizers was 2«44 kg per hectare of 
cropped land during 1963-66^ which shot up to 18.3 kg per 
hectare of cropped land in 1980-8U ^ e average consumption 
C^ i4 O 
of fiPK is higher in northvestera paurt and Bouth^ctntraX 
part of tht r«gioa vhtreas lov 1«T«1 of eoBSuaption 1B 
recorded ia the north aad northeastern margin of the 
region* 
Httltiple regression analjrsis indicates that 
the ispaet of independent variables is less significant 
for agricultural deTelopnent of the Horth Bihar flain 
as a vhole in comparison to the three regional productivity 
areas of this plain* She results further substantiate 
the earlier hypothesis that the regional sensitiirity of 
packages of variables have different influenos in 
different agricultural development regions, but this does 
not mean that these packages will not have similar 
effects in the regions* instead it reveals the causes of 
variations in regional deTelopment of agriculture 
especially vith the dependent variables and their 
interactions* 
Shere are three combinations IX (high agricultural 
productivity region), VIII (medium agricultural 
productivi^ region) and XI (lov productivity region) which 
are found to be the best representative of multiple 
regression analysis as depicted in fable ixnri* 
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She impact of input irariables on agrioultuxal 
proi|uotiyil7 are recorded by equations of combinatione 
II> 7III and II vhich carry positive relationehip. In 
the equation of combination 11^ t per cent increase in 
irrigation by other sources (X.) brings a change of 
to.025 pea? cent in agricultural produotiirity, keeping the 
other inputs constant, whereas 1 per cent increase in 
pump sets irrigation (Xg) would bring a change of <«0.179 
per cent in agricultural productivity. In the combination 
7III« 1 per cent increase in canal irrigation and 
agricultuxul loan would bring a change of -tO.OI^ and 
•0,014 per cent in agricultuial productivity* In the 
combination XI, 1 per cent increase in tube-irellb irrigation 
and gross cropped area would bring a change of 40*073 and 
•0.107 per cent in agricultural productivity. 
In ^ e equation of combination I, there are 
three variables which give positive results and the one 
negative result. They are X,, irrigation by tube^wells 
(0.052), X^Q, percentage of literate persons (0,502), 
X||, agricultural workears (1,016) and X*, gross cropped 
area (-0.356). Combination III which has high agricultural 
productivity indicates that 1 per cent change in tractor 
power (X^), leads to a negative effect on agricultural 
productivity in order of -0,101 I^9T cent whereas -^e effect 
of this variable is negative in medium agrieultuiwd 
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productivi^ rtglon of eomblaation IV wher» it is 
aceounted for 10.054 p«r cent, Ih© other variables in 
this oonhination are considered under negatire effect. 
In the equation of oomhination YI, of low 
agricultural productivity region there are two variables 
which show positive impact on agricultural productivity 
whereas one variable (X^^) literate persons shows negative 
effect* She sensitivity test indicates that 1 per cent 
change in irrigation by other sources (£<) would bring 
a change of •O.tit per cent in agricultural productivity 
while t per cent change in consumption of fertilisers 
would have a change of -fCiat per cent in agricultural 
productivity. In the equation of combination Til, canal 
irrigation is found to be directly proportional and the 
use of tractors is inversely proportional to agricultural 
productivity* 
fhe entire region of Horth Bihar fXain» in the 
equation of combination ZI, irrigation by tube«-wells and 
gross cropped area indicate positive impact on agricultural 
produotivi*^* In combination K ^ irrigation by pump sets 
and by o'^er sources indicate positive impact on 
agricultural productivity. In this combination percentage 
of literate persons shows negative effect. In the 
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equation of oombiaation X, the area under HIV and 
oozwumptlon of fertilisers in kilogram per hectare 8hovB 
a positiTe impact on agricultural produotiTlty, vhereas 
tractor power and pump sets indicate negatire effect. 
In the equation of combination XI, tube^vells irrigation 
and groes cropped area highlight positire impact on 
agricultural* 
In l^e entire region irrigation by tube-vells 
and irrigation by other eoureee indicates a potltive 
impact on agricultural produetiirity, vhereas pump sets 
irrigation also has positiTe impact but shovs very ireak 
relationship* She other variables namely, area under 
E17 and consumption of fertilisers hare positiTe impact 
on agricultural productlTlty, keeping other Input factors 
constant, 1 per cent increase in irrl^tion by other 
sources brings a change of -fO.OtS per cent in agricultural 
produetlTity in the region, vhereas 1 per cent change in 
tube-veil irrigation leads to change of 40.075 per cent 
in agricultural produotlTlty, In case of fertilizer 
consumption t per cent change vould bring a change of 
•fO.050 per cent in agricultural productlTlty, vhereas 
1 ^•r eont change in area under EI7 seeds, vould bring 
a change of +0.062 per cent in agricultural preductlTlty. 
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She coholuding results draim from this analysis 
ia all the combined agricultural productivity regions 
indicate that variables pump sets, tube«¥ell irrigation 
and irrigation by other sources vlth area under HIV seeds 
and consumption of fertilizers have significant influence 
in the agricultural development in the study area* 
She composite indese points to a iride range of 
variation of variables in the districts of the region. 
In the region as a whole there are six distriets which 
show high level of agricultural development* four fall 
under medium level and the remaining seven have low level 
of development, She distriotwise distribution of indices 
also reveal a mariced agricultural development but the 
regional pattern corroborates earlier findings that the 
south*central districts are agriculturally advanced while 
the impact of institutional and technological indicators 
is comparatively low in the eastern and western margins 
of the North Bihar Plain, If the present process 
continues there is no doubt that the region will achieve 
still better level of agricultural development in future, 
Tb.9 developmental pace can be accelerated if 
certain changes are incorporated in the existiig infra-
structural fiacilities. Agricultural loan should be 
distributed timely in the less developed region, so that 
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the marginal farmers are able to purobase modex^ inpttte 
nice HI? seeds and S2K fertilizers at the required time. 
IQie size of land holdings in the lorth Bihar 
Plain is decreasing year after year owing to vhioh modem 
implements and machinery cannot be t^ed, ^ e consolidation 
of land holdings is urgently required because it is the 
only measure to combine small and fra^ented holdizigs 
into a oompaot large eiee plot. It will facilitate the 
use ot modern implements ^  save time of the farmers in 
superrising the crop and will help in resorting to 
multiple cropping* fhe less developed area of ^ e region 
requires proper and timely supply of electricity to 
operate the electrio pump sets during the period vhen 
the crops require water for their suceesful growth* 
!Ehe supply of dies el oil at reasonable rate 
will further help the fazners to operate the pumping sets 
at the time of irrigation. Canals do not hare adequate 
supply of water during the dry season owing to which 
crops suffer. If the facility of canal water is provided 
to the farmers throughout the year it is bound to yield 
beneficial results. 
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